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The F-15 Eag le beca me operatio nal on t he 14th o f Nove mbe r 197 4, at Luke Ai r Force Base, Ari zona As of this point in time
{1983), more than 800 F-15A, B, C. and D m odel aircraft have bee n produ ced for the air forces of t he United States, Japan, Israel,
and Sa udi Arabi a. Onl y specul ation is poss ibl e rega rdin g an ul t im at e number o f aircraft and the Eagle's ultimate position in the
history o f aviatio n and t he wo rld, but its pos iti on thu s fa r is both sec ure and spectacu lar. The McDonnell technical support
publi ca tion - PRODU CT SUPPO RT DI G EST - has doc um ented t his " prog ress o f the Eagle" fr om the very beginning in articles
and reports by fli ght test and enginee rin g personnel. Prep ared exclu sive ly for our mili ta ry customers, t hese articles offer both a
fa sc inating, informal histo ry o f the F-1 5 prog ram and contempo rary tec hn ica l d isc uss io ns o f airc rew techniques and procedures.
Regardless of one's leve l of exp erien ce with o r degree o f exposure to the Eagle, in formation of the type publ ished in PSD is
worth reading and preserv ing. Ho w eve r, it is the natur'7 o f magazi nes to be te m porary and disposab le, to "disappear" in time
w ith the c onsequent loss o f va lu abl e dat a to personn el new ly ass ign ed to our airplane. Therefore, as on previous aircraft such as
the Demon, Voodoo, and Phantom , MCAIR preserves thi s hard-won expertise in the fo rm of pe riod ic col lections of previouslyprinted articles. This is Volume I o f the Eagl e collec tion and is composed o f general-interest material arranged in ch ronological
order; if you are interested in ho w the F-15 got to where it is tod ay - test programs, simul ators, m il estone events, etc., it's all
here in this volume, in autho ritative articl es written by the pil ot s as they we re performing t he tests. Volume II contains the more
tec hnically-oriented aircrew articles, arran ged b y subject, from the past 10 yea rs. Volum es 111 and up wi l l be published as the
acc umulated information warrants.
There is a tremendou s amount of inform ation pac ked into t hese slender volum es of ta lk about Eagles, but there are two
points to bear in mind w hen reading, one con ce rnin g the "c urrency" o f the m ate ri al; one its "applicability" • A rticl es published herein were up-to-d ate and va lid tec hn ic all y as of t he ti me o f origi nal publication (indicated in the table
o f contents and on eac h art icle). However, t he F-15 Eagle as it is comin g off t he assem bl y line today contains many differences
from the earlier(and ea rliest) configuration s. Ship No. 1 and Ship No. XXX (lates t to fl y) may look al ike on the outside but, from
both sys tem and operati on al st andpoints, they are no t ali ke. 1f you read som ething in t hese articles that does not resemble the
cockpit or syste m as you know it today, please ''c heck six" to see w here t he information is coming from - its date of
publication . It would have bee n too d iffi cul t and time consum ing o n t he p art of ou r pil ot/authors to review every past article for
current validity (esp ecia ll y sin ce some crewm en are no lo nger fl y in g o r are fl yin g ot her airplanes). Therefore, we suggest you use
these volumes for back ground and general inform ation o n ai rc raft syst em s, tec hn iques, and procedures. EAGLE TALK contains
a wealth of wi se w ord s, but o nl y your DAS H O N E is gu aranteed to have the latest, and t he official, ones. Which leads directly
into the second poin t.
• Plea se be sure you understand t he " typ e" o f inform at io n prov id ed in t hese vo lumes (and in the PRODUCT SUPPORT
DIGEST from which t hey we re repr inted) so you w on ' t be looking for adv ice tha t isn't there an~ thus get disappointed. Our
publi cation s do not di sc uss F-1 5 "tac t ics." How t o ut ili ze the ai rc ra ft in combat is the subject of official military
documentation; our onl y o bj ective is to inform you about F-1 5 "capabilities." The theory behind this is that the more
information you lea rn in our pu blicat ions, the better you sho uld be able to apply the information in yours.
Since thi s pa ge deal s w ith the "p hilosophy" behind EAG LE TA LK and t he PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST , it would be
appropriate to end with a qu ote f rom an indi v id u al w ho has prov ided m u ch of t he inform ation in both. In one of his articles on
Eagle dri v ing, Pat Henry, (c urrent) MCA IR Chie f Experim enta l Test Pil ot, w rote ... "As with most philosophical discussions, no
decision s are made for yo u, so the m on key is still on your bac k to hand le any given (soggy) situation. That's the responsibility
that accompanies the pride o f pro f ess io nal fl y ing."
Thu s, on behal f o f the peopl e at M c Donn ell Ai rcraft Comp any w ho have contri buted to these pub l ications, our wish is that,
when the monkeys b egin to cl im b up your b ac k in som e f ut ure (soggy) sit uation, you w ill recall some of the discussions herein
and that all of your Eagl e fl y in g w ill be res pon sibl e, proud, and profess ional !
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tn the mid-sixties. when the
USAF asked the aviation industry for the near impossible
in combat aircraft capability,
MCAIR embarked on an unprecedented development program
from which the "EAGLE"

craft at night or during the
day, in fair or foul weather.
Termed by those who use it
as "the best yet," the F-15 is
today, and will be for many
years to come, the bulwark of
the Free World. It first entered
operational squadron use on
14 November 1974, and is

and the Israeli Air Force.
Under license, Japan will build
the Eagle for its Self Defence
Forces; and in the early
1980s, the aircraft is scheduled for delivery to the Royal
Saudi Air Force. The F-15 is
still a young aircraft and has
not reached its full maturity in years to come, it is quite
possible that what is now the
world's most outstanding air
supremacy fighter could also
be filling other roles as an at-

tack, interceptor , and reconnaissance aircraft . The Eagle,
with its present capabilities
and future potential, is a key
national asset in which the
men and women of McDonnell
Aircraft Company take great
pride. Its use by USAF and
several foreign nations will
help assure stability in the
highly sensitive international
environment in which the F-15
must operate in the foreseeable future

-- ---· -----

26 JUNE 1972
EAGLE AT REST - USAF /0280. F-15
No. I, poses q11ietly outside main ma11ufacturi11g b11ildi11g after rollout ceremonies.
No. 's 2, 3. and up are befog fabricated 011
other side of hangar doors. 011 production
fines adjacent to F-.J final assembly. (left/

. . . - - - -- - ~- - -

DAY OF THE EACiLE !
EAGLt: AND ADMIRERS - Almost ei-erybody in the company found reason to irisit
production ramp sometime during F-15 Rolluu1 Do_,,. Offic:iol ceremonies were held i11sich!
b11ildi11g, in bac:kwu1111d, before more tha11
100() gol'er11me11t, military, and cfri/ia11
guells. (abon•)

EACI E .-IRC/Jl1'hCTS . G,,11aal h'i/liam
.\fomyer, Commander oj Tactical -lir Com-

mand. and James McDo,mell, Chairman VJ
McD01111ell Douglas Corporation. p11sh throt

ties to mark star/ uJ rullu1II 1.:eremo11i,'l".
lieurxe Gra/J tleJt),PrcsiJt•nt of llcDv1111dl
I inrcJJ( Company. and D011 .\fa/rem, F-15
(ie11eral ,\/c111a,:..r, /wk u11 c1ppru1·i11g/1•. (ri1thtl

27 JULY 1972-THE EAGLE SOARS!
The grace of an Eagle. The F-1 5 is shown i11 a clean configuration during its highly st.iccessful first flight. (top/
Co11c/udi11g its first flight. the F-15 Eagle touches dow11 at Edwards AFB. Cal1fomia. (bottom left)
At the controls of the F-15 during its first flight was Irv Burrows, Chief Test Pilot of McD011nell Aircraft
Company, and frequent contributor to th e PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST '"Ready Room··. (bottom right}

(TOP) 3f.i June l 9 72 - Gen William Momyer,
1he11 Co mmander of rhe Tactical Air Command, and McDonne ll Douglas Cha irman
J.S. McD01111ell push throttles signifying
rol/out of the first F-15 Eagle. (MIDDLE)
:! 7 July 1972 - A month after roll ou t. with
Chief Test Pilot Irv Burrows at the controls,
the first of the Eagles begins its ruccess/11/ maiden flight. (BOTTOM) 14 November 197.J - Lt Col Ted Laudise, Comma11der
of the 555th TFTS, Luke AFB. discusses
the Eagle with President Ford as the first
F-15 is received into Tactical Air Command
inventory.
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.. The answer to this problem is an air superiority fighter
built for one specific purpose - to clear
the skies of enemy aircraft and with all design
directed toward that one goal from the beginning ..
(from NO GUTS - NO GLORY. by Major Fred Blesse, 1953}

By I RV BUR ROWS /Director of Flig/11 Test Operations-Field

The Air Force quotat ion reproduced above is the last sentence from a now-classic article on aerial combat tactics, written
some 20 years ago originally, but just published again in the most recent issue of USAF FIGHTER WEAPONS REVIEW (Nellis
AFB). The ''problem" Major Blesse (now Major GENERAL Frederick C. Blesse, DCS Operations at Hdq PACAF) was referring to concerned the inability of then current aircraft to provide the pilot with sufficient tactical capability for the competition. Here is our first 01 GEST report on the answer to this problem - the USAF F-15
. the Eagle ... THEair
superiority fighter.
Written by the Eagle's first pilot, we are pleased to welcome Irv Burrows back to the magazine after a by-line absence equal
to the time he has spent in the Eagle cockpit. Irv's last article was his description in June 1972 {as company Chief ExperimentaJ Test Pilot) of the slatted F-4E, in his terms "the best F-4 yet." Here in June 1973 is his initial status report {now as company
Director of Flight Operatio ns, Edwards AFB) on the F-1 S - the airplane we think will turn out to be "the best yet.''
When our editor decided it was high
time to get a little F-15 information in
this publication, l was faced with a dilemma: detailed discussions of the airplane performance per se are still rat her
sensit ive unless we deal only in rathe r
bland information which is not really
much news to anyone. Techniques, handling problems, other information of
the type we normally publish in the
DIGEST are either not well enough established or, again, considered sensiti ve.

It occurred to me that perhaps information on the 0ight test program itself might be of interest. I find it 's easy
to get so wrapped up in our own business that we feel everyone must be aware
of what's going on, when, in fact, if your
day -to-day business is dropping bombs,
shooting guns, ACM, etc., you may not
be familiar with what we've been up t o
here at Edwards. So in ho pe that this will
reach som e interested eyes, here goes.
A flight test program stru cture is analogous to the building of a hou se, if one
stretches the point a bit. There are certain thin gs that mu st be accomplished
before the airp lan e is ready for operationa l use just as the fo und ation, walls,
roof, heating system, wiring, and plumb-

ing must go into a h ouse. Stability a nd
control, handling qualities, e ngine responses and performance, structu ral integrity, and aero-elastic stability are
major building blocks that have to be
checked off before the basic airframe/
engine is ready. Atte nd a nt syste ms Investigations include heat and vent , avian ics, missile/tank/weapon sepa ration
and jettison, gunfire, etc. A program
which simply investigates all these things,
and confirms th e proper opera ti on thereof involves many ai rpl anes a nd many
months.
Quite o bviously , test programs are
also designed to solve problems-so when
a stability snag comes up, efforts are
focused on fixes which in turn have to
be evaluated, the net result of which can
be an ex ten sio n of that portion of the
program. My poi nt here is simply to explain that (contrary to the impression
crea ted by that terrific painting th ey
used to in trodu ce my story) the airplane
does not co me off the drawing board
ready for action - nor is it just a routine
drill to get it rea dy. It's a full fledged
several-airplane and many-people effort
- hec tic al times, fru strating at times,
busy and interesting all the time.
Our Number 1 airplane , which first

flew last July , has ca rri ed most of the
stabili ty and co ntrol a nd handling qualities work. We used it t o get o ur initial
look at e ngin e c haracteristics and to ex pan d the speed /altitude/"'G" envelope.
We examined (and are still examining)
such thin gs as buffet levels at in creas•
ing AOA; stick forces during maneuvering;adve rse or proverse yaw; pitch transie nts with gear, speed brake . and flap
ex tension/retra c tion ; ex tern al tank handling charac teristics; etc. We are currently clearing the flutt er envelope (assu ring that non e o f the control surfaces
will tend to vibrate to destruction at
any speed /a ltitude poi nt within the advertised envelope). Toward these ends
we've expend ed some 200 flights on
thi s bird.
Airplane 2 is designated our propulsion development vehicle. Engine transients (e.g. idle-MIL-idle) are examined
under all co nditions, as are A/ B lights
and shutdowns. The airstart envelope is
being defined and, of course , the pilot
tec hniqu es for handling th ese chores,
which will go into the handbook , are
an offsh oo t. Engine modifica tions or
new engines (such as Seri es I I vs Series
I) are fir st evaluated in this airplane .
We a re now flying YFI 00 Series ll's in

Airplane :! while the others still have
Series I's ( this is roughly analogous to 17's and !S's in the F-4). As the only
cu rrent test airplane with an oper:.itive
AAR receptacle, this airplane was used
for our first look at air-to-air refueling
(a missi on which was quite success ful
and which incidentally , produ ced our
front cover photograph taken while we
were somew here ove r Bea tty .)
Number J"s lo t in life is the development of avionics systems. Radar and
fire control are of primary interest here ,
but other important systems are heads
up display, inertial navigation, TACAN/
!LS, central computer, armament control, AH RS, and the interface of all
of them .
These programs are of continuing
nature-airborne systems don't get developed in a day or a week or a month.
We think in term s of several months , or
of years. So now, nine months into the
program we've got a good start - no,
make that an excellent start. But there's
a long way to go. Airplanes 4 and 5 wil l
be here at Edwards by the time this hits
the news-stand s-a nd so may Number 6.
Their chores will be structural testing
(confirmation that the airframe will hang
together under maximum load conditions); initial weapons separation and
gunfire ; and automatic flight control
system (auto-pilot) and missile fire control system respectively. Later on, Number 7 will get into the act with more
weapons testing; Number 8 will initiate
the stall/spin investigation; and Number
9 will demonstrate aircraft /engine performance. The first two-seater, TF No. I,
is actually the eighth airplane to come
off the line and should be flying late
this summer. After some dual control
evaluations, it will also get into the weapons separation business.
I hope maybe this has enlightened
some of you who are remot e to the
flight test business. I know 20 years ago
when I was driving F-80 's around for
Uncle Sam, I hadn't the foggies t notion
what went on between de sign and o perational deployment. One thing I have
learned since then is that everything
takes time - evaluation, devel opment ,
fixes all takt: more time than we might
expec t. But for those of you who are
looki ng forward to the production F-15
arrival, we're getting it ready as quick ly
as possible.
What you'll get will please you I'm
sure. The Eagle has excellent vis ibility
through the large one-piece wind shield
and big bubble ca no py. You can see es-

sen tially 360° around the airpla ne in a
level or up direc ti on and downwards
quite well through a good portion of the
azimuth spectrum due t o the outward
bo wing of the canopy, You sit up quite
high- in fa ct, an in iti al impression is that

The lucky ··011es. ··colo11el ll'e11del/Shawler
(left). Director of F-15 Joint Test Force at
Edwards AFB. retums from becoming !he
first one in USAF ro fly the F-15. Alongside
is DIGEST author Irv Burrows, Director
of McD 011J1ell Flight Operations at £AFB.
and the first one to fly th e Eagle period.

you're awfully exposed~the canopy sill
see ms to be down around your hipst
There is minimum clutter above the
glare shield to block your view-on ly the
heads up di splay bracketry is there.
The cock pit itself has had over two
years of thoughtful concern during the
design stages by the guys with maximum interest - pilots. The design engineers had co n si d erable ''help" from
McDonnell and Air Force pilot s and I
only hop e they haven't been too bent
out of shape by our constant objections.
suggestio ns, etc. I know the net result is
a fin e, workable coc kpit of which the
designer can be proud and in which the
pil ot can be happ y.
The control system has been very
pleasing and although we have not finished optimizing it, the general qualities
are ext remel y attractive. Th e airplane
is li ght to th e touch, very respons ive,
and "fee ls like a fighter." Stall speed
ha s not yet been t o t::all y defined but we
have flown the airplane to some pre tty

low airspeeds and pretty high AOA 's
without encountering any objectionable
charac teristics. Maneuvering qualities in
excess of anything flying were ordered
by our customer; designed int o the dir•
plane ; and in fact are showing up in real
life. It's a genuine pleasure to suck the
Eagle into a turn that leaves any chase
ai rpl ane staggering around unable to
hold either the G or the speed.
App roach speeds have co rresponded
closely with those predicted, being on
the order of I 35 to 140 KIAS . The airplane, being very lightly wing loaded ,
tends to respond to any gust disturbances and h ence is not as "solid" as
fighter s with much higher wing loadings, but response to contro ls is plenty
adequate to overcome this. Th e nose can
be held high off the runway down to
50-60 knots which provides good aero
braking; and all indications point to
some pretty powerful brakes (program
to fully evaluate them coming up) so
short rollouts should be no problem.
Our in-commission rate has been truly
gratifying. The Eagle is not a simple airplane-let's face it, the simple airplane
is not built that can perform to the extremes of this maneuvering and speed
envelope w_hile providing the handling
qualities, target acquisition and kill capability that this one does. And yet from
the very first flight we've found that the
airplane tends to keep on flying day
after day. Routine inspection. weather
(yes, even at Edwards), and design mods
all eat into the flight schedule but we
feel that even with the tender loving
care our birds get, 15+ flights per month
per airplane is outstanding. For purposes
of comparison, the F-4 over its flight
test hist ory (some 15 years) has averaged eight.
Our maintenance folks and those of
our customers (who have watched closely fo r problem areas) feel that the airplane will be a good one to work on.
Sure, there are a lot of tough spots to
get to and there are some design ''Murphys.'' Hopefully, many of these will
be improved upon before the F-15 hits
the field. We think you Air Force guys
charged with keeping that first wing of
Eagles ''up" will be pleasantly impressed
with the ease of doing so.
Th at's enough for now. If this has
been interesting for you, maybe I'll drop
a few more Edwards ad libs your way
as we go along. Then , before you know
it, the airplane will be all yours and
we 'II be cranking out tht' Ready Room
nuts and bolts a la F--L
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Back in June of this year. F-15 Chief
Test Pilot Irv Burrows introduced us
to the Eagle in a summary of the
flight test program underway at Edwards AFB. He concluded his report
in the 2nd Quarter DIGEST with the
promise to find time in that busy program to occasionally update the report.
It took Irv six months, or two issues,
to find that time and then only because we let him kill two birds with
one stone (or rather, get two presentations from one set of data) - this report is extracted from speeches he and
USAF Colonel Wendell Shawler gave
in September to the 17th Annual Symposium of SETP (Society of Experiment:11 Test Pilots) in Los Angeles.
The presentations, while originally
aimed at a group of flight specialists
with a particular concern for aircraft

F-15 Update
technology, are pertinent to everybody
with an interest in the Eagle for events
are described wltich U(;Cur at a critical
period in the life of this airplane. The
flight evaluation /demonstration period
of a new aircraft is a particularly challenging and exciting time. It is the
time of "hardware" - when theories
are proved; when state-of-the-art becomes reality: when problems are encountered and solved; when changes in
direction are negotiated: in sum. when
the "wash is hung out on the line."
Irv's attention in his article is directed toward a few examples which
demonstrate the importance of CAT I

to the ultimate success of an airplane.
And DIGEST readers have a real bonus
in the companion prese ntation by
Colonel Shawler. with the military
point of view of the F-15 to date.
Colonel Shawler is Director of the
F-15 Joint Test Force at EAFB , and
as such commands the AFFTC. TAC,
and Training Command participation
in the F-15 development program.
In this situation. we don't mind :it
all being scooped by SETP. Because
unless you're :111 experiment:11 test
pilot yourself who happened to catch
Irv and the Colonel in L.A .. this will
all be news to you. too .

rogr
By IRV BURROWS/DirectorofF-15 Test Operations

The F-15 program has been a busy
o ne si nce we last discussed it here.
Among the highlight s have been completion of five Air F orce Preliminary

Evalua ti ons (which Colonel Shawler
wi ll elaborate on), and th e first nonstop ferry from St. Louis to Edwards,
when Jack Krings brought Airplane No.
7 out here on the 29t h of June . I'll

summarize our general statu s very briefly and then move on to a few more
interesting subjects. Our current statistics look something like this:
FLIGHT TEST STATUS - THROUGH
3 1 OCTOBER 1973
(First Fligh t - 27 July 1972)
Number of Aircraft Flying.
Number of Pilots
(Company/Military) .

Number of Flights.
Total Flight Hours..
Maximum Hours Per Single
Flight (Un refueled ).

. ... 10/ 10

. 1010
. ... 1010

rea l world of squadron operations,
here's the o ne we're working to by
specification for the F-15 :
Preliminary design review . . . . . . . . 9/70
Radar contractor selected .. .
, 9 / 70
Critical design review .
. ... . 4/71
Avionics review.
. ... ... 6/71
Major subassembly tests.
. .6/72
Engine inlet compatability ....... 3/72
FIRST FLIGHT .
. 7/72
Bench avionics complete.
- . 9/72
9 1st A / C perf . demonstration.
. - , 9/72
10 1st airborne avionics perf ..... , .. 12/72
.... 1/73
11 Fatigue test one lifetime.
12 Static test 2 critical con ..
... 1/73
13 Armament ground test .
, . 6/73
14 One G flight envelope . . . . . . . . - , , 8/73
15 Fatigue test 3 lifetimes . . . . . . . . . 12/73
16 AF evaluation summary .
. - . 12/73
17 Equipment qualified.
. - 3/74
18 CAT II A / C & equip in place ... ,. 3/74
19 Training equip in place . . . . . . . . . 10/74
20 Fatigue test 4 lifetimes ... . .. ... 10/74
21 E x t stores flutter release.. . ..... 8/74
22 AG E equipment in place.
. .. 10/74
23 CAT I flight tests complete .
. .. 11/74
24 FIRST AI RCRAFT TO TAC ..... 11/74
3
4
5
6

We're proud , of course , to indicate
early or on-time completion of every
mi lestone so far - the most recent o ne
being the clearance of the I G flight
envelope (No . 14). But that's enough
statistics - now I'd like to discuss a
few things we've been working on o ut
here which might be of interest to you.

STICK FORCE PER G
Back in the simulator (pre-flying)
days, we (both Air Force and McDonnell) discussed at letlgth the F /G
values and came to the conclusion that
our airplane might not be as nimbl e as
we'd like sim ply be ca use of stick forces
involved. Let 's look at a plot of what
was designed into the airplane (Figure
I)• a pattern chosen with the thought
to provide forces comfortable for maneuvering but not low enough to aggravate high Q se nsitivity o r suggest a PIO.

. ... 4

Maximum Mach Number . .
.. . 2. 5+
Maximum Cal ibrated Speed· Knots. 800
Minimum Calibrated Speed
( Not Stalled).

. .104

FIGURE 1 STICK FORCE PER G

Maximum Altitude. Feet . . . . . . 66.900
Maximum load Factor - G's .
6.3

I won't dwell too much on these
numbers other than to m entio n that
we've averaged close to 14 flights per
airplane per month, including all downtime inspections, m odifications, ro utine
maintenance, etc. This is a considerab le
increase in flight rat e per airplane over
previous t est programs.
Some other progress check points
show equivalen t compression • CAT II
start on the F-15 is set for 20 months
after first flight;on the F-4, it occurred
at the 26 th month. First squadron delivery for the F-15 is due 28 months
after first flight; the F-4 took 31.
If you've never see n a "De mons tration Milestone" chart out there in the
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Air Force Tests
By WENDELL H. SHAWLER, COLONEL, USAF/Direc1orF-15 loint Test Foru

We have flown five Air Force Preliminary Evaluations (AFPEs) in the
past year for a total of 51 flights. In
addition to these AFPE flights, the Air
Force has flown 37 participation flights
for a total of 88 Air Force flights. Ten
Air Force pilots have been involved,
not including demonstration flights in
the TF (two seater).
The first evaluation was conducted
in September 1972 on F-1 with the
primary purpose being handling qualities. However, since this was the first
Air Force look the total aircraft/weapon system was evaluated. The second
AFPE was completed on F-2 in January
1973 for performance and propulsion
objectives. This was the first aircraft
that had engines capable of developing
rated thrust. The third evaluation con•
ducted on f.J gave us the first look at
an all -up avionics system including the
radar and head•up display. The next
AFPE was on f.S to evaluate the gun
and the latest was another look at the
avionics on F-6.
Before I get into some results of
these AFPE's, I would like to outline
our f.J 5 Joint Test Force (JTF) organiza tion. The JTF includes AFSC, TAC ,
AFLC, and ATC. All of these Commands have had inputs to the f.15
Weapons System, and TAC pilots have
been actively involved in the flying pro•
gram. The members of the JTF represent all functional areas so that a complete evaluation can be made on all
aspects. Further, the Air Force has
access to all contractor data so that
we can monitor progress, look for
poten tial areas of difficulty , and most
important eliminate to a large degree
duplication of testing. We use contractor.acquired data in our reports and
McDonnell uses our data routinely.
The F-1 5 program was de signed with
what I call a semi fly-before-you-buy
system . Seve ral major compo nent s have

had competitive evaluations, including
the engine, radar, and gun. Further,
the test aircraft delivery schedule was
slow enough to allow an extensive
evaluation of the complete weapon
system and make the necessary changes
without impacting the first production
aircraft to be delivered to the TAC
(from first flight of the F-15 to fi rst
delivery to TAC will be 28 months).
Finally, the f. I 5 program has a series
of milestone s throughout the development . With the exception of the engine
qualification te st, all milestones were
completed on o r ahead of schedule.
Let's look now at some results of
these AFPEs , highlighting some of the
good are as as well as problems and
fixes that have been or will be incor•
porated.
PILOT CONSIDERATIONS
The handling qualities of the F-15
are excellent. It ha s a conventiona1 hydromechanical system and a Control
Augmentation System (CAS). either of
which is capable of flying the aircraft .
In the early eva luat ion the aircraft met
the criteria of 8785B, however, a relatively new technique was used to de•
termine handling qualit ies • air•to-air
tracking of another airc raft. This tech•
nique showed some areas that cou ld
be refined to improve the track ing
capability. As discussed by Irv, some
minor changes were made primaril!' to
the CAS that have taken an already
good flying aircraft to an excellent
handling fight er.
Two of the most important aspects
of an air superio rity aircraft are cockpit visibilit y and maneuverability. l
consider the F-15 excellent in both
categories. Cockpit visibility is really
great. Maneuverabilit y is best stated by
a coup le of representative numbers: the
thrust•limited turning performance in
military powe r at 10,000 feet is greater

than six ..G's". Can you imagine pulling more than six "G's" all day in
military power'? The thrust-limited turning performance in afterburning is the
design limit of the aircraft in much of
the envelope.
ENGINES
We have had good results with the
flight test portion of the development.
Some of the operating limitations early
in the program were too restrictive,
such as slow engine response during
acceleration; afterburner light; and
throttle transients.
• The slow engine response showed
up basically in two ways: first in slow
acceleration time from idle to military;
and second in being unable to fly go<XI.
formation or other maneuvers that required fast response.
Two basic parts of controlling the
engine are the Unified Fuel Control
(UFC) and the Electronic Engine Control (EEC). The UFC provides the basic
fuel control and the EEC comes in just
prior to military and controls all the
engine parameters. The UFC was modified to give a much more rapid fuel
flow buildup out of idle to provide
increased torque to overcome the mas.s
of the engine. As a result of this increased fuel flow, the temperature
would increase too rapidly; consequently, the EEC was modified to cut back
the fuel flow based upon the rate of
rise of the temperature. As a result of
these relatively simple changes, the
acceleration time was reduced to less
than one-half the original time.
• The afterburner light envelope
was too restrictive in the upper left
hand corner of the enve lope. Many
changes were made which gave us a
significant improvement , however, I'll
cover on ly two of the more imponam
modifications.
The F-15 has a five segment after-

burner range which was des igned to
give a very smoo1h transition between
segment s. This is practically a req uirement on a fan engin e. The main difficulties were usually too rkh a mixture
causing a light and blowout or 100 lean
a mix ture preve nting the light at all.
The syste m ha s a quick-fill capabi lity
for each spray ring that control s the
light-off of each segment. The amount
of fuel in each of these quick-fill s was
or iginaJly the same and remained the
same at all altitudes and mach s. It was
found that at sea leve l there was insufficient fuel and that at altitude there
was too much. Consequently, the valve
controlling this input was modified
through a barometric device to dec rease
the amount of fuel as altitude was increased . This change gave us the biggest
increment of improvement.
The second change in our A/B system was to decrease total fuel flow in
maximum A/B. The difficu lt y was too
much fuel for the air flow and size of
the A/B area combination. By reducing
the total fuel flow about 4000 pounds/
hour. we el iminated the blow-out difficulty at maximum A/B. As a side effect ,
we have equal or greater thrust for less
fuel flow.
• The last item on the engin e was
limited throttle movement, also in the
upper left hand corner of the enve lope.
The original concept was to keep idle
RPM to a minimum at all altitudes,
which caused the problem by all owi ng
the RPM to be 65% at 40,000 feet.
Two difficulties arose: failure to get
the engine out of idle due to low fl ow;
and slow throttle movement requ ired to
get an acceptab le acceleration. This was
easily corrected by what I'm sure you
know is on practically all engine s - an
increased idl e RPM as altitude is increased.
AVIONICS
The avionics of the F-15 have pro- .

gressed very smoothly, partially due to
installing the co mplete system in a
WB-66 prio r to the F-15 ever flying .
Consequently, when the Air Fo rce flew
the first eva luati o n the co mp lete system o perated very closely to design.
The reliability was especially good for
such a new system in that one radar set
wit h it s assoc iat ed bla ck boxes was used
for the complete evaluati on .
A unique feature of the radar is the
sy nthetic display provid ed to the pil ot.
The raw returns are processed through
the on-board computer and presen t ed
to the pil ot in a clear, easi ly int erpreted
manner. Thi s fact plus th e de sign parameters h ave verifi ed the one -man operabilit y co nce pt. In fact, one signific ant
capab ilit y is to fl y the complete mission with the head o ut of the cockpit
utilizing the HUD, including an instrument landing.
An F-15 ca rrying the AIM-7F rece ntly conducted a successfu l simulated missile launch agai nst an Air Force/
Lockheed SR-71 high-altitude , Mach 3
reco nnaissance aircraft flying at near
maximum speed and al titud e. (The
SR-7 1 has approxi mate ly half the radar
cross-sect ion of a Foxbat.) This capability, plus th e sho rt range missile
(AIM-9) and the gun give the F-15
superiority ove r the prese~t and projected th reat int o the 1980's.
MA INTENANCE
As mentioned earlier , the JTF has
been evaluating the maintenance aspects of th e F-15. The aircraft was
designed for ease of maintenance and
generally has been proven. Some items
could be improved, such as sight gauge
locat ions , type and location of access
panels, and similar it ems. All of these
will be changed prior to TAC receiving
their first aircraft, thereby savi ng a
costly retrofit program, and making the
crew chiefs job eas ier. ■

Progress Report
(Continued from Page JO)

To review just a mo ment - you'll
reca ll that there is a hydro-mechanical
control system which pretty well determines some basic control deflections
and re sponse values. Thi s is co nsidered
the back-up sys tem. The Control Augmen tation System (CAS) o perates over
the mechanica l system and mo difies
control surface d efl ect ion s within its
authori ty to provide aircraft response
in line with stick positi on . The spring
cartridge selected for the mechanical
longitudinal system was relativel y simple and provided a linear force gradient.
Altho ugh there was some debat e as to
whether it was optimum , there was also
reluctance to stir the pot too much at
that point in time, based on ly on
simulator experience. There was , of
course , normal concern about potential
overstress if the forces were lightened
up too much. However, the wheels
were put in motion to provide the
enginee ring for a dual gradient longitudinal spring car tridge, after it was
eva luated on the simulator and found
to provide improved maneuvering forces.
Early flight tests revealed that our
previous conce rn was justified - CAS
OFF maneuvering fo rces were indeed
too h eavy for a fig hter with the inherent capability of the F-15. and
though CAS ON fo rces were sign ificantly more comfortable because of
the CAS cont ribution, there was sti ll
room for improvement. At an appropriate time in 1he program, th e dual
gradie nt cartridge was installed which
provided the revised forces shown o n
the pl ot. CAS pitch co mputer modifications were required to produce a
sa ti sfacto ry mat ch between CAS and
the mechanical system.
First looks at the new sys tem p roduced smil es from the drivers ; and
sub sta ntial flight testing si nce then has
not uncovered any undesirable characteristics. Forces around neutral are
quite com fortabl e to all speed s within
the envelo pe; and there is no excess
longitudinal sens itivity or trend toward
PIO. eithe r CASON or OFF. The slope
change point cann o t be felt as any inconsistency in man euve ring forces but
th e high G forces are tailo red nicely .

The dual grad ie nt spring is co nsidered a production item and ahhough
they are slow in coming. we'll have all
the airplanes so equipped eventually.
The Eagle is now a one-handed airplane. eve n for those who want to
spe nd 90% o f each fli ght at 6 g's.

FIGURE 2 LATERAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
CA.SON

LATERAL SENSITIVITY
Thi s was another con tro l system
problem which appeared o n the simulator but was masked partially by Jack
of physiol ogica l cues. Design specs required so me rolling accelerations we\1
in excess of previous capabilities, which
cou ld only be achieved by creating a
large amount of lateral control p ower
and obtaining it quickly: i.e., lateral
control surface deflections were sudden
and big.
The !"20° ailerons are mechani ca l
only, but differential stabilator is CAS
contro lled as well as mechanical , and
it's a powerful force. Again, a lin ea r
stick to latera l control gradient was
designed and incorporated. Nonna! ,
smooth maneuveri ng was com fortab le,
though highly responsive, but sudden
small lateral stick inputs normally assoc iat ed with formation fl yi ng, air-toair refueling , and gun tracking resulted
in an undesirable jerkiness - which. at
higher Q's could approach a PIO tend~ncy. A couple of ideas we 're working
with to fix this probl em are:

(1)
(2)

Increased fo rce gradient around ne utral.
A modification which provides logic to the CAS system
to cancel ou t some of the roll
rate comm anded with small
stick defl ect ion s.

The first amounts to a dual gradient
force system as shown in Figure 2,
coupl ed with a higher setting on the
CAS transducer switches to preve nt
CAS from augme nting roll commands
for small stick deflections. The seco nd
would simply tell the CAS to negate
some of the roll rate asked for by
sma ll sharp stick deflections, thus attenuating the first motio n response.
Bo th of these approaches have merit,
as perhaps do others.
(Note: Since this prese ntation in
September , furth er progress has been
~ade in thi s area, and we are ze ro ing
m o n what amounts to a dual grad ient
late ral system . both CAS ON and OFF .)
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LANDING GEAR
Let 's discuss a subject now which
I'm sure entered all you r mind s when
you first saw the Eagle. How about
crosswind landings w ith that narrow
gear? Would you believe that a si milar
question occurred to many of us four
years ago when the mockup was first
viewed? Obviously. there we re overriding consid erations which drove the
design to a narrow gear • weight being
a critical one.
At any rate , 1he anticipat ed problem
did appear and it went something like
this: on a crosswind touchdown , several things would happen - the upwind
wing would come up ; the airplane
wanted to weathervan e int o the wind ;
and it wanted to drift downwind. All
of these ch aracteristics were acce ntuated with the no se held up , so an
ea rl y measure was to get the no se on
the gro und fast.
Examination o f the sit uatio n quickly revealed a couple of causes:
• First. we had an aile ro n-rudder
interconnect (ARI) system which said
that as the stick was moved latera lly
(assuming it was lo ngitudinally neutral
or aft). rudder was produced in the
sam e sense; i.e., if the right wing came
up and the sti ck was moved to the
right to counteract it, rud der motion
would make the airplane yaw right aggrava ting the normal weathervaning
tendency (Figure 3).
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LATERAL STICK POSITION

• Second, with the stick aft, as it
was if one wanted to hold the nose up ,
o ur system washed out some lateral
con tro l · this was designed into the
cont rols to minimize lateral deflections at high angle of attack (Figure 4).
It wo rks quite well in the maneuvering
arena. Rolling out on the runway ,
however: was not the place to reduce
lateral cont rol, particularly in a very
lightly wing loaded fighter with a
narrow gear.
The net result was that the wind
would bl ow the wing up and start the
airpl ane weathe rvaning. The normal
pilot reaction moved the stick into 1he
wind which did little or nothing to
level the wings, but worsened the yaw
into the wind condition. In this yawed
condition with wing up. the airplane
felt like it wanted to couple and the
impression to the pilot was that the
airplane was going to tip over on the
fo rward downwind quarter. Getting
the nose down made the situation
somewhat tenable but all the unpleasant chara cteristics remained to a lesser
degree and the resultant rollou1 was. in
a word. uncomfo rtable.
Th e wing-up thing was further aggra vated by main gear struts which
tended to stroke at different times i'l
the rollout. so metim es producing a ~
o r 3 degree wing-down on a calm da~
until the up strut would stroke. Two
o r three degrees feels like a lot during

to be able to keep those wings level on
the rollout!
3. Nose gear steeri ng gain was revised so that response was quicker.
This was actuall y don e to im prove
taxi qualities but the side benefit to
directional con trol on th e runway was
quite obvious.

FIGURE 3 RUDDER DEFLECTION FDA FULL LATERAL STICK
CAS OFF
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4. Main landing gear st ruts were
significant ly modified so that a large
portion of the load st roke is achieved
quickly o n touchdown and the remainder at much lower speeds. Th is gave
the airplane a much more so lid feel
afte r touchdown
These modifications entai led con siderab le time and effort but wi ll pay
huge dividends. The airplane is now
comfortab le in significant crossw ind s.
Ou r technique is simply to touchdown
in whatever crab is requ ired, with wings
level. Crab angles of up to I 1 - 12°
have been used (at F-15 approach
speeds, this computes to 25 -30 knots
crosswind component). The nose is
held up to about 12° pitch angle fo r
maximum aerodynamic braking and
the airplane ve locity vector is simply
held straight down the runway with
rudder until the nose is lowered at
about 80 knots, at which point nose
gear steering takes over.

°

rollout! One more weak poi nt was the
low ~in nose gear stee rin g. Ou r full
time - 15° steerin g should have helped
th ree-poinl d irect iona l con tro l but the
ped al vs wheel deflect ion relatio nship
required long and strong legs to ge l
much response.
A lot of effort h as been expend ed
to resolve this d il em ma, bu t the so lution is now in hand, the F-1 5 is quit e
sat isfactory in 25-30 knot sidewind s.
I'll trace the steps.
l. The A RI was essen tially eliminated on touchdow n. Sin ce there is
ARI inherent in bot h CAS ON and
CAS OF F (mech anical) co ntro l syste ms, a pair of fi xes were required to
ach ieve th is, b ut it was obvious from
the outset t hat ARI had no pl ace o n
t he ru nway and had to go. The mechan ical ARI was deactivat ed when wheei
spin-up was ac hieved almost instantaneously after to uchdown. Thi s got rid
of it during roll out , but ret ain ed it in a
static condi tion so normal ground
checks can be made . The input from
the CAS ARI was esse ntially eliminated
du ring roll o ut by biasing it s reference
AOA to I O on either wheel spin-up or
weight on wheels - at 1° AOA , rudder
de0 ectio n with full lateral stick is close
to zero .
2. Mechanical lateral control wash o ut with aft stick wa s eliminated w ith
gear down. Flight testing with the
regained full lat eral control did not

reveal any deficiencies in the normal
PA maneuvering enve lope ; and it became more and more apparent that
mo re contro l was desirable not only
afte r to uchdown , but prior to. The
additional CAS contribution was not
required prior to touchdown , but was
afterwards. Consequently , it was achi eved by the same method used for
the ARI - bi as ing its reference AOA to
I O regained full lateral CAS . These
lateral co ntrol changes did wonders for
the pil o t' s sense o f well being - it's nice

FIGURE 4

Essentially the pilot "flies" the air plane down the runway using normal
aerodynamic control until the nose is
lowered. Brakes can certainly be used
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PITCH STABILATOR DEFLECTION · DEG

during the two-point rollout to shorten
the distance. but aero braking itse lf at
10°- 14° pitch angle is quite powerful.

STORES
All missi le separations and tank
jettisons have been problem-free. AIMTs have been fi red from all fuselage
stations and A IM-9's from the wing
pylons unde r cr itica l conditions with
no adverse effects. Externa l 1anks have
been jettboned emply and fu ll within
a limited port ion of the envelope and
have separa ted clean ly.

Of interest here is the ball/socket
retention point at the aft end of the
tank and pylon which causes the tank
to pivot nose down until an angle of
20° is exceeded, at which point it can
separate. Thi s system essentially forces
the tank to rotate nose down away from
the airplane rather than allowing the
forward portion to come up, letting
the tank '"fly."
Gunfire has been conducted throughout a fairly extensive flight regime in·
elud ing lg points from ISO knots at IOK
to 45K, 2.00 !MN ,i 40K, and at

load factors up to 5 .86 and high
angles of attack. Gun gas stays well
outboard and aft of the intake at all
conditions. Our gas purging system has
undergone a redesign for simplification
and is effectively doing the job of a
more complicated early design. A:. of
this writing, some :!S .000 rounds ha\o·e
been fired in the air from the Mb I and
no items of concern have cropped up.
The 25 mm gun is still in the development cycle and airplane No. 5 m:i~ befitted with it in the near future •

The Eagle's Nest...
By DON STUCK/Ad1•anced Design Project Engineer

Just one year ago, Irv Burrows introduced us to the F-15 in the first operationally-oriented article on the CAT I flight test
program then getting undetway at Edwards AFB. California. If you 'Ve been following my own stories on the Eagle. you
know that a lot of water has gone under the bridge and a lot of flight hours have gone into the F-1 S logbook in the two short
years since first flight. We thought you might be interested in a closer look at the first ten hard-working F's and TF # I .

a~
#3
#1
1st flight- 27 July 1972
Flying Qualities - evaluation of flying
qualities and flight control systems.
External stores and tanks flutter tested
throughout the envelope.

#2
1st flight - 26 Sept 1972
Propulsion Performance - total propulsion system compatibility from inlets
to A/B's evaluated throughout the
envelope. Missile launches accomplished to determine engine effects.

1st flight -4 Nov 1972
Avionics - evaluation of avionics and
overall fire i.:ontrol system. Radar/
weapon compatibility verification. Pitot
stati<.: testing also assigned. This aircraft
has successfully completed Category }
programs and has been transferred to
Category II.

#4

#6

1st flight -13 Jan 1973
tructural Integrity - flight loads and
stru ct ural integrity with and without
external stores. Aircraft was statically
tested to 80% design limit load prior to
inflight analysis. Landing gear loads
and responses eva luated und er normal
and crosswind landings.

1st ff~ht · 23 May 1973
AFCS and Avionics • evaluation of
AFCS and radar. Also # 2 avionics test
bed and AIM-7F and AIM-9L fire control system testing. Communications,
navigation, electrical, hydrau lic, and
secondary power systems were qualified on this aircraft.

#5
1st flight· 7 March 1973
Armament # l - tank and weapons
compatibility and jettison verification.
20mm cannon integration.

2
#9 ,
1st flight· 2 Oct 1973

#7
1st flight -14June 1973
rmament # 2 - tank and weaponsjet-

ison characteristics. AIM-7 firing to
est effect on engines. Structural demnstration of missile and ECM pylons.

#8
1st flight· 25 Aug 1973
Spin - spin susceptibility and recovery
procedures will be exam ined . Fuel system evaluation and qualification.

#10
1st flight• 16 Jan 1974

TEWS - Evaluation of the Tactical
Electronic Warfare System and other
electronic, radar, and avionic measurement and testing is being conducted
at the Category I facility in Florida
utilizing the Eglin Air Force Base
range facilities.

Aircraft/Engine Performance · propulsion system and performance prequalification. Engine environmental control
system icing tests performed.

(TF) #1
1st flight· 7 J uly 1973
Two Place Stability/Control/Performance- this first two-seat Eagle evaluated
dual controls, performance, handling
qualities, and all systems unique to the
TF aircraft. Also to be used as trainer
and test bed for advanced system s requiring second seat such as recce and
int erce ptor versions.
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wns. face tt,e-F•15. The first problem is whether the aircr-aft,
~-h(;guration. will ac.tually do all· the good things that everyone
. Pan :e,tperien~ hat. shown that most aircraft gain weight and lose
., llteir devel9pnient pr09<8':S.,.fn>"' first flight to squadron use ... "
(t,lnited $tete, Air i'orces in Europe! Magazine/October 1972

USAF and DOD personnel a,oum!, the world have shared AIRSCOOP"s legitimate
concern, as postulated over two years ago and shortly after the first flight of the
G"""81 historical experle with fighter aircraft bas been exact:v ••
lllltll!I. to the detriment of the ·
and the unhappiness of the pilot. The F-1
entered operational squadron use on 14 November 1974 at Luke Air Force Base,
Arllona. I invite your close attention to this !ipe<ial issue of our PRODUCr
-6UPl'ORT DIGEST, to see how those and other unknowns stand today.

Eagle.

,.
President Ford Introduces the Eagle
Text of Chief Executive's Speech at Luke AFB
TI1is is the mon th of the pioneer in
America. It is the month of the Mayflower and our earlie st se trlers. And this
is the day of a new pioneer - a pionee r
of the sky, of Peace - the F-15 fighter.
There were 102 passengers on the
Mayflower when it crossed the Atlantic.
TI1e crossing from England to the new
world took more than two months. And
the end of the journey was freedom.
The F-15 can fly across the sa me
Atlantic route today in a matter of
hours. The purpose of it s journey is still
that of the Mayflower more than 350

years ago: freedom.
That is wh at really matters - the
purpose 0f a journey. And I am here

today to underscore to you and the
world that this great aircraft was constructed by the· American people in pursuit of peace. Our only aim - with all
of this aircraft's new maneuverability ,
speed and power - is the defense of
freedom.
I would rather walk a thousand miles
for peace than have to take a single
ste p toward war.

I am here today to congratulate you:
The United States Air Force , McDonnell Douglas, Pratt & Whitney, all of
the many contractors and workers who
participated in this very, very successful
effort - as well as the pilots who have so
diligently flight-tested the F-15 "Eagle."

All of you ce rtainly underline my
feeling that we are still pilgrim s on this
earth and there is still a place for pio neers in America today. The challenges
involving our country - here at hom e
and abroad - we all recogni ze. But I
am confident from the F-15 and yollr
example here today that this is a nation
of limitless horizons. There is no boundary to the energy, the ingenuity of the
American people.
Frankly , that is why we will whip
inflation , conquer our energy problem s.
and win the battle of the economy, to
make a stable economy.
It is our job - in this last quarter cf
the 20th century - to prepare our

country for leadership in the 21st century. And we can do that by economic
strength at home and by peaceful partnership abroad. These are my aims and
my goals, and the goals of America now
and in the future.
As I said in my Thank sgiving Day
me ssage which I made just a few days
ago: •· ... let us pray for the courage, resou rcefu lness and se nse of purpose we
will need to co ntinue America's saga of
progress. and to be worthy heirs of the
Pilgrim spirit. May we , too , find the
strength and vision to leave behind us a
better world, and an example that will
in spire future generations to new accomplishments.
So I say to you, Tongratulations,'
those who had any part whatsoever in
thi s grea t endeavor. It will seive the purpose of peace for a generation and mo re.

Mr. Mac, You Have a Great Airplane There!
Thursday, November 14, 1974 , was a capstone day for many, many people and
programs. More than 4000 organizations, from very small to very large, are supply·
ing goods and services against DOD Contract F33657-70-C-0300. tt was in partial
fulfi llment of that contract that TF-1 SA Serial Number USAF 73-108 was delivered
to the Tactical Air Command at Luke A FB, Arizona on November 14, 1974.
In addition to his formal statement welcoming the Eagle into the Air Force,
President Ford ta lked briefly with "Mr. Mac," also known as James S. McDonnell,
Chai rman of the Board of McDonnell Douglas Corporation. In their discussion, the
President made the remark headlined above, and Mr. McDonnell accepted the
compliment "on beha lf of the thousands of skilled and creative people who
developed the aircraft."
A lt of these people, Mr. Mac had noted in remarks made two years earlier at
Eagle rollout ceremonies in St. Louis, "are lovers of peace
. who know that, in
the reat wor ld in wh ich we now live, peace can be successfull y waged only from a
foundation of strength."
Thus President Ford, Mr. Mac, and the citizens both individuals are representa t ive of, firmty be lieve that "this great aircraft was constructed by the American
people in pursuit of peace. Our only aim, with all of this aircraft's maneuverability.
speed, and power, is the defense of freedom."
•

(1974)
" ... Our company and the pilots who have been instrumental in testing
the airplane are proud to present you with what we firmly believe is the -

The quotation above and the title for this article are direct statements from Eagle Driver No. I - from
McDonnell Chief Test Pilot Irv Burrows. We couldn't find a stronger statement, or in our opinion a more
reliable spokesman, with which to open this "introduction to the Eagle" - our special issue of the DIGEST
devoted exclusively to the US Air Force F-1 S air superiority fighter.
However, there is one other quotation from an equally authoritative source that we'd like to present,
from company Director of Flight Operations Joe Dobronski. Writing in the same pilot's introductory booklet from which Irv's statement was extracted, Joe said:
" ... I guess by now it will be apparent to you that all of us at McDonnell
are pretty proud of this airplane! Once you get your hands on it, we
think you will be too. . .. "
That's what this special issue at this special time is all about - from a squadron operational standpoint.
you are ready to get your hands on the F-15 for the first time. We want to tell you a little bit about this new
airplane and to highlight what we think some of its features are from both flight and maintenance aspects,
but our opinions really became academic on the 14th of November, 1974. It's officially your airplane now
and you'll draw your own conclusions without any help from us.
McDonnell Aircraft Company intends to provide the same type of service and support for the F-15 that
helped make the F-4 the bulwark of the Free World - our pilots: our field service representatives: our flight
and product support divisions - our entire organization stands ready to serve. But from now on. it's really
between you and the Eagle. We stand behind this product, but you sit inside it!

you've got you,,cluc, an

AIRPlAftEI
By CHARLE Y PLU MM ER/Experimental Test Pilot

Number 21 Eagle off the production line was a TF (two-seater) destin ed to be the first production-co11figured airplane and the first for operational squadron use. TF-3 was delivered to the USAF 011 14 November 1974 and stationed at Luke AFB, Arizona. as the first Eagle in the famed
555th Tactical Fighter (Training) Squadron. Known during th e Viernam conflict as "the largest distributor of /1/ig parts in Southeast Asia,"
Triple Nickel has given up its trusty Phan toms for this latest McDonnell product.

" Now ," you might ask, '"What's so
sp ec ial ab o ut t he fi rst prod uction
F-15 ?" I think th e real po int is what's
not so spec ial. No rmall y, you'd think
that this airplane wo uld be ra ther d iffe re nt fr o m the test birds; aft er all ,
who ever heard of anything being nearly perfect th e fir st time? Wait a m inute
now, before yo ur skepti cism shows t oo
much • let me expl ain!
Sure, we've had so me problem s, but
this airpl ane has all o r virtu all y all the
soluti o ns t o th ose probl ems in it. Yes,
it d oes. Unbelievable? May be, bu t it's
t rue. All of the basic disc repancies that
have cropped up in tw o yea rs of fli ght/
gro und testing have bee n fixed . TF-3
is ready ! The big thing is that most of
the airpl ane rea ll y was right th e fi rst
t ime. Thu s, the te st bird s and this one
are probabl y cl oser in co nfigu ratio n
than any fi ght er ever.
Th e only way to think about , talk
abo ut , or desc ribe the Eagle is in superlat ives. The airpl ane is a de light to fl y,

takeoff and landing a ''p iece of cake";
ACM is VS H; fo rmation and refueling
ou tstandingly easy; target acqui siti on
and t rack ing capability excellent; and
so on and on .
Although the airplane was des igned
fo r air superiority , it turns out to be
an exce llent ( t here's that superlative
again) air -to-ground machine. Carr ies a
prett y good load and dumps it where
you say wi t h accuracy better than any th ing you've seen yet. including th ose
specialists in that A/G role. And beyon d t hat, when you get done tearing
up that ground t arget. you can whip
up to wherever and take o ut an y airbo rne opposition that might have had
the poor judgment to challenge yo u.
If they bot her you in the middle of
that A/G attack, just flip to GUNS
mo de in one easy stroke of the thumb
and your sys tem s are automatically
ready -just swing around and hose 'e m .
Th e 555th is rece iving the mo st capab le . mainta inable. combat-really first
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delivery ever. TF-3 is the visible result
of the most successful, cost -effective
fighter development program in aviation history. Ifs a fighter pilot's fighter
without compromise, with global capabilities as a day fighter, night fighter.
day attack. night attack, and all-weather
interceptor. And the "fast pack" concept add s capab ility o r potential for
reconn aissance, ECM , extended com•
bat air pat rol, and many other modes
that you can or might imagine.
As you have read elsewhere in this
issue, the F-1 5 program personnel Jt
McDon nell are proud of this airplane;
we think it's the best fighter aircraft
ever built and we'll stand behind it all
the way. But you don·t have 10 uke
someb ody else's word for ll an~more •
you've got the first one now. and our
St. Lo uis production !me i~ busy 1.·r.inking o ut more. To help you get Ji:quJ111t•
ed with 11, ask your lo(al Field Seni(e
Rep for a cop~ Llf the linle book de-s( nbed on the 11t·xt page

owner's Manual

Your Introduction to the McDonnell F-15

[The "EAGLE OWNER'S MANUAL" was a pocket-sized booklet
published late in 1974 to coincide with delivery of the
first operational F-15 to the US Air Force. Because it
was an exceflent basic intr_oductory look at the airplane,
it is being reprinted in entirety here, except for the
"key."
The first 2500 copies came complete with a plastic "ignition key" for each new Eagle Owner.
We don't
know if anybody ever succeeded in starting up an F-15
with one.]

Air superiority Fighter by
McDonnell.Aircraft company
The F-1S is a single place, fi xed wing , Mach 2+ , twin fanjet , air superiority
fighter. Its tactical missions are fighter sweep , escort, and combat air patrol.
The F-15 combines the latest fire control system with an optimum mix of
missiles and a multiple-barrel. high speed cannon .
A highly maneuverable combat fighter with low wing loading , thrust greater
than its take-off weight , and an advanced electronic system to sort out and
identify targets and to evade enemy defenses , the F-1S is able to find, identify ,
engage, and destroy any aircraft expected to be a threat during the late 1970s
and 1980s.

but if you think that's all it is...

TAKE A LOOK AT THIS!
THE FEEL OF A FIGHTER
• COCKPIT.
FEATURES
• TAKEOFF/LANDING
FLIGHT CONTROLS.
• PROPULSION
RADAR/ AVlONICS
• GUN.
• HIGHAOA
SUPERIORITY ACROSS THE BOARD.

•

•
•
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Length ..

Height ..

... 42' 10"

. 63' 9"
18' 5"

C<

Irv Burrows.

Charley Plummer .
Bill Brinks
Pete Pilcher.
Pete Garrison
Pat Henry
Denny Behm .
Stan McIntire
Jack Krings.
Joe Dobronski

27
28
32
33
35
38
39
41
44

45

The Feel of a Fighter
some First
Impressions
Colonel Wendell Shawler, USAF

(Driver No. 3)

.. Two of the most important aspec ts of an airsuperiority aircraft are cockpit visibility and maneuverability. I consider the F-15 excellent in both
categories. . "

Captain Don Carson, USAF

(Driver No. 40)

. . . The total weapon system of the F-15 - airfram e,
engines, avionics - is designed for the fighter pilot.
Together, they make up 1he fine st fighter the USAF
has ever owned. . "
General Robert Dixon, USAF

(Driver No. 45 )

... There can be no doubt that this aircraft system
will give us a distin ct edge. There is no air superi ority
fighter in existence that can match its combat
capability . .

layout improvements - the radio is easier to get at ,
engine instruments feature digital readouts, fuel
gaging of all individual tanks (including externals)
is available ; and overall housekeeping procedures
are greatly simplified.
But now comes your chance to "check us out" to see for yourself if everything we say about thi s
airplane is really true! You'll find that the Eagle
has its own set of characteristics, techniques, and
procedures, most of which are well covered in the
flight handbook. Our intent in this ''Owner's Man•
ual" is to provide some less formal guidance and
touch on a few of the more interesting fa cets of
the airplane.
You're going to enjoy a rather steep learning
curve when you first settle into the F-15 because
it's easy to fly and the basic use of the weapon system oomes on pretty quickly. But efficient use of
all the capability this machine offers you will be a
function of continual learning and practice. Your
instructors and ou r pilots are ready to help at any
time, but in the final analysis, it's up to you. Believe
me, the results of a strong effort will amaze you!
We hope you'll use the information in this
booklet as a stepping stone to familiarity. If you
have questions which aren't covered here or in the
-1, ca ll us (collect) and we'll get you an answer
quick. Our number is (314) 232-2142.

Ou r company and the pilots who have been instrum en tal in tes ti ng t he airplane are proud to prese nt you wit h what we firmly believe is the finest
fight er ai rcraft ever built. The Eagle, though not a
small air plane, has "the feel of a fighter" - it is fun
to fl y. It s performance and maneuverability surpass any opera tional airplane today, but perhaps
the Eagl e's strongest point is the tremendous capabilit y of its weapon system.
From the beginning, company engineers and
pilots have worked together to produce a maximum
arm ame nt delivery capability. The result is an awe•
somely effective system, one in which the pilot can
use the radar t o LOOK FOR/DETECT/ACQUIRE/
FIRE without taking hands off stick and throttles .
And withi n visual range, thanks to the Head Up
Display, he need not even look into the cockpit.
Air-to-G rou nd weaponry can be pre-programmed
to elim inate switchology problems when in the
target area .
With all due respect to our design engineers, I
feel that a large measure of credit for many of the
success ful ideas in this airplane must go to the test
pil ots wh om you'll meet in this booklet. They and
th eir US AF counterpar ts have been involved since
design conception, especially in general cockpit

( t·agle Driver No. I :!J

The l:aglt= was de,igned as a o ne-man , airsuperiority fightt:r. ro that en d , the location of
controls, visibility, .rnd contro l ca pability have
been tai lored wit h you, the pilot , in mind. Many
innovations have been incorporated, both in hardware Jnd philosophy, and thus far the cod pit ha s
been very well rccdved by all who have been in it.
We think you will fi nd it easy to use and a pleasant
place to do business
Initia l cockpit checks befon: climbi ng in are
minimal. Whdhcr you use the aircraft boarding
L.idder or the external l..1dder , tht: basic procedures
..1re the same
prior to entering the cock pit, be
sure the initiator warning device on the aft bulkhe..1d is not ex tended; the canopy initiator interlock
lanyard is connected; and the seat arming device is
safetied (head knocker down). Strap ping into the
Esca p..1c IC ejection sea t is simple and straightforward: no leg restraints are required.
Your first impression after climbi ng in will quite
lik ely be one of vulnerabili ty. You'll find the
canopy sill a handy elbow rest since it's about
waist-high! The feeling of sitting "outside the
airplane" goes away after a while, but thi s great
visibility doe s tak e some getting used to. Be pre-

Now that you are installed , let's start back on
the left side and look at equipment. For openers.
nothing that must be used in flight is behind your
elbows. Ground power switches and the BIT (Built•
In Test) panels are located outboard. The Central
Computer (CC) switch is also there and must be
selected ON by the pil ot. Inboard are the aux
receiver (manual and preset) panel and various
volume controls for intercom and other miscel•
laneous tones.
Moving forward, the exterior lights control
panel is directly behind the throttles (we've been
out there on those black nights too). Controls in·
elude a rotary switch for the formation strip light·
ing which can vary the strips from full bright to
practically nothing and turn them off at th e last
bit of travel. Red beacon flashers are controll ed
ON or OFF by a toggle switch; and the normal
exterior running lights are controlled by a rotary
switch on the inboard side of the panel. Full
counter-clockwise is OFF , with brightness levels
increasing clockwise from very dim to bright.
Several detents are provided to allow quick settings
but the switch can be set anywhere in or between
the detents to get the lights "just right." Further
rotation continues to increase brightness up to the
bright / steady detent ; turning past that point into

switch selects medium or short range missile or gun
modes. The philosophy is MRM forward position ,
SRM intermediate position , gun in the aft or
closest position. Selection of the guns position
overrides any other A/A or A/G mode selected.
The entire weapons system, including the HUD and
YSD , is affected and set up for a gun _attack. The
MRM or SRM modes will not override A/G or Nav
modes of the HUD ; however , cycling to gun and
then to SRM or MRM will put you in an A/A
missile attack mode. Th e gun mode thus acts as an
A/A selection mode. Note that the A/A configura•
lion is always available at the flick of one convenien tly located switch.
Forward of the throttle quadrant are the CAS
and autopilot switches and the TACAN and !LS
con trol panels. They are on th e left sid e so you can
hang onto the st ick whil e you switch. All of the
Comm/Nav switches in the aircraft are designed to
achieve the full range of frequency or dial settings
within one 360° turn of the knob. This makes for
very rapid channel or frequency selection.
Outboard of th e nav panels are the ramp sw it ches. roll ratio switch, and anti-skid contro l sw it ch .
The left quarter pan el contains the landing gear
handle, flap indicator, tail-hook switch, and pitch
ratio indicator and switch.
The left side of the main instrument panel is
mainly taken up by the armament control panel

Outboard of the throttle quadrant and ex ten or
lights panel are the IFF / AAI pan els and rad ar
control panel. The radar panel has manual or auto
modes. On the forward porti on o f the left console
is the fue l cont rol pan el
used only to st op ex•
ternal transfer or open th e refu eling door. Fuel
transfer is normally compl etely aut omati c, includ ·
ing external tank s. Th e flap swit ch and rudder trim
switch are on the aft po rti on of the thro ttl e
quadrant.
The throttles are unique much of the weapo ns
control system is built right into them! The o utboard throttle carries the chaff switch , antenn;,
elevation wheel, and gun sight reticle stiffen ; tht:
inboard carries the target designator contr ol (TD C)
and IFF interrogate switch on the forward fa ce
and the mic button , speed brake control , weapo ns
select switch, and spare swit ch on the inbo ard side.
Sounds lik e a lot , but it makes pilot use o f the
weapons system simple. (It also sound s like an
afterthought , from what you 've just read , but the
throttles also control the engines!)
The target designator contro l is a force controller used to designate radar targets on th e VSD
or visual targets through the HUD. Pr essure from
one finger will operate it and y ou ca n writ e your
name on the scope with it. Th e weapo ns select

(ACS) , which displays the status o f all weaponry
on board , all external stores such as tank s and
bombs, and the various methods of delivery selected. Through this panel , the pilot can pre-program
the delivery methods he wishes for several differ•
ent stores prior to night. Upon reaching his
launch site, he merely selects the appropriat e program and has at it. Most program s are A/ G. The
A/A are automatic as previously mentioned .
Above the ACS panel is the fire warning system.
This is more than just warning light s. A single,
one-shot, three-way fire extinguishing bottle aper•
ates into either engine compartme nt or th e AMAD/
JFS system (aircraft mounted accessory drive/jet
fuel starter). The panel has three light-butt ons • for
left and right engines and AMAD/JFS. A fla shing
light grabs your attention to an overheat condition ;
if the light turns steady , it means a fire• push the
button to arm the problem system and flip the
DISCHARGE switch. About seven pounds of a
pressurized evaporative gas discharge into the compartment of the last system armed. Since pushing
an engine fire warning button closes the main fuel
shut off valve to that engine , you 'll have t o push
again to reset the system if you desire t o restart .
The system can be tested by the TEST position
of the discharge switch , which turns on all three
lights.
The VSD, radar scope, ANMI (or whatever you

prefer to cal l it) is to th e right of th e fire warning
system. It conta ins th e brightn ess and co ntrast controls, but since the di splay is synthe tic an d not raw
video. no g,1in con trol. Tuning is as si mple as with
a good TV se t. Auto mode will provide co nstant
contrast under vJrying light condit ions through a
light sensor on the face.
Basi c flight instruments appear to be standa rd ;
however, there are some differences. Airspeed and
altitude are digitally driven from the CADC/CC
system. No uncorrected information is available
to these instruments. In the eve nt you need pure
pil ot stat ic, it's available on the standby instrument s on the center co nsole . The ADI/HSI are
standard instruments with command stee ring and
raw ILS glide slope on the AD I; basic range, bearing. and I LS azimuth info on the HSI.
Three square buttons to the right of the ADI
provide mode co ntro l for the ent ire weapons system. If any button is depressed, it will li ght up to
display the mode selected. Four modes are available (one of which results if none of the three
buttons are selected): air-to-ground (A/G). navigation (ADI), vis-ident (VI), and air-to-air (no lights
on). The air-to-air mode can be selected to override any other mode by moving the throttlemounted weapons select switch to GUNS. Selection of any of the modes automatica ll y provides the
HUD and weapons syst em with the correct sym-

bology for that mode.
The ADI mode proviJes all navigation , attitud e
heading, and steering information in th e HUD. The
HUD , we feel, has become th e pri mary flight
instrument for basic flying as well as co mbat.
Everything you need except e ngine performance is
there. A unique feature you may not have seen
before is the velocity vector (VV). Thi s sy mbol is
representative of the actua l flight path vec tor of
the aircraft . The ILS co mmand steering is flown
against the VY , thu s providing a picture of th e
actual touchdown poi nt as well as spa ce position
com mand. The other modes provid e aircraft flight
info data in the HUD as well as weapon s steeri ng.
One of the best features of the cockpit is the
location of the main UHF and IFF controls. Th ey
are direc tly in front of you at glare shield level
and are se t up for fast reac tion. Comm chann el
select (manual or preset) is rapid. and the !FF
ident swit ch is simply a button. Just jab . Again,
you can hang onto the sti ck on the wing in night
weather while keeping up with channel changes
etc. It 's a new world!
On the right side of the main instrument pan el
you'll find the hydraulic gauges, engine instruments,
and fu el indicators. The engine instruments all
have digital readout plus a needle, except the oi l
pressure gauges and nozzle indicators whi ch are
needle only (most pe o ple never notice the needle

on the combination gauges). Fuel flow indicator
readings include A/B fuel flow when A/ 8 is on. The
oil pressure and hydraulic gauges are about the size
of a quarter but are easily read.
The fuel gauge indicates total fuel in and on the
aircraft, including external fuel. A dial indicates total internal fuel while a digital cou nt er provid es total
fuel on board. In addit ion, two ot her digital
counters are provided to indicate fuel in feed tanks ,
tank I, internal wings, or individual external tanks
as selected. A sp ring-loaded BIT position runs all
indi cations to a predetermined point to che ck the
gauge.
Let's look now at one of. the real innovations
in this airplane - the engin e start system. No ex ternal power is required - engine start is accomplished through the J et Fuel Starter (JFS) system.
The J FS switch is on th e engine con trol panel on
the right console; the JFS handl e is located below
the fuel gauge. Pl acing the JFS sw itch to ON ; then
pulling the handl e stra ight aft provide s hydraulic
accumulator power for JFS start. If the JFS does
not start , the handle can be rotated 45° and pulled
again to provide another bottle to th e JFS.

will rotate the engine. Throttle to idl e then provides ignition. The aircraft emergency genera tor
will come on when the engaged engine reaches
about 15% - 20%, thus providing power to the
engine instruments among other things. The JFS
automatically disengages wh en the engine reaches
45 - 50% RPM and automatically shuts off after
the second engine is started.
To the right of the JFS handle is the caution
lights panel. Most of these lights will turn on the
master caution (M/C) light located up there next
to the !FF/ Comm panel. Pushing the M/C light
will turn it off and arm it for the next ca ution
panel light which comes on. Two lights on the
cau tion panel refer you to the BIT pan el on the
left console. These are the avionics BIT and the
hydraulics lights. Status lights on the BIT panel
will give you more specific information on those
systems.
The right console contains several items of
interest. Right forward inboard is the oxygen panel
and the emergency vent handle . Next aft is the
engine control panel which includes the engine
master switc hes, generator switches, emergency
generator switch , engine supervisory control sw it ches, IFS switch and ready light , and external power
switch. External power can be applied but is not
necessary. (By the way, the aircraft h as no battery .)
Although this may sound lik e a busy panel , it is gen-

Once the JF S is running , a small generator provides power for the JCS and the engine master
switches. When the master switches are on, momentaril y lifting the finger lift on the appropriat e
throttle will engage the J FS to the AMAD which

era ll y on ly used before start-up and afte r shut-down.
Outboa rd is the env ironmenta l control system
panel. In ad di tion to the usual co ntrols, a sw it ch
is provided to se lect bleed air from either e ngine
or bo th . Cooling air at 80°F is provided con tinuous ly (out of ports located on the left and right
sides of the windshield) ove r the inter ior windshield and ca no py. Cooling air also is ported through
adj us table lou vers in front of the stick. The air is
dry and we have had no problems wi th a normal
system in terms of frosting or fogging on descen t
from high altitude. Thu s no spec ial procedures are
required to ensure good visibilit y. The flow is also
su ffi cient to adequately cool the cockpit without
fogging on the ground with the canopy closed.
Th e INS control panel is aft of the engine panel
and is a keyboard with digital light readouts.
Entries are made quite easily and quickly, even in
turbulence. The INS/Cent ral Computer combination provides a wealth of information and a great
potential for future benefits. INS destination and
stee ring info are displayed on the HUD, ADI, and
HSI.
Outboard of the INS panel is the interior lighting control panel. The lights are blue-white, not
red and are very effective. Seven separate controls
provide ligh t ing levels and matching capability to
satisfy the most nit-picking night fighter.
TEWS control s and compass controller are aft

o f the INS pan el. The Tl::.W S scope 1s on the upper
rig.ht por tio n of th e main instrument pJnel above
th e engine in strument s. Last but not least at the
aft e nd of the console is a gigantic (by most fighter
standards) map and data case whi ch include!-; a
thermos bott le fixtur e.
Th e canopy control h andl e is located under the
right canopy sill and m oves fore and aft to provide hydraulic power to lower, lock, unlock, and
rai se the canopy. The ca nopy lowers and then
moves forward about one inch or so to lock. The
canopy light will remain on until this h as occurred
and the canopy handle is swu ng under the sill and
stowed.
The control stick is also part of the weapons
system. The usual weapon s release buttons and
trigger are provided. In addition, the usual air
refueling disconnect also has fore and aft positions
spring-loaded to neutral. Forward selects boresight
mode of the radar , aft seiects supersearch, depressing th e switch reject s radar lock and provides
return to search or refueling boom disconnect when
appropriate.
The paddle switch provides autopilot disconnect and nose gear steering disengage. NG steering
has two modes - a full time :!:.l 5° steering mode
and a maneuvering mode up to ±45° selected by
the bottom push butt on on the control stick. Depressing th e paddle switch on the ground will

disconnect the full time steering. Maneuvering
steering is only engaged when its button is held in.

really do it justice. But though it is comp lex to
discuss it is great to use. Visibility is a standout;
look o~er your shoulder at the view - no one's
hid den .al six o'clock in this machine, but then,
there's no way he'll be there unless you invite him.
A last point - all of my discussion has been with
respect to the single-seat Eagle. Sometimes this
ai rplane co mes with two hole s. The front seat is the
sa me in bo th versions, but when you drop into the
back seat of a TF-15 , you'll find about half of the
instrument ati on and something less than total operationa l capability · you ca n d o most of the essen tial s from back there , but man y of the niceties
have been deleted. It's a fine rid e in either seJt have fun and good hunting!

Emergency brakes and nose gear steering are
provided through a handle to th e left of the HSI on
the main instrument panel. When this h and le is
pulled, emergency brak es and steering inclu ding
maneuvering steering are provid ed. On e no te here
- full time emergency NG steering cannot be disconnected by the paddl e swi tch . The emergency
brake /s teering handle can be pulled and the system
used eve n with normal power available. To reset ,
simply push in.
This has bee n a ve ry cursory look at a rather
complex cockpi t , and you'll need the handbook t o

BILL BRl.\'KS/ Project Experimental Pilo t
(Eag leDriverNo. 19)

If you need more than military power to handle
most cu rrent fighter s, you should consider a refresher course in ACM tactics.
Another unique quality of the F-15 is the wide
range of flight co nditions (airspeed , altitude , and
•g') that the airp lan e handles very well. From the
vicinity of I 00 knots to well over Mach 2, the Eagle
has a crisp roll response, with little of' no adverse
ya w , and smooth tracking ca pability. While some
airplanes are giving all their attention to stay ing
away from departure (stall , spin, etc .), you are
tracking. One of my first test flights in the Eagle
involved full sti ck roll s. The first test point was 180
knots at 45 ,000 feet! With full lateral stick, the
roll rate was about 150 degrees per second (that
would be the yaw rate in a similar maneuver in
some other aircraft I know), and the maximum
sideslip was about three degrees (hardly noticeable).
The integrated digital avionics sys tem provide s
some really outs tanding features; this fantastic
collection of boxes can tell you everything you
need to know except when to co me down for
lunch! The entire avionics system is conditioned
by the Central Computer (CC), with condit ioning
initiated by the parti cular mission task you command . The philosophy, briefly, is th is - you can
command all air-to-air displays with hands on the
stick and throttle. This includes launching or firing
all the munitions, provided you fl y around with

The F-15, since it's a brand new airplane, is
unique in it self , and that's the reason for all the
other writeups in this little book. However, there
are some outstanding aspects that don't fall directly
under any of the categories covered elsewhere, and
I'd like to comment on a few of them for you here.
( Incidentally, talking about features, if your experience is for the most part in Phantoms, pay especially dose attention to our propulsion and avionics
discussio ns
those two systems vary significantly
from the F-4 . and are loaded with ••features.")
The F-15 mission emphasizes air combat, which
drove the airplane design to high thrust-to-weight
and low wing loading. This ha s interesting implications when fighting higher wing loading aircraft
like the F-4. It mean s that an F-1 S at the same
gross weight and thrust se tting as an F-4 cou ld be
pulling the same load factor ('g') at a significantly
lower angle of attack ( and therefore, lower drag).
The excess power (P 5) due to this effect alone
means that the F-15 could take F-4 engines that
are degraded significantly in thru st and still be
equal to the F-4 in Ps. The F-15 engine, of course ,
has over 25 % more thrust than the F-4 , so the net
increase in excess power borders on the spectacular.

the Master Arm in ARM (as most do in combat).
Inside ten miles range to your target. you are not
even required to look inside the cockpit.
Let 's take an example. Suppose you spot a
bogey at eight miles. Select MRM on the throttle
weapon select switch and actuate radar supersearch
on the st ick as you tum to place the target in the
Head-Up Display (HUD) field of view. As the target
enters the 20 degree supersearch field of view
circle on the HUD . you'll notice that the radar will
go into track as indicated by a two degree square
box that appears around the target. Pull the steering dot into the Allowable Steering Error (ASE)

dn:h: on lhe JlUD and pit:kl e. I would emph,1SilC
that this b a 360 degree aspect capability against
your target and is limited only by the swiftness
with which you turn toward your target. If you
leave the 1-1 UD ca mera in " Trigger" mode, the
camera will autonrntically document your kill.
Don't hesitate to let your opponent have a few
seconds of air combat against that 500 pound
bullet before you do. The very least you·11 get out
of it is a definite psychologica1 advantage. I have
personally kn ocked the wing off a maneuvering
drone using this technique and would recommend
it very highly.
Several of the electrical and hydrauli c systems
deserve honorable mention
full-time nose gear
steering, conti nuous avionics built-in test, and antiskid spin-up protection are all definite improvements - but let's concentrate here on some of the
new features of the hydraulics system. The F-15
contains the standard PC 1, PC 2, and Utility
hydraulic systems, but what's inside those systems
is definit ely un-standard! PC I and 2 each have
two "circuits'' (A and B); the Utility has three A, B, and Non-RLS. "RLS'' and "Rps·• are two
new acronyms born with the Eagle; they mean
Reservoir Level Sensing and Return Pressure Sensing and they also mean a degree of hydraulic
self-check and reliability previously unattainable.
Reservoir Level Sensing is an automatic method

of isol.1ting a leaking portion (circuit) of J hydraulic system while retJining the non-leaking circuit.
As hydrauli c fluid is depi cted in the system, "A ..
circ uit shut s off first. If the leak continues. "8"
circuit shut s off and ··A·· circuit is turned back on.
If the leak is in the Utility Non-RLS circuit, all the
nuid will be depleted in the Utility system (the
non-RLS circui t is generally rese rved for back-up
flight control functions, which you would not want
to have shut off). The only pilot action associated
with failure of any circuit is with a utility "A"
failure; pilot action required is extension of the
emergency landing gear.
Return Pressure Sensing was required t- ""ause
some of the hydraulic circuits can be s· .tched
into anot her circuit in the event of a pump failure.
This effectively allows you to ny the aircraft with
only one hydraulic pump operating. The RPS
function pressurizes a failed circuit with 200 psi
initially and ch ecks for return pressure. If there is
no return pressure, that means there is probably a
leak and the good circuit will not be allowed to
pressurize the leaky circuit. A hydraulic circuit
breaker will pop on the reservoir , and that circuit
will be denied any more fluid. The way you may
come into contact with this feature initially is on
start up when the speed brake won't m ove or one
of the ramps won't function. Have the crew chief
check the button on the reservoir and reset it.

Takeoff/Landing
F-15 takeoff and landing characteristics make
it a piece of cake to get the Eagle off and on the
ground. However , the piloting techniques are
enough different from other airplanes you have
flown in the landing pattern that it's worthwhile
to talk about the Eagle's handling during these
events.

TAKEOFF
Eagle takeoff can be either fairly routine or startling, depending on whether you use military power
or afterburner. Military power provides more than
adequate takeoff performance for a clean Eagle ,
whereas a max A/B thrust level makes a max gross
weight takeoff more comfortable and provides a
better rate of climb after T.0. in the event of a
single-engine climb. In most cases, the pilot gets to
decide what thrust level he needs to make the
takeoff.
Obviously, Eagles check their motors and go
through the Before Takeoff checklist before flying.
On the runway I usually go to military power and
check the engines, then release the brakes (which
will hold 1he bird except on cool days at low
altitude). If a burner takeoff is planned , select A 'B

and check the nozz les for a proper li ght off. Th e
airp lane b; easil y guided straight down the run w.1.y
with t he rudd er pedal s. It 's hard for th e pil o t to
determin e whether he's using nose gear steerin g or
rud ders fo r direc ti o nal control
but it doesn' t
matter any way becau se the pi lo t ac t ion is straightfo rwa rd and simple - just steer wit h your fee t.
I no rma ll y start to rotat e to take off attitude
( I 0-1 '2 degrees ) at a bout I 00 knot s. an d the Eagle
is usuall y airbo rne at abo ut 14 5 depend ing on gross
weight and thru st, of co urse . T he re are no surprises
o n gea r and fl a p ret rac tio n and if you forge t the
fl a ps, t hey will blow up at a bo ut 240 knot s.
The nex t big eve nt to wat ch fo r is t he pitch
ra ti o, whi~ h will start m ovin g o ff th e peg ( 1.0)
somew here be twee n 225 and 300 indicated . T his is
an important chec k as th e Eagle will be sensitive in
pitc h at high s peeds if the pitc h ratio fai ls at maximu m au th or ity ( 1.0). We think a climb schedu le o f
350 k nots to 0. 88 Mach is close t o optimum, on ce
you are u p and away . Fo r cross wind tak eo ffs, I feel
more comfortabl e holding the airp lane on the runway u ntil flight is ass ured up on rotati on (~145
knots for a clea n mac hine ).
T hat's all there is t o it ! What could possibly go
wrong? You might ove rro t ate and scra pe th e tail
boom or engine feat hers at a bout 16 degree s nose
up; no o ne has done it yet , but I gu ess it coul d be
accomplished. Di rectional co nt ro l typ e problems

La nd ing Pattern - For the la ndi ng pa tt ern itself, I like to co me off the 180 positio n with abo ut
I 80-200 k no ts and decelerate to an on-speed angl e
o f attack (2 1 unit s AOA) by th e base positi o n,
t he n fl y 2 1 unit s until flare fo r t ouc hd own.
Fin al approach is easy t o con tro l. Th e mac hine
ha~ ho nest spe ed / power and handli ng cha racteris•
tics in th at it 's easy to stay o n speed and easy to
make glid e slo pe and lineu p co rrec ti ons. Th e win gslevel c rab is bes t fo r crosswin ds pri marily beca use

nor mall y assoc iat ed with engine failures or tire/
br:i ke pro bl ems see m to be a no-s wea t o peratio n
fo r the Eagle. As we s:i id before. just keep it
s trai ght with t he r udd er pe dal s and brake as necessary.
A no-fl a p takeoff in th e Eagle is quit e lik e a
fl a ps d own o ne. No ti ceable differences include
slightl y longer takeo ff roll and higher takeoff
speeds (abou t 10 k no ts) , but o th erw ise th e airpla ne
fee ls much the sa me fl a ps up o r down fo r t akeoff.

LANDING
Pattern Entry - The pa tt ern fro m initial to break
can be co mfortab ly fl ow n at mos t a ny airspeed
fro m 250 k no ts and u p; I prefer 300 to 350 ind icated . T he b reak to dow nwin d leg in this airpl ane
is int erest in gly differe n t. Na mely, if yo u reall y
wrap it up in the break , yo u 'll find yourself on
dow nwin d a bo ut IO fee t fro m the runw ay whi ch
makes t he tu rn to fi nal very int eres tin g. So if you
do turn hard at the brea k , yo u 'll need a crosscoun t ry t o get to a reaso na bl e d ownwind positi o n.
Th e rest of the brea k is no rm al - slo w down the
thrust and put ou t the drag. Yo u ca n use the velocity vector o n t he HUD to make a very level turn .
T he gea r ca n be lowe red be lo w 300 KIA S and the
flaps below 240 KIA S. It 's best to kee p the speed
brake o ut througho ut the a pproac h so that it's
easier t o handle t he th rus t that 's avail a bl e in this
beas t.

you 'll nee d to stay in that crab during th e landing
roll out to keep it straight down th e runway . Th e
veloc it y vec tor o n the HUD can be used t o aim
fo r a tou chd own p oint on the runway . Flare to st op
th at sink rat e for touchd own , please! Th e landing
ge ar are cleared to 10 feet per second (6 00 feet per
minut e o n the verti cal speed indi cator (VSI ), but
th is is an impra cti cal way to plant the Eagle since it
will b oun ce back into the air if you have much sink
rate. You sh ould pull the throttl es to idl e during th e

La nding Ro llo ut - The la nd ing ro ll o ut in the
Ea gle is different than mos t. Th ere are a numbe r
o f ways to slow t he airpl ane fo r turn o ff. Yo u ca n
ae rodynamic ally brake. wh ee l brak e, or co m bine
the tw o t o bring the ma chine to a slo w pa ce . Th e
airplane will aerodynamica lly brake d own to approximately 65 kn o ts o n landing ro llo u t if you
pull th e nose up and ho ld it there. It will want to
n y if you pu ll th e nose up too quickly abo ve I 00
kn o ts, so yo u have to play thi s by feel. 1 lik e to use
ab o ut 13 degrees of nose up pit ch to slow the airpla ne o n th e runway . Yo u can drag th e ta il b oo ms
or the engine ex haus t feat hers a t abo ut 15 to
16 degrees; we know - it 's b een d o ne m o re than
o nce. The aircra ft symbo l (w) o n the H UD ca n be
used as a good referen ce, and it nash es at 13-1 /2
degrees airplane nose up in the landing confi gu ration to provide warning of an excessive nose up
during roll out.
If wh eel brak es are u sed in co njunc t ion with
aerody namic braking , th e nose will fall thro ugh
earlier . The re is one trap th at sho uld be no ted here
as it c ould bite the unwary traveler. It goes like
thi s: If you are wheel braking with the airpl ane
nose up and release the wh ee l brakes with o ut
changing the longitudinal sti c k positi o n , th e n ose
will tend to rise even more- treat this o ne with care.
Wheel braking is simple with anti-skid o n and

slig hll y more deman d ing should the anti -skid fa il.
M.ix imu rn anti-skid braking is very effec tive and
provides a good stopping tech niqu e for sho rt fi eld
landi ngs. J us t lo wer the nose to th e runw ay a nd
mash the brake pedal s. The s to pping d ista nce can
be sh ort ened even more by ho lding som e back
stick to keep as much we igh t o n the rea r wheels
as possibl e. T his is anot her of th ese play it by ear
tec hniques th at can be prac ti ced.
Crosswind landings are a lso different in the
Eagle. As we said before , the wings level c rab
sho uld be used fo r crosswind landings and th e pil ot
will ne ed to ho ld th at crab d u ring landing roll o ut
t o kee p the airp la ne tracking stra ight d o wn the
runw ay. Ob vio usly , th e amount of c rab need ed
will cha nge as you slow down. The pil o t ac ti o n
requ ired is easy - keep the wings level with late ral
stick a nd kee p the airpl ane tracking down th e runway with the ru dd er ped als. The main landi ng gear
tires will scrub a nd wear more in high crosswi nd
landi ngs , bu t you've go t pl enty of pli es to h andle
the wea r pro bl em.
Fl aps- up la nd ings requ ire more airspeed in the
patt ern a nd for landin g. so it 's best to n y a wid e r
pa tt ern fr o m th e 180° degree positi o n. Ex pect lo nge r roll outs a fte r landing also. The only o ther d ifferen ce is tha t th e air pla ne wi ll ex hibit a bit more buffe t if fl own o n speed (2 1 unit s) during the approach,
and fin al approac h speed will be I 0-13 kn o ts higher.

Flight controls
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PtTE GARRISON/Chief tX perimenra/ Test Pilot
(Eagle D ri 1•er No. 2)

The phil oso phy o f th e Eagle design was primaril y. ·' t e t 's ge t the per fo rma nce , then we 'll tame
it. ·· The " ta ming" has bee n an exercise in night
control wizardry wh ich burned a lot of midnight
o il , but has produ ced fo r your pl easure a fight er
with ex pl osive perform ance that hand les lik e a
dream. However, unde r all that fi nery dwells a
rather ca ustic personalit y wh ich is cloaked in the
sh roud o f ac ro n y ms such as CS BPC (Co ntrol Stick
Boost and Pitch Compensa to r ). PR CA (Pitc h and
Ro ll Control Asse m bly) , and PTC (Pit ch Trim
Co mpe nsat o r) .
I' m go in g to assum e tha t you've had some ba sic
ex posure to the F-1 5 night control system and
kn o w that it u ses conven t io nal hyd ro-mechanical
aile ron s a nd diffe rent ia l stabilat or fo r roll co ntrol,
co ll ec tive sta bila to r fo r pitch cont rol, and a rudder
o n each vert ica l fo r yaw cont rol. In add it ion, there
is a du a l-ch annel, high -au tho rity , three-axis CAS
(Co ntrol Augm e ntat ion System) superimp osed o n
the hydr o•m echan ica\ system. The CAS is util ized
to sh ape airc ra ft res po nse to pilo t in puts. as well
as pro vide three-ax is d a mpin g and a_uto pilo t fun ctio ns. Th e CAS can also pro vi de a ircraft contro l
in th e eve nt of J mec hanical system failure.

With this in mind, I'd lik e to break th e con trol
system into two eleme nt s - the ba sic hydro•
m ec hanic a 1 sys tem and the electronic system
(CAS) - th en further subdi vid e each and perhaps
give you some insight as to why things are as they
are .

BASIC HYDRO-MECHANICAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
Pitch Ratio - This dev ice adjusts the amount of
collective (pitch) stabilat o r defle ctio n available for
a given longitudinal sti ck moti o n. The ratio is
schedul ed to produ ce essent ially the sa me sti ck
travel per ··g" throughout th e flight envelope.
Since th e lo ngitudinal feel system is just a simpl e
spring cartri dge , this then relates to a constant
stick force per "g" (Fs/g) (about 4.25 lb/g). It is
sch ed ul ed by Mach number and altitude and does
a rather good job;however, it won't quite cover the
full range of aircraft and stabilat or power and there
is so me scatter of the Fs/g, i.e., so me mild increase
in sensitivity during low altitude/high speed flight,
and some decrease in sensitivity at low speeds.
Pitch Trim Compensator (PTC) - Obviously , the
airp lane can be disturbed in pitch in several ways speed brakes, transoni c trim changes, flap ex tension,
etc., so the PTC system was devised to relieve the
pilot of the task of com pensa ting for these things
with large longitudinal stick motions. In reali ty ,

simply an effort to accomplish in roll what we do
in pitch, i.e., maintain the initial roll response of
the aircraft somew hat constant. We use both
ailero ns and differential stabilator for hydromechanical roll co ntrol, and would generate some
unacce ptably high rolling accelerations, roll rates,
and stru ctural loads at high speed if we didn't back
off the amount of roll co ntrol surface avai lable
with a given lateral st ick co mmand. Even with the
use of the roll ratio, the max roll rate of the
Eagle scatters quite a bit ; however, the tim e to
bank to 90° st ays together pretty well.
Aileron/Rudder Interconnect (ARI) - Most pilots
have excell en t instin ctive response to pitch and
roll, but stu pid feet. When the latera l acceleration
has you pasted o n the ca nopy rail, everyone has a
pet "memory cue" to rely on, like "step on the
hard rudder," "squeeze the ball in the middle,"
etc. That may have been okay for "flying the
hump ," but it just won't do anymore in the fighter
busin ess . We spent an awful lot of time trying to
co nvin ce Hun and Phantom pilots that nature had
intended that any maneuvering at high angles of
attack must be done with the feet, but even then it
didn't always work. The ARI "beasty" in the
F-15 in an atte mpt to cure the "stup id feet syndrome" and put so me logic back into "stick back,
nose up" and ''stick right, roll right"! The business
of stick rigllt•yaw left has made many a fearless

it is an automatic se ries trim which sens.;s lhat lhe
pil o t is beginning to co mp ensa te for d change in
trim. Remem ber, the Eagle fly s at essent ially a
constant stick position for a given g. If that stick
positi on changes and the aircraft is not responding
with th e correc t g schedul e at 4.25 lb /g, the PTC
will move the stabilator in the direction to main•
tain th e g schedule. This is also true at 1 g and any
disturbance fr o m 1 g which the pilot begins to
co mpensa te for will automatically be trimmed to
maintain I g. Since it is a "series" trim, the sti ck
wo n't move perce ptibly , but the stabilator will.
It will continue to move to the limits of th e PTC
auth o rity so long as the error signal between the
stick position and the aircraft g schedule exists.
Another fall-out of this system then becomes
obvious- as you change speeds, th ere is no requirement to trim the aircraft in pitch- voila! "neutral
speed stability" (at least with the gear up). It's
going to be new to so me of you, but I predi ct
you're going to like it. No more frantically trying
to keep up with trim during an A/ 8 acceleration.
On th e subject of trim , the stick grip trim feels
absolute ly conventional. It simply put s a bias in
the system, and it is not trimmed out by the PTC.
If you're one of th ose strong armed nut s who likes
t o fly around with a bag full of force on the stick
'ala Thunderbirds , be our guest. It works fine!
Roll Ratio Changer - The roll ratio changer is

fighter pilot pale. During rolling maneuvers, the
F-15 has its share of adverse yaw at positive angles
of attack and proverse yaw at negative angles of
attack (primari ly in the subsonic area, so the hydromechanical ARI is cut out during supersonic flight).
Therefore, we simply utilize the roll ratio changer
to wash out the yaw producing differential controls
at aft or forward stick positions and produce
rudder in the direction of the roll at positive (aft
stick) angles of attack and against the roll at
negative (forward stick) angles of attack. This is
done to keep the adverse yaw from killing the roll
rate at positive angles and prevent the proverse yaw
from producing extremely high roll rates at negative angle of attack. Remember, the F· 15 has strong
positive dihedral effect, which produces strong
roll in the direction of yaw at all flight condit ionS.
The full ARI is fine for the clean configuration;
however, in the landing configuration, it's not so
swift, particula rly during the landing rollout with
the stick held aft and attempting to put down that
rising upwind wing. All that would be accomplished
would be very little lateral control and a hard
rudd er into the wind. Take it from me, it's un·
comfortable. so. on gear extension, we eliminate
the lateral control washout with longitudinal stick
position but retain the rudder deflection with
lateral stick. On touchdown, we also eliminate the
rudd er deflection with lateral stick. In other words,

on the runway, we go back lo a convcntionJI
relationship of stick/rudder pedJI lo control
surface.
Rudder Authority - The F-15 has three different
hydro-mechanical rudder authorities:
• +I s0 for pilot input below 1.5 Mach number
0 for pilot input above 1.5 Mach number
(rudder pedal travel is limited)
• +30° for ARI input with the stick held ful l
"art and full lakral inputs made
The reason - high positive dihedral effect accompanied by very high rudder power generates
too much roll due to yaw to allow the pilot the
full 30° of rudder on the pedals. Steady-state,
full-rudder sideslips would be impossible to control even though the rudder will not fully deflect as speed increases due to aerodynamic loads.
However, the full 30° is required to handle the
adverse yaw situation at some extremely high
angle of attack flight condit ions.

• +s

CONTROL AUGMENTATION SYSTEM (CAS)
The F-15 CAS utilizes series authority in all
three axes. This simp ly means that the primary
surface actuators contain an elec tronically controlled input to the actuator which can move the
surface without pilot control stick motion. Although the CAS cannot move the actuator full
stroke, the authority available can produce very

g and pitch rate "feed back" against the command
signal so as to maintain a given Fs/g and damping
characteristic. The hydro-mechanical system is
continuing to function as previously descr ibed even
though the series actuator is fine-tuning the pitch
handling qualities through the CAS. The prime
interface between the pitch CAS and pitch hydromechanical is thro ugh the CAS interconnect servo
which drives the PTC in the direction to keep the
CAS seri es servo ce ntered in it s + I o0 stabilator
pitch authority. The pitch CAS alSo incorporates
a washout signal with angle of attack, so that the
pitch series servo won't try t o hold the stabilator
up to the limit of its series authority during stall
approaches. By washing ou t the pitch CAS at high
angles of attack, the <;tick forces and aircraft
motion look the same pitch CAS on or off - i.e. the nose gets heavy at the same speeds because
the CAS cannot deliver the extra I o0 of CAS
stabilator authority as would be dictated if the
washout was not used.
Roll Channel - The roll CAS channel attempts to
fine-tune the roll performance. Pilot lateral stick
motion resu lts in the hydro-mechanical differential
stabilator and ailerons deflecting and at the same
time, the lateral force on the stick result s in an
electrical roll rate command signal. The roll CAS
attem pt s to satisfy the command through the
series CAS authority of the differential stab ilat or

large control surface motio n. Consequ e ntl y, a h ardover could cau se out-of-control or structural failur e.
Since the pilot's capability to resp ond to this high
authority is limited by his reaction tim e, the system
contains an "automatic paddle switch " in the fo rm
of dual channels. Two completely redund ant
channels are con stantly compared to each other,
and in the event of a failure o f one channel, the
entire axis shuts down.
Pitch Channel - The pit ch CA S channel detects a
pil o t pitch force comm and on the stick an d converts this into an electrical comm and at ap proximately 3.75 lb / g. As the aircraft begins t o respond ,

{no CAS series authority o n ailerons) . In addition ,
roll damping is provided through the sam e series
authority. The max CAS roll rate command is reduced above 1.5 Mach number to reduce the
maximum roll rates at high superso nic speeds.
Yaw Channel - The yaw CAS series servo authority
provides yaw damping, which needs no further
exp lanation , plus a couple of other items which
do - i.e. - CAS ARI and turn coordination. The
CAS ARI does essentially the same job as the
hydro-mechanical ARI except that it is scheduled
by roll rate as a fun ction of angle of attack. It can
operate subsonically or supersonically if required ,
to keep the aircraft coordinated during rolling
maneuvers. It attempts to keep the lateral acceleration as close to zero as possible. Since it has a series
authority of +1s 0 of rudder , it can add this 15°
to the 15° ;vailable to the pilot through the
mechanical linkage when on the ground (no feed
back). In the air, the feed-back loops will prevenJ
the pilot from getting much more than the I 5
hydro-mechanical deflection un less it 's required
to maintain zero side slip due to some aerodynamic
asymmetry such as split flap , asymmetric external
stores , etc.
I hope this has cast some light on the why's of
the Eagle's flight control system. Happily , it comes
together quickly after you start to fly , so relax and
enjoy it!

Since all of you have been , or will be, exposed
to ground sc hoo l and the pilot's handbook, a gene_ral knowledge of the engine and associated propulsion sys tems will be assumed. Therefore, excep t
to say that the Eagl e propulsion system consis ts
of th e bask engine (!.ometimes referred to as the
"core" or "gas generator''), low pressu re compresso r
(fan). afterburner, Jet Fuel Starter (JFS), and Air
Inlet Syste m, I'll sk ip the usual general description
and concent rate on operational characteristii;s.
For o peners, let's talk about ground start s.
When making unassisted sta rts (no external power),
you should have reaso nably good JCS communication s with the crew chi ef once the JFS is running.
'.",fter engaging the J FS to th e fir st engine, it is
important to wait until the emergency gene rator
comes on the lin e (approximately 18% RPM) before bringing th e throttle to idle. Emergency generator operation is co nfirmed in two ways: EM ERG
GEN ON warning light on the telepanel (it should
be the only light on) and power to the engine
tach. Without emergency genera tor power to the
FTIT (fan turbine inl et temp erature) indicator , it
is possible to get a ho t start and burn up an engine
without rea lizing it. If st arting with an external

aircart . there will be electrical power to both the
tach and FTIT indicators at all times.
Under normal operation, the engine should light
off approximately I 0-l 5 seconds after pressurizing
(throttle to idle). Initial fuel flow is usually 300600 pph ; higher flows proportionately increase
the probability of hard light-offs and hot starts.
Hot starts are a strong concern with thi s engi ne
because of the potential damage to the engine
under th is low air flow situation. For tha t reason,
FTIT should be watched carefu ll y during starts.
Even though 680°Cis the limit,a readi ng of 450°C
or more while RPM is still low (40% or less)
indicates the start is going h ot, and there is no
reason to subject the engine to further punishment.
In the event of a hot start, bringing the throttle
to cut-off wil l immediately check the FTIT rise.
In this situation, the engine will continue to windmill around 28% under JFS power, and a second
start can be attemped after a 30 second delay
fo r cooling.
Pre-flight engine checks should include a snap
id le-to-mi l accel and an A/8 light. During the engine
accel, monitoring the movement of the exhaust
nozzle will show you if the engine is being scheduled normally by the UFC (unified fuel control).
The characteristic nozzle response will soon be
learned through experi ence. If th e nozzle closes
down to near zero and stays th ere, engine accelera-

tion will be suppressed. Should it fly wide open at
high RPM , the run-up should be discontinued
immediately to preclude a fan overspeed. Oil pressure should also be checked carefully during the
high power run ; large fluctuations and pressure
loss are indicative of oil underservice. The high
power run also sets the engine trim level in the
EEC (engine electronic control), thereby ensuring
Optimum performance for takeoff. At the end of
the run a snap dece l to idle is recommended, with
a brief throttle reversal when RPM is below 7 5%.
This is a rough check of the RCVV (rear compressor variable vane) scheduling and demonstrates
that the compressor has sufficient stall margin for
sa fe engine handling in the low RPM region.
Afterburner takeoffs are bound to impress even
the coolest of high performance jocks, particularly
with a clean airplane . Keep in mind that an inherent Characteristic of a fan engine is a relatively
large thrust loss with high ambient temperatu res.
Therefore, your most impressive takeoff will be
that cold morning, max A/B effort. Conversely,
the least impressive will be the high gross weight,
high temperature , high elevation takeoff - particularly if a burner fails to light.
A brief sugges tion on A/B takeoff technique:
Hold the airplane with the brakes if possible
(depending on gross weight, ambient temperature,
etc.) while the engines are accelerated to mil power.

Al brake relea se, pop both lhrotll es into A/8
(partial or max) and check lhe nozzle indicato rs
to confirm a good light on both sicks. It a burner
fails (nozzle closes back to mil power position)
al this early point in the roll, cycling the throttle
to relight the burner is no problem. If you delay ,
however, you'll soon be dividing your Jttention
between engine handling and rotating for takeoff.
At a minimum, the throttle shou)d be brought out
of A / B after a blowout to shut off A/B fuel flow
a nd prevent an auto-light with a closed nozzle.
Once airborne and climbing to altitude, you'll
soon notice RPM and FTIT cutting back at mil
power. This is norma l while the UFC is on the N2
(high compressor RPM) limit schedule, which is a
function of T1 2 (inlet total temperature). During
an accel to supersonic speeds, the engine wi ll
transition to the FTIT limit schedule in the low
supersonic regions as Tt 2 increases. While on the
FTIT sched ule, RPM ana FTIT will be relatively
constant and near their upper limits.
Engine stalls are easier to generate with a turbofan than with a straight turbojet because pressure
spikes from the A/B have an unimpeded path right
up the bypass duct to the back of the fan. Therefore , hard A/B lights can cause audib le stalls.
Usually these will consist of only a momentary
self-clearing fan stall, but the accompanying bang

will usuJlly get your dttcntion, As d mdtter of
courst', the engine pardmcters shou ld be checked
quick ly, particu larly FT rl . to make sure th e stall
hasn't driven the engine into stagn<1tion (RPM
dropping, FTIT rising).
Stagnations can on ly be cleared by shutting
down and restarting the engine, which leads us
into airstarts. Repre ssuriza tion for an airstart
shou ld not be don e before RPM reaches 5070 or
lower to insure the start bleed st rap is ope n. Also,
repressurizing should be done at no lower than 20%
RPM so that light-off wil) take place before reaching an extremely low N2. Temperature limit for
airstarts is &oo 0 c, based on warm thermocouples,
less temperature lag, and plenty of airflow through
the core. Ground starts are limited to a max FTIT
of 680°C, since that represents an equivalent
amount of heat to the engme with cool therm ocouples and minimum airflow.
Here's hoping you enjoy the high performance
the FI 00 engine provides. It 's important to appreciate the fact that the core is being taxed heavily
in terms of temperature and RPM to produce so
much thrust from such a lightweight engine. Therefore, to ensure engine longevit y and structural
integrity, observe the limits carefully and log all
over temps.

Radar/Avionics
The radar in the Eagle is the backbone of a very
unique system which gives the pilot a maximum
amount of target information to assist in weapons
delivery. Those of you with previous radar experience will find a scope that is very different from
any you've seen. Those of you with no radar
experience will be pleased to know that it is easy
to become an expert operator in a very short time
period.
To make the radar "one-man operable," we have
tried to eliminate any difficulty in interpreting the
displays. The operating characteristics that accomplish this goal are a good subject for a very lengthy
book, but the pilot-related characteristics are pretty
straightforward. First of all, the scope is "clean."
The radar makes it possible to display a clutterfree environment which is the major improvement
over previous systems. The pilot no longer needs to
worry about discriminating between clutter and
ta rgets; the radar does it all.
Another major pilot aid is the central computer.
By tieing the radar to this computer. we have
been ab le to automate many of the functions previously performed by the radar operator. You'll
find automatic search and acquisition modes for

various kind s of threats; the abi lity to match th e
radar displ.:i.y to the desired weapon by actuation
of stick and throttle swit!.:hes; and a complete
integration of all the aircraft avionics to provide
you with simultaneous weapon s delivery, target
identification, and navigation information. Another
radar operator fun ction we have deleted is the
BIT check. The F- 15 BIT system continuously
monitors radar operation and alerts the pilot to
failur es. During normal operations, there is no
need for pilot-initiated BIT's.
Historically , PD radars have been grea t in the
head-o n look-down e nvironm e nt but very weak in
the tail-on or maneuvering situation. This radar , by
the use of new t echno logy, has greatly expanded
our capabi lit y in those previously weak areas. The
value of this capa bility will become obvious in the
missile attack/reattack situation s during wh ich a
dynamic maneuvering e nco unt er develops. For the
visual encounte r, you'll find supersearch (the radar
au tom atically acquires any target in the HUD field
of view) an invaluable aid. The supersearch and
boresight acquisition swit ch is on the stick so there
is no need to refer to th e radar control panel.
lnciden tly, it also works very effectively for joinup after t akeoff in weather or at night.
If your target is in a multiple plane formation,
supersearch can be used t o separate the targets in
azimuth. When track is broken by reactivating

supe rsearch with the switc h on the stick, the system will lock on the next target with any azimuth
separation from the original target. To complement
supersearch, we have a boresight mode which can
be used for range discrimination with multip le
plane formations. When track is broken by reactivating the boresight mode, the radar acquires
the next target in range along the boresight line.
Thus the capability exists to define all ele ments in
a formation with single switch actuation without
removing your hands from the stick or throttles.
Once lock-on has been attained, the target flight
environ ment will be complete ly defined for you.
Target load factor , aspect angle, altitude, and speed
will be displayed in digital format for easy interprdation. The ability to anticipate target maneuvers shou ld be greatly enhanced with this information. Another pilot aid during the track phase is
the target designator box. This square open-box
symbol is located on the HUD and is spacepositioned over the target during radar track.
You'll find that early visual acquisition is much
easier with this "TD" box.
In general , you 'll find that we have been pretty
successful in removing the requirement for radar
operator technique. However, there are still some
areas that will require a certain amount of interpretation and understanding to obtain maximum
performance. For example, avionics cooling. We

have tried to provide a cooling system that will
handle radar operation throughout the ground and
flight envelopes but there will be times (failures,
single engine operation at envelope extremes, etc.)
where pilot judgment will mean the difference
between a good "up" system and an overheated
system. This system of black boxes is very sensitive
to overheat, so treat it accordingly.

In the area of radar performance, there are
several items that can cause problems if you're not
alerted to them. Since the radar displays all targets
synthetically, it must decide which targets are real
and which are false before it displays them. In this
process, several problems arise. A weak target may
be painted only occasionally, and to the pilot this
target may appear as a random false alarm. You'll

have to earn through the use of frame storJge Jnd
quick-look acquisitions, to discriminate between
these weak targets and false alarm s. In the training
environment, especia ll y in the area of high speed
freeways, occasional ground moving targets (GMT's)
will show up on the scope. Again, the pilot will
have to learn to discriminate between these and
normal airborne targets. In this case, your job is
made easier by acquiring the target and checking
his speed and altitude.
Another phenomenon that can cause concern is
the possibility of ''blind zones'" at various combinations of target ground speeds and ranges. These
blind zones are due to the basic physics involved in
PD radars and fortunately they are very limited in
this radar. So if you're painting a target on a consistent track and he suddenly either disappears or
paints only occasionally, the odds are that he is in
one of those blind zones. Wait a few seconds and
pick him up as he comes out of the blind zone.
Frame storage can again be helpful in keeping
track of target s in these areas.
Another PD radar peculiarity that will become
apparent during some join-ups or during some
close-in tail chase situations is Jet Engine Modulation (JEM). The radar set has the capability of
filtering most JEM out of the display but occasionally some will come through. It will appear as
multiple targets at the same azimut h ; so if you see

a single target blossom into several targets as you
close in range, you're probably looking at JEM.
When you attempt acquisition, the radar will sort
out the real target.
A final item to be aware of occu rs at short range,
especially when the target is a large aircraft. With a
large target, the radar will hunt for a part icu lar
point of the airplane to acquire. For instance,
during refueling join-ups on KC-1 35 's it is not uncommon to see the radar jump from one engine to
another. The VSD display will be a little jumpy
and the HUD TD box actually jumps from one
point of the airplane to another. Keep in mind that
this will change your steering comma nds slightly
during the final phase of the join-up. The target
will be within visual range when this phenomenon
occurs so it should not cause any real problem.
In conclusion, I think the best way to prepare
yourself to use this weapons system is to spend the
majority of your time learning the logic behind all
the various modes. The ability to comprehend why
the system reacts the way it does to various inputs
from you or from other aircraft systems is very
important in the operation of the radar. It is not
necessary to understand the '"black box" operation, but it is very important to understand all of
the pilot-oriented mode logic. Once you have a
good hold on this logic , the operation of the radar/
weapons system will be a piece of cake!

Gun
After doing much of the test work with the M-61
gun in the F-15, my main impression is this: "You
can't miss!"
That's a bold statement and assumes you properly employ all the avionics equipment associated
with the total gun system. It is also an impression
directed primarily at the air-to·air mode of the
Eagle , but l really feel the same way about air-toground.
If you have gun or tracking experience in fighters, you are one up on the novice but the degree of
success in your first Eagle dart pattern will probably not be much better than his. This is because
the one•man operability of this gun system - utilizing the radar, HUD, HUD camera, or any other desired piece of equipment during firing - is optimized
to the point that after one successful flight in this
machine, you can hit with the gun.
In dealing with the air-to-air problem, there are
only a couple of c hanges (other than the improved
cockpit control s) in the F-15 from the F-4E that
really have affected the ease of solution. First is
the impressed or elevated gun line, which both in
theory and practice makes tracking easier. Second,
we have incorporated more parameters in the lead
computing equation which gives a slightly increased

probability of hits against all "time" types of targets ; and we do display the necessary information
on the HUD - in a slight ly different fashion. There
is much more information available on the HUD
than we've ever had in fighters before; but my experi ence in the test program indicates that a pilot
needs t o fl y a few gun flight s before he ca n utilize
effectively all that is displayed. Fortunately, this
will not materially affect results on your first gun
missions!
So let's t:ike a look at how to kill the dart on
your first pass in the Eagle. You've got all the necessa ry ground school, briefings. simulators. fam
flights. and safe ty lec tures out of the way , and heeding all that expert advice, hav e now arrived at the
proper place to start your roll-in on the target.
I like to pick up the firing speed very quickly ,
trim the aircraft , and then handle the radar lock-on.
Prior to rolling in , I set all controls that require any
look ing into the cock pit , including the Master Arm
sw itch to ON and the Gun switch in the proper firing rate. If you remembered to turn on the HUD at
takeoff, it's already working but I suggest for this
maneuver that you put th e Intensity switch in
MANUAL and adjust brightness to the lowest level
at which you can comfo rtably see the display. This
prevents losing the sight at a crit ical point because
of sun angl e. The Reticle switch goes to AUTO and
the Symbology switch ca n be in either NORMAL

or REJECT if you don't like all the in formation
disp layed. The Camera switch on the trigger works
good for this program. I'll assume the radar is on
and working, so all you have left to do now is fly
the aircraft and manipulate a few buttons on the
stick and throttle.
Placing the Weapons sw itch on the right throttle
to the rear (or Guns) posi tion with your thumb put s
the HUD in the proper mode to track regardless of
prior selection. Now for the lock-on portion you
can do this by pressing the Radar Reject button on
the stick to the forward position for a boresight
lock -on ; aft if you want a supersearch lock. Boresight works best if you see the target clearly and it
also gives the minimum time to lock up and get a
computing solution. Beam width for the boresight
is about 60 mils and range is out to ten miles, with
reject and unlock ca pability at your right thumb.
You do hav e tony the aircraft to place the proper target in the beam. When you get a lock-on, your
first check should be to determine if you have the
tow plane or the target and this is quite easy to do
by seei ng which one is inside the square radar box.
If you locked the tow ship, it obviously doesn't
mean you're in danger of shooting him down but
the range info into the computer will have you overleading the target because you'll be shooting inside
the displayed range. The best way to avoid this little inconvenience is not to hit boresight until you

have the target only inside the beam width.
Supersearch comes in handy during those times
when you 've lost sight of the target during roll-in
but still have the tow in sight. It takes a second or
two longer to lock and then when the TD box comes
up , you have about a fifty percent chance of getting
the target position. If you have the tow, hit it again
and you'll get the target with any lu ck at all. This
also works well if you lose both tow and target during maneuvering but , of course, you need to use a
little head work when bearing in blind on something
you don't see.
One tip on technique for either type of lock , but
particularly the boresight - hold your altitude as
long as possible and don't lock on until about four
thousand feet in range or you'll get level to below
the target at firing range. In my opinion, this does
not cause a safety hazard with the tow plane but it
does make tracking and speed control a little more
of a problem. This situation occurs due to the geom·
etry of tracking with an elevated gun.
Now you're locked up on the dart; you have it
in sight; and you're displaying range on the gunsight. Check airspeed quickly and when the end of
the range bar hits three thousand feet, get serious
about tracking. Look at the target like you're going
to burn a hole in it and fly the sight to the target.
Don ' t stare at the sight - look through it to the target. This helps cut down the nervolls jitter some

pilots develop when doing a tight tracking task. At
two thousand foot range (which is the two o'clock
position as the range bar decreases counterclockwise), the pipper should be on the center of the target and steady for about one second.
Smoothly squeeze the trigger for a short burst
and you should see pieces flying. If not, keep tracking and keep shooting. Break it off at the range the
leader told you to, and let go of the trigger first.
Roll wings level with the load factor still on and
the airplane will climb clear of the dart , tow line,
and tow ship without undue hazard.
Since I know you hit, I won't go through the
next run but let me caution you to turn the Master
Arm OFF while setting up. One reminder on gun
trigger mechanization - if you have the Master Arm
ON and the gun is loaded, it's going to fire anytime you pull the trigger regardless of throttle mode
switch, HUD modes, or anything else. The trigger
does one thing only armament-wise in this aircraft
and that's fire the M-61, 20 mm cannon at the rate
selected. It has two detents; the first is for running
the HUD camera but the fully depressed position is
.. instant destruction."
The previously discussed mode is obviously the
best to use if you expect a high degree of success in
air~to-air situat ions, but there is also a back-up mode
avai lable in case the cent ral computer {CC) dies.
When that happens, the sight automatically reverts

to using the lead generated by the lead computing
gyro. Radar range is still displayed and utilized if
you are locked up. If the CC is good but the radar
quits, the equation uses a fixed range of 2200 feet
for generating lead. This obviously is also the radar
rest range of the system. If you're in the secondary
mode without radar, this range is 1,000 feet. One

more control that is available at your finger tips is
the electrical cage, or reticle stiffen ing if you prefer.
Depressing this button , on the fo rward side of the
left throttle, gives a 1,000 foot range into the computed lead also.
Using the gun in air-to-ground is really the same
as in any other fighter with the exception of the

effects of the elevated sight line. The mode requires a proper pipper depression for the intended
firing range and airspeed. The HUD can be used in
A/G mode, which allows you to depress the normal
reticle or you can use the red standby reticle and
depress it the desired number of mils. This allows
you to use the ADI mode of the HUD , which brings
the velocity vector of the HUD into view for use
in drift correction. I personally like this mode the
best because with the velocity vector, you can tell
your precise dive angle and also get a feel for the
true crosswind correction required.

smoothly helps the score in this mode. Pull-off
should be smooth but quick, just like any other
machine you've ever been in with one note of
caution for possible CAS-OFF pull-outs. The CASOFF airplane is slightly less responsive and there is
slightly less stabilator available, so don't press in so
close. I surely advise some CAS-OFF practice to get
a feel for this situation.

The gun is boresighted to cross the sight line at
2250 feet range, so that is obviously a pretty good
point in the dive to start shooting. In practice ,
you'll really want to start farther out because the
Eagle with the elevated sight looks like you're going
to park it in the sand about half-way between the
foul line and the banner until you've watched this
picture for a few nights. The visibility out the front
and the viewing angle will be inherent aids toward
preventing ''over-pressing" those dives.
You can roll in on final with the pipper above
the target, or the velocity vector very close to the
bottom if drift is small, and slowly bring the pipper down as range decreases. Pitch response in the
Eagle is quite sensitive so getting the trigger down

The elevated sight line eliminates most of the
pendulum effects noted in previous systems when
you're doing strafing, and consequently lateral corrections are a little easier. There will be a tendency
to shoot at longer ranges but this sh ould be overcome with a little experience. The Eagle was designed for the air-to-air role and it lets you do some
fairly high g tracking at altitude without a trace of
buffet. The same wing that does this also makes
the ride a little rough in turbulent air in the air-toground pattern and this also takes some getting
used to. However, with CAS on, the aircraft is highly damped in all axes so I don't think this is going
to affect results as mu ch as you might think on your
first try.
With adequate preparation and the normal tendencies of fighter jocks to want to get with it, I know
you'll have great shooting in the Eagle.

Most of the other sections of this booklet describe aspects of the Eagle not likely to change, but
a~ time of publication, we were still exp loring F-15
high angle of attack chara cteristics. Check your
lat est issue of the PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST
for most recent events, but as of November 1974
this is what it looked like '
One g stalls (CAS OFF) have been routinely
done in four different airplanes and are repeatable.
As angle of attack is increased, light to moderate
buffet starts at about 21 units AOA. The buffet remains fairly constant as AOA is increased. At approximately 35 units AOA, mild(± J 5° bank) wing
rock occurs; and at full aft stick, 45+ units AOA
(38° true), a slow dutch roll (± I 5o bank,± S-100
sideslip) exists, and if sustained with continued full
aft stick, will damp to essentially a stable full aft
stick stall with no lateral/d irectional activity. The
airspeed stabilizes at 90-100 knots. Full deflection
lateral and/or directional control inputs cause a slow
turn in the direction of control application. Full
cross controls with full aft stick have been held for
over one minute with no adverse airplane behavior.
CAS ON I g stalls are basically the same except
that a higher AOA (40-42°) is reach ed at full aft

stick. The dutch roll exhibited at the higher AOA
is more divergent in yaw and is somewhat dependent on individual airplane CAS tuning.
Stalls ( I g) have been done at all engine power
settings from IDLE to MAX AB with no adverse engine effects. Dynamic, wings-level, stalls have been
made by abruptly pulling the stick to the aft stop
at airspeeds from 140 knots to stall . The overshoot
has produced AOA up to 65-70° and minimum
speeds down to 0-15 knots. Maintaining full aft
stick results in a slow nose-down pitch maneuver,
stabilizing at the normal I g stall cond ition with
slightly slower (70-80 knots) stabilized speed.
Accelerated stalls (CAS OFF) 2·4 g, produce a
significant right roll between 25° ancl 35° AOA
(35+ units AOA). Accelerated stalls from a right
turn decelerate rapidly and stabilize at the same
conditions as the I g stall . A left turn will roll
over the top, decelerate, and stab ilize at the I g
stall condition.
Tests to date indicate the extended speedbrake
has an adverse effect at high AOA (above 35 units).
Stabilizing at 30° AOA (approximately 40 units)
with CAS ON during accelerated stalls turning left
produced significantly higher yaw rates with rolling
departures. Recovery is positive with relaxed aft
stick force, but there will be considerable further
investigation of both the speed brake and CAS con tribution to this maneuver. Until further evaluation

of the extended speedbrake characteristics, they
will be limited to 25° instead of the normal 43~lncidently, CAS is presently designed to drop off at
high yaw rates.
One inadvertent spin has been entered from the
above condition. It was recovered using the predicted (and handbook) technique of full lateral control with the spin. Neither engine had flamed out,
but they were stagnated. (As Pat Henry mentioned
under "Propulsion," this necessitates a shutdown
and restart.)
The 30 unit AOA operational limitation will
give you a very maneuverable but docile flying
machine with no "funnies" at all. As we get
smarter, we fully expect to be able to open up
this limit.

Superiority
Across the Board
USAF spec ifi cat ions fo r the F-15 se ttled for
nothing less than "superiority across the boa rd " in perfor ma nee, propulsion, avionics, ordnance, etc.,
thu s presenting th e greatest ch allenge t o the fighte r
aircraft industry in 15 years . You have just finished
readin g some first-hand accounts by severaJ of our
company test pilots, with their impression s on how
well that challenge was met.
In accordance with sp ecifications, we've designed
that su perio rity into the airpla ne and demonstrated
in our flight test program that it's really there. The
next challenge is yours. We are confident you will
feel at h ome in the Eagle in very short order, and
once you learn the ease of operation of the extremely flexible weapons system, that you'll outperform,
outshoot, and outlast anybody who opposes you.
Guaranteed.
I guess by now it will be apparent to you that all
of us at McDonnell are pretty proud of this airplane! Once you get your hands on it , we think you
will be too. To see why, let's look at an important
but representative area of performance - at "maneuverability."

To the combat pilot, the most vital and distinctive aspect of a fighter is mane uverability: "The capability (usually time-wise) of the aircraft to transition from a given conditi on of position and velocity
(initial state) to a desired conditio n of position and
velocity (final state) ," or in other words - the ability to change altitude, speed , and turn rate in any
co mbination and st ill maintain a high level of energy. How this capability was maximized in the
Eagle is an interesting example of the combined
effects of de sign theory and test practice.
To meet and, in many areas, exceed stringent
demands on the F-15 design , over 23, 000 hours of
wind tunnel testing were performed before first
flight. The wing required considerable design work
to optimize it for low drag at both low and high
lift; more than 100 wing/body com binations were
tested prior to the time the proposal was submitted
to the Air Force.
The wing is comp le x in sh ape to provide excellent maneuverability at high load factor, but it is
relatively easy to assemble and maintain. It has no
spoilers or leading edge flap s, an d the_only moving
parts are a simple flap and a simple aileron. Redundant load paths have been designed into the
wing, meaning th e aircraft ca n su stain a fairly high
level o f battle damage, includin g missile and gunfire , without losing its bas ic maneuverability. (An
interesting fall out of th e F-1 5 wing design effort

was the F-4 leading edge slat! A prototype slat, originally thought to be necessary to meet F-15 specs,
was evaluated on an F-4 test bed to investigate the
conce pt. Although simpler and more efficient ways
evolved for the F-15 , the Phantom became a better
and safer fighter when it incorporated these same
slats.)
It is curious a fa ct that fighter aircraft which
have excellent maneuverabilit y in the air combat
arena inevitably duplicate this quality in the air-toground role. Toe reverse situation has never existed.
However, most fighter pilots were apprehensive
when the specs called for a fighter optim ized for
the air-t o-air dogfight , but in muted tones required
an air-to-ground strik e capability. It is a tribute to
McDonnell engineers that you have been provided
with an outstanding strike capabili ty in the Eagle
without an ounce of co mpromise to its absolut ely
fantastic air superiority capabilities.
No significant changes were necessary to improve
F-15 maneuvering characteristics to mee t spec re•
quirements. However, th ere was one modification
to the wing tip shape, which consisted of removal of
approximately 4½ square feet of wing area per side
at the outboard aft wing tip, giving it a " raked"
appearance. This change eliminated an objecti onable buffet at 0 .90 Mach and 30,000 feet, while also
providing relief for ou ter wing loads. This " rak ed
wing tip " configuration was also fou nd to provide

specific excess powe r (Ps) greater than the original
wing tip during superso nic maximum power acceleratio ns and man euvering turn s. No significant effects in Ps were see n during one g military power
accelera tion s or during subsonic maneuvering turn s.
Early flight tests also indicated th e original spe edbrake would no t sa tisfy spec deceleration and descent performance requirements, and an annoying
buffet was e ncountered at high speedbrake extension angles. A flight te st program which involved
twelve different speed brake configurati ons was con•
ducted before defining one that would sa tisfy both
performance requirements and extension limits for
accept ab le buffet. This final production configuration has an area of 3 1.5 square feet versus the original 20. A comprom ise was reach ed between deceleration ch aracteristics and acceptable buffet levels
by limiting th e brake extension angle (hinge moment limiting to 20 degrees) at speeds a bove 350
knots and allowing it to fully exte nd (43 degrees)
during deceleration as dynamic pressure is redu ced.
Speedbrake operation during tracking tasks has lit ti e
or no transients at exten s10n or retraction , and
there is minimal effect on the flying qualities of the
aircraft at most conditions.

and high thrust-to-weight ratio, result in exciting
characteristics for air combat maneuvering. Being
able to accelerate to supersonic spe~ds while sustaining high g loads gives you the capability to gain
an energy advantage over an opponent in very short
order. The inherent stability of the F- 15, coupled
with th e ab se nce of engine stall s, wing rock , nose
rise, and other undesirable high angle of attack
characteristics, will encourage you to utilize the full
maneuverability of the Eagle without inhibition!

I bel ieve you will be very pleased to find the
Eagle displays an agility throughout the flight envelope which belies its size. The light and responsive control system, along with its low wing loading

And now that you've read all the good books, including this
one, it's time to suit up and become Eagle Driver No_.
You've got the keys to your new airplane, so be our guest ...

[Sorry there are no keys left .
It didn't reall y work anyway. ]

F-15 Update D
In September of last year, USAF Colonel Wendell Shawler
and McDonnell Chief Test Pilot Irv Burrows made a joint
prese ntation on the F-15 to the 17th Annual Symposium

of SETP (Soc iety of Experimental Test Pilots) in Los
Angeles. TI1is September, for their 18th meeting, it was
Pete Garrison's turn. Mr . Garrison, McDonnell's Chief Experimental Test Pilot, second man to fly the Eagle. and an
Associate Fellow of SETP, brought his audience up to date

on the Air Force's new fighter.
Pete gave a talk, showed some slides, and ran a movie

which collectively described status and activities of the airplane in the Cat I and II test program s at Edwards AFB.

We've got all of his words for you here, and it 's too bad
we can't include the movie because it gives, as Pete said in
his talk, an •·over the shoulder/yo u are there" view of some
very interesting operational exercises. Since many of you
are soon "going to be there" yourselves, we think you can
get ready for the immediate future by reading this account
of the recent past, as it was described for SETP/18.

By PETE GARRISON/Chief Ex perimen tal Test Pilot

Editor's Note: Pete's original presentation to SETP covered status of the
F-15 program through early September 1974. This DIGEST version of
his speech extends right up to first
squadron delivery , just a few weeks
ago.

Maintaining a low profile ha s been
the by-word of the F -1 S program from
its inception , so it is not surprising
that there is little more than general
knowledge of the aircraft and its rather
impressive accomplishments outside the
small circle of individuals directly involved with the R & D program. This
philosophy has merit in getting a program completed without the world
looking over your shoulder and adding
to your problems ; however , it is not
without its shortcomings when all goes
well and you would like to spread the
good word.

I am not in a position to argue the
pros and cons of program exposure,
but I can state that , combined with the
traditional low key approach to public
relations and advertising characteristic
of McDonnell , this extremely successful aircraft evaluation program has
come close to completion virtually unnoticed and unheralded. Whether it
can be attributed to good luck , good
management , or some of both. the Eagle
is entering operational service on schedule, on cost,and as a completely operationally-capable aircraft.
I would like to bring you up to
date on the F-1 S test program and
then compare the aircraft as it is being
delivered to so me of the challenging
requirement s which were originally set
for it.
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMS

accumulated over 2700 hours and as
many flight s. USAF pilot s have participated in the Cat I program from the
beginning, completing eight AFPE 's
(Air Force Preliminary Evaluations).
The Air Force formally started its Cat
II program on schedule (I 4 March
1974) and has thus far added over
800 hours to the test totals. Six onehour plus Category II evaluation flights
in one day on the same aircraft, with
the seventh flight being cancelled for
lack of pilot crew rest (with the air•
craft in OR stat us), unofficially tells
us that the F-15 reliability, maintain•
ability , and turnaround capability are
working out as expected and then
some.
Flight test demonstrat ion milesto nes
have been met per schedule, and the
Eagle was turned over to the operational units with a zero loss and zero
accident rate. Highlights of some of the
individual programs show the aircraft
at the finish line in achieving its original goals • Airframe maj or static te sting and
fatigue testing through fo ur lifetimes
has been completed for some time now.
The flight loads program ha s been completed on schedule with no significant
abnormalities showing up in any of the
test conditions.
• Flutter testing has bee n accomplished in three configuration s: cle an ,
external fuel tanks, and the most criti·
cal conventional weapons loadi ng ,
which happens to be two MK-82
bombs on each wing station. Flutter
testing was completed before first production delivery with the exception of
the Tactical Electronic Warfare System
(TEWS). The TEWS pod configuration
itself was not defined until late in the
program, so a test article was not
available.
• Aero/Stability/Handling - Testing
of flight controls and handling is com•
pl ete. Evaluation of low speed handling qualitie s, delayed because of failure of the flight test emergency power
unit in Aircraft No. 8, was continued
in conjunction with the spin program
and completed prior to production
delive ry .

• Spin • The spin program has
proved a prob lem • not due to the
aircraft, but to the lack of rel iability
of the flight test Emergency Power
Unit (EPU) required fo r installation in
the spin test ve hicle. After initial delayed qualification testing of the EPU
system, the spin program commenced
with normaJ inve stigation of the high
angle of attack area. The results showed good handling , positive control, and
definite spin resistance. Pre- and poststall handling and control surface effects were evaluated up through pro
spin controls being held with full aft
st ick for periods in excess of 30 seconds without spin entry. During a
routine operational check, the EPU
fuel system failed, resulting in a hold
on the program and reappraisal of
EPU reliability factors and subsequent
decision to change the flight test
emergency power system to a battery
type.
During this lay -up of No. 8, F-15
No. 1 inadvert ently advanced the cause
of the spin program a considerable
degree during high angle of attack investiga ti on of the modified speed brake.
The testing being performed was a
wind-up turn at 40,000 feet to 80%
limit load factor with speed brake fully
extended. At approximately 30 units
angle of attack, the aircraft :rolled right
two turn s and then stabilized. Spin
recovery was accomplished with normal spin recovery controls at between
25,000 and 30,000 feet. Methods of
limi ti ng speed brake extension angles
at the higher angles of attack are being
developed as part of the spin program.
Jt goes without saying that recovery of
the aircraft from the inadvertent spin
with normal control action was most
gratifying. When the spin program resumed , this configwation and its contribution to decreasing the basic spin
res ista nce of the production configuration was further investigated. We
have apparently found a way to generate a sp in mode in the aircraft, and
recovery looks normal and positive
Aircraft No. 8 is flying again and confirming good low speed handling qualities and strong resistance to spin entry.
• Missiles - 59 AIM-7F missiles

have been launched o r jettisoned in
testing. Bench test ing. capt ive testing,
jettison testing, and separation work
are all complete. Sparrow tactical fir ings against drone ta rgets h ave bee n
completely successful. Captive carriage
reli ab ili ty of th e missile is computed at
better than 475 mean fligl11 hou rs
between fai lures. and we expect th is
number to exceed 500 by the time
testing is completed and all the data
counted.
AJM-9E qualification testing is already completed, with all launch and
jettison conditions satisfied. Sidewinder
tactical firings against drone targets
have been equally successful to those
with the Sparrow. AIM-9L testing w ill
be resumed upon availability of test
hardware.
• Gun - The M61 gun has been
qualified in the aircraft, and testing is
complete. Firing was accomplished
throughout the envelope with no gun,
aircraft, inlet, or engine problems.
• Stores - All carriage equipment
has been qualified and almost I 00
multicarriage bomb loads have been
jettisoned or separated up to 1.4 Mach
Number. Air-to-ground weapons flutter
testing is complete. External fuel tanks
and pylons have been qualified, and 52
jet ti son tests were accomplished to
complete the program.

missiles, ammo. LOX, fue l. o il service.
and curso ry in spect ion) in 5 minu tes
50 seconds fro m the t ime the pilot
opens the ca no py after sh utdow n until
engine start for th e nex t miss ion. The
requi rement in th is case was 12 minut es.

DESIGN STABILITY
Because of early design ve rificati on
and heavy emphasis o n ea rl y and extensive grou nd testing and proof test ing, a high degree of design stab ility
was ach ieved in the F-15 . The re has
bee n litt le change req uired in th e aircraft since the prod uct ion co nfig urat ion was fi nali zed. A to tal o f only 36
Class I ECP's ( engi nee ring change p ro-

been approved and inco rporated into
the F-15 pr o gr a m ; the co ntractor
ground test program alo ne acco unt ed
fo r 30 VECP's whi ch resulted in over
20 milli o n do ll ars reducti on in program test ing and p rocurement expen ses.
Simil ar sav ings can be at tribut ed to
VECP's arising fr om the flight test
program.
We ight growth of the Eagle since
firs t fli gh t is only 460 pounds. Of this,
less th an I 00 po und s are acco unt able
to th e airframe, the bal ance being
eng ine-related. Weigh t growth o f an
aircraft as it progresses thro ugh its
deve lopmen t p rogram ca n bas ica lly be
tied to mod ificat io ns necessa ry t o cor-

RA K ED WING TIPS

• Engine - The FI 00 engine has
always shown itself as an extremely
tough, powerful, and basically reliable
engine. However, as was expected of a
new development program designed to
qualify an engine for the extremes of
air-to-air combat, early testing produced its share of discrepancies. Early
engine prob lem areas involved stal ls
and stagnation , A/8 ligh t envelope and
operation, airstan envelope, and eng ine
response and handling . Each subsequent test engine model improved one
or more of these cha racteristics, and
the production FI 00(3) engi ne is now
demonstrating sat isfac tory pe rfo rmance
in all" areas deficient in earlier test
engines.
• Reliability, maintainabil ity, a nd
supportabi lity are bette r than gua ran teed. Demonstrated capabilities in specific areas covered by co nt ract have all
been well within th e cha llenging requirements or igina ll y estab lished . Two
recent examples are t he engine change
demonstration in 18 minu tes 55 seconds to sat isfy a 30-min ute requirement; and combat turnaround (loading

posals) h ave been app roved for incorporation in t o the progra m , of wh ich
only 23 app ly to the aircraft itse lf. Of
these, 2 1 are incorpora ted in the firs t
productio n delivery ai rcraft, and all 23
will be incorporated from No. 3 up.
(The two changes that miss the first
producti6 n ai rcra ft, inciden ta ll y, a re
minor in na ture, o ne being a rerou te o f
a wi re b und le an d another being t he
change of a bolt in a linkage assembl y.)
Thi s is not to say t ha t thi s is the
grand total of all changes o n the p rogram . T here is ano ther engi nee ring
docu ment , called the VECP o r Value
Enginee ring Change P ro posal, cove ring
changes equall y imp o rt an t to the p rogram . Th e V ECP happil y saves rather
than cos ts p rog ram d oll ars, being submitted to cover such things as redu ced
scope of tes ting , change to a test proced ure to achi eve inc reased effic iency,
or reduce d require men ts fo r equ ipm ent
o r tes t time . Ove r I 00 VEC P's h ave

rec t defect s. Therefo re, the abnormally low airc raft weight in crease o f
the F- 15 in ac hieving fu ll produ ct ion
stat us speaks highly of both it s ca pabili ty and de sign stabilit y .
Th e visible changes whi ch will be
see n in t he producti on aircraft co mpared to the No . I tes t ve hicl e are few
in number. So me o f the mo re significant a re :
• Raked Win g T ips - The flight
program revea led a slightl y different
loa d dist rib uti on than h ad bee n predicted fr o m w ind t unnel wo rk . The
loading produced a higher out er wing
bendi ng mo ment , whi ch reduced the
required 50% margin . The min o r wing
t ip modificatio n so lved the ba sic pro blem by redistributing the loading as
des ired and also produced some highly
benefi cial fa ll-o ut by reduc ing high
angle of att ack-high ·g· buffet , improving tran so ni c pe rfo rmance, and also
providing a slight we ight reduc ti o n. ►
VOLU ME I

• Snag Stabi lator • Early wind tunnel te~ti ng revealed an empennage flutter problem which required a change
in mass distribution of the stabilator
and a minor sh ift of Cp aft and outboard. Both were sa ti sfied with the
snag configuration which was developed in the tunnel. Due to a concu rrent
manufacturing and testing sched ule,
the first three test aircraft were completed with the straight leading edge
stabilator and were flown in a re-

• Speed brake • The enlarged and
retailored speed brake was the result of
an initial configuration which produced
undesirable buffet at the 1equired levels
of drag. The increased area and revised
shape of the new speed brake produced
the required drag at lower extension
angles and decreased the flow interference on the vertical stabilizers . The
speed brake 1s presently undergomg e
valuation at high angles of attack
• Crosswind Landing • Although
not outwardly apparent, the production F -1S has a revised main landing
gear strut and a revision in the flight
cont rol augmentation system after
touchdown as compa red to the or iginal
configuration on the No. 1 test article.
Irv Burrows covered the crosswind
landing problem and cures last year ,
so I will just confirm that all production airc raft have a full crosswind
landing capability.
• Air-to-Ground Capability - Although air-to-g round capability does
not represent a change, it may come
as a surp rise to some when they see an
aircraft designed for air superiority
loaded for an attack role. ln truth ,
air-to-ground has always been considered for the F-15, but always with the
overriding requirement that it could in
no way impair the air superiority role.
The Eagle has adapted to thi s secondary "fall-out'' role with no problem.
In brief, the aircraft has exce llent
air-to-ground carr iage capability while
still retaining its air-to-air armament,
and can deliver sto res in computed
modes with an accuracy eq uivalent
to that of dedicated air-to-ground aircraft. The trouble-free operation of the
un ique F-15 aft pivot/restrained jettison system throughout Lhe explored enve lope is addit ional testimonial to the
design stab ili1 y.
VOLUME I

A configurat ion which we are pressent ly flying and feel will provide
considerable growt h potential for the
aircraft is ca ll ed .. Fast Pack' ' • Fuel and
Sensor Tactical Package. The Fast
Pack, or fuel pallet as it was originally
called, is a pair of streamlined arearuled one-piece external tanks nested
along each side of the fuselage in the
wmg root area. The configuration now
flying is a wet fuel cell, which add s
approximately 10,000 pounds of fuel
to the F-JS's 11,000 pound internal
capacity. The three standard 600-gallon
external tanks can be carried in addition to the pallet tanks.
On 26 August 1974, a TF-l S in this
configuration , with Air Force Colonel
Wendell Shawler and McDonnell's Irv
Burrows aboard, made a non-refueled
Transatlantic crossing from Loring Air
Force Base, Maine, to Bentwaters,

similar to th e cl ean con figurat ion.
All prese nt weapons. tanks. and
stores can be carried in conjunction
with the pallets in equa l or greater
numbers. Fligh t data to date is supportin g wind tunnel indications of subsonic drag be ing no greater than the
bas ic aircraft and a superson ic inc remental drag of about one-third that of
the equi valen t amount of fuel carried
in normal external tanks. The global
deploymen t and multi -mission potential plus the ability to uti lize the aircraft in a va riety of missions through a
dedica ted pallet while always retaining
air superiority ca pability ind icate an
encouraging future for the Fast Pack
concept.
In clos ing. let's take a quick look at
one of the main reasons for the success
of the .. one -man operability" concept
of the F-1 5 - the VS D. or Vertical
The F-15 radar of-
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England, in ap proximately five hours.
That aircraft subsequent ly flew 92
demonstration flights in 43 days from
several bases with an operational availability of I 00% and an overall MMH/
FH figure of 4.25 for the entire tour!
( In cidenta ll y, there's some data straight
from the airplane 's cockpit on this very
interesting month and a half. elsewhere
in this magazine.)
Th e Fast Pack provides sufficient
extra room that fuel capacity can be
shared_ with any number and variety of
ot her operational capabilities in various options. The unit is designed for
easy installation /removal in 10-1 S minutes using existing AGE. Its installation
does not affect the number of weapons
stations and does not detract from the
prime air superiority role of the aircraft. The pallet tank s have be en flown
to Mach 2.0 with no prohlem ~ no1ed .
Buffet and handling qualities appear

fers a "clea n" scope, presenting only
targe1 info rmation. Th.is photograph o
the radar scope in the Long Range
Search (LRS) Track Mode shows both
the clarit y of th e compu ted display and
the vari ous rea dou ts avai lable to the
pil ot.
As a test pil ot , and speaking to test
pil ots, I am aware that trad itional ly.
flight test must pl ay the ro le of a hard•
nosed analy st evaluating the product
in a calculat ed and detached manner.
While we at McDonnell have followed
tradition religiously. th is airnaf1. its
capabilities, and the way it is meJsuring
up make it easy for :.iny pil ot !lying or
evaluating it to become an enthusi:istic
advocat e. With th e Cat I Program es sentially completed and 1he Eagle Ill)\\
being delive red. the IJ l't1i.:-al units will
be Jisnwe ring fo1 thenhtthes that
it's ..111 true . an d 1t '-s all g,Jlll.i!

FAST PACK TO
Engineering Program
By JOHN WARAKOMSKI/Chie/Projecr Technical Engineer, F-15

All of the factors that make the F-15 an outstanding air
superiority fighter, such as low wing loading, high thrustto-weight ratio, rugged structural design , flexible digital
avionics, high reliability, and ease of maintenance, also
provide the airplane with exceptional versatility and growth
potential. So it was that, shortly after award of the F-J 5
contract and well before first flight, in-house Advanced
Engineering studies were begun to fully assess this versatility
and potential and to find ways of explo itin g both.
One major result of these studies was the ''FAST PACK"

concept (Fuel And Sensor Tactical Package). Fast Packs
are high-volume, low-drag conformal shapes that fit against
the fuselage just under the wing, and which can be used to
carry fuel and/or equipment (Figure 1). Fast Packs permit
the F-15 to maintain the same number of weapon carrying
stations for air-to-air and air-to-ground missions, while providing extended range and mission capabilities. They do
not produce any increase in subsonic drag, and excellent
performance is also retained at supersonic speeds where the
drag of the Fast Packs is less than one-third that of the
three external fuel tanks (Figure 2, page 30 ).
To evaluate and demonstrate the Fast Pack concept, the
fuel paUet configurat ion with Sparrow missiles was selected
for a McDonnell Douglas initiated and funded prototype
program. TI1is program was started in March and completed
in August of this year. To meet this compressed schedule,
everything was kept as simple as possible, including our

methods of construc ti on in a prototype shop. We had approximately 175 eng ineers, technicians, and sho p specialists on the program, working on a three-shift per day schedule. Here is what we came up with The fue l pallets are area-ruled, conformal fuel tanks
with a total capacity of 10,000 pounds of JP-4 fuel
(which almost doubles the internal fuel capacity of the airplane). Pallets are non-jettisonable, but are designed for
quick installation and removal. They are of conventional,
semi-monocoque construct ion (32.5 feet long with maximum
cross-section 24 x 36 inches) consisting of bulkheads,
frames,stringers, longerons, and riveted skin. They are "wet"
tanks with no internal bladders or liners , being internally
sealed with a polysulfide sealer during assembly. Aluminum
is the primary construct ion material, with steel utilized only
in highly loaded areas and for pallet attach fittings. All
major pallet structure and support fittings are aligned with
existing airplane hardpoints in order to minimize airplane
modifications.
Structurally, the pallets are designed for the full load
factor capab ility of the airplane. A flexible finger-type seal
is attached to the periphery of the pallets for aerodynamic
sealing with the airplane. Each pallet is divided into three
separate com partments for CG control and to minimize fuel
slosh loads. The fuel system provides automatic CC control
without pilot monitoring. Primary fuel transfer is by two

FARNBOROUGH
Operational Evaluation
By Irv BU RROWS/ Chief Test Pilot

The vital statistics of the F-15 demonstration trip to
England and Germany are eye poppers and strong testimony
to the operational deployment capabilities of the Eagle. I'll
lay these numbers on you shortly. but for openers, let's
talk a lillle about the overall philosophy behind the trip.
Our company was (and is) extremely interested in developing the ' 'FAST PACK" concept - the large pallet
tanks nested against the fuselage under the wings. These
tanks, if used only for supplemental fuel, boost the ''interna l'' fuel capacity by some 10,000 pounds. I say internal
because these pallet tanks don't really strike me as externals
in the sense of those big sausages that normally must be
hung under the wings to boost fuel capacity. Fast Packs are
nonjettisonable (although the fuel can be dumped) and
handling-wise have no impact on the basic aircraft. Drag is
not degraded subsonically; and though supersonic performance is somewhat lower, it's still a Mach 2 plus aircraft. So ,
to me, it's a fighter airplane in every respect, with two
fighters' worth of fuel in it!
Given the chance by the Air Force to deve lop these
tanks, we wanted to use them to help our airplane make the
long trip to England late last August for public display at
the Farnborough International Air Show. The plan that
evolved, then, amounted to a joint effort - USAF/MDC to demonstrate the F-15 dep loyment capabilities with pallets, show off a bit at Farnborough, and then introduce the
Eagle to some very important folks - USAFE at Ramstein.

We fee l that everybody who had a hand in the expedition,
and everybody who watched, is very happy at the outcome.
There was a brief pallet tank eva lu ation program at
St. Louis and EAFB, as de scribed across the page by John
Warakomski. That program ended on the 22nd of August,
and four days later, Colonel Wendy Shawler, Vice Commander of the 4950th Test Wing (and first Air Force pilot
to fly the F-15) strapped o n the heavy TF-15 (67,000 pounds
with approximately 32,300 pounds of fuel in the pallets, externals, and normal internal) at Loring AFB, Maine. I rode
shotgun and thus was an onboard witness of the takeoff roll
of about 3500 feet - not bad for that weight! A little over
five hours later we touched down at Bentwaters after a
typical radar-vectored descent to GCA, and one low go. Had
we continued to overhead, we'd have arrived there with
3800 pounds in 4 + 59 - nonrefueled. Pretty nice legs
for an Eagle!
Our demonstration work began almost instantly (next
morning to be exact), with USAFE boss, General John W.
Vogt Jr. flying out of Bentwaters with Colonel Shawler in
the front chair. On to Farnborough that afternoon and the
next 13 days were spent practicing for and participating in the
big air show of the year. The weather was unfriendly; and on
about half of our appearances. we were forced to flatten out
the ve rtical maneuvers in order to stay under the overcast or
black rain clouds. I think , however, the airplane impressed
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electric fuel pumps in each pallet, with one hydraulic fuel
pump in each pallet providing back-up fuel transfer capabi lity.
The pallets are filled through the existing ai rpl ane ground
and inflight refuel receptacles. lnflight fuel dump is
through the existing airp lane dump system. A defuel receptacle is provided in each pallet to allow ground defueling
without the use of electrical power. Each pallet has its own
fuel gaging system providing a continuous fuel level reading,
as well as its own individual ram air pressurization and venting system. Only existing, proven, off-the-shelf fuel, hydrau•
lie, gaging, and electrical compone nt s are used. Sealed
access doors are provided on the upper surface of the pallets
for pallet maintenance.
The pallets are attac hed to the airplane by t hree selfaligning slip fittings along the upper inboard edge and two
bolts along the lower inboard edge. The pallet/airplane
system interface is equally simple, consisting of two hy•
FIGURE 2 · LOW DRAG FUEL CARRIAGE
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draulic quick disconnects , one electrical connector. and a
single fuel interconnect. The fuel connection is a probe on
the pallet and a spring-loaded poppet valve socke t fitting on
the airplane, providing an automatic fuel connection as the
pallet is installed. Attachment of a pallet consists of lifting
it into pl"ace with a standard USAF bomb lift truck and two
cradle adapters , in stalling two bolts, and making three quick
system connecti ons. The pallets can be installed or re moved in less 1han 10 minut es. Normal airplane servicing
and maintenance, including engine change , can be performed
with pall ets installed.
Aft er comp letion of the prototype pa llets and a short
groun d test program to assure structural integrity and
proper syste m operation, the first flight of the pallet airplane was made o n 27 July 1974, just 139 days after program go-ahead. The flight test program was successfully
concluded on 22 August 1974. Twenty -one flights were
made with various airplane configurations, including clean
pallets. pallets with Sparrow missiles. and pallets with ex•
ternal fuel tank s, for a total of 37. I hours.
During this short flight test program. a number of significant ·milestones were achieved. A load factor of over five
g's was demonstrated and a speed of over Mach 2.0 was
fl own. A high gross weight takeoff at approximately 66,000
pounds was made along with an un-refueled flight duration
of well over five hours. The cru ise perfo rmance of the ai r•
plane with pallets was equal to, o r better than, the basic
airp lane and the cruise drag was less than the clean ai rplane.
Flying qual ities at all speeds in both the clean and land ing
configurat ion remained unchanged from the bas ic airplane.
There were no subsyste m or funct iona l prob lems with the
pallet or pal let-related airplane syste ms. T he flight test
program was an unqualified success and convincingly ve rified our Fast Pack concept. For what happened next, turn
back now to Mr. Burrow's presentation!

hund reds of th ousa nds of o nl ookers on each of the eight
sh ow days. Demo rides were give n late each afte rn oo n after
tJ1e regular show was ove r ; and th e back sea t of the Eagle
took o n a di sti nct ly international fla vor as milit ary representatives of severa l natio ns flew wi th us.
On th e 9Lh of September, Co lonel Shawler fl ew to Ramstein, having taken off with full pallet fuel but no ex ternals.
Af1er a 1.6 hour flight. he land ed , greeted the loca l wine
queen. and turn ed th e airplane ove r to Colonel Frank Bl oomcamp , Commander of the 4486t h Tes t Squadron (and anoth er veteran of the Edwards JTF program). He took the
USAF£ Vic e Chief, Lt General Bryce Poe, for a demonstration flight last ing 1.1. The ai rpl ane wa s no t tou ched between flights;and the assembled crowd was amazed that thi s
cou ld be done without the normal herd of fuel trucks and
AGE assembling beneath 1he bird.
Thus start ed an intensive get-acquainted session with
USAFE . For the next nine working days. TF-2 flew at least
three times per , and on two day s four times. More flight s
could have bee n made - thi s schedule wa s quite easy to
handle. The maintenance guys from o ur gracious host squadron, the 526th, watched with inte rest as the McDonnell crew
performed the routine pre- and post-flights and the very few
minor maintenance items. Their chins dropped too , as our
guys swapped an engine between the second and third flights
on the 20th of September.
On the 22nd, Wendy Shawler showe d the Eagle's stuff in
the huge Ramstein open house air show. The next day , he
and Maj o r ''Mac" Mac f arlane (one of the earliest Eagle
Drivers from the Cat I program) made the long (9.6 hours)

return trip 10 the U.S .. landing at Andrews AFB after cruising with th e tankers mos t of the way home. Andrew s was
th e sce ne, for the next couple weeks. of some 34 demo flights
for USAF , USN, and government people;ColonelsShawler
and Bl oomcam p were kep t busy climbing in and out! Four
fli gh ts per day were flown on five occasions; and five nights
we re made o n the Eagle's last day at Andrews.
The odyssey o f the Eagle ended on October 5th. when
Colonel Bl oomcamp and Maj or John Eckert brought TF-2
back to St. Louis - 92 flights and I 00 plus flight hours
after its departure from Loring a few weeks earlier. These
numbers work out to an average of 7 1 flight hours/ month ,
and it took our mai ntenance people just 4.25 MMH to keep
us in the ai r for each one of those 100 FH ! We experienced
two flight delays for maintenance and th ree for fog, but did
not have to cance l or miss a single planned flight in the entire 37 days of scheduled flying operations.
We think the F- 15 again showed its mettle during this
int eresting and busy program. The "Fast Pack" fuel config.
uration was certainly ve rified as a viable deployment concept;and numerou s other positive facets of the Eagle's character were identified. TF-2 flew and flew and flew, required
very little care and feeding, and did great things while airborne. And to top it all off, it was a heck of a lot of fun ,
because as I've said before, the Eagle is "fun to fly," and we
su re flew a lot between August 25th and October 5th!
Incidentally, TF-2 , after its month and a half of glory,
went right back to work as one of the Cat ll airplanes
at Edwards AFB. There are no prima donnas among Eagles.

SETP Award for 1974·to
IRV BURROWS
Captain lven C. Kincheloe wa$ a jet ace of the Korean War, set a world's altitude
record in 1956 in a Bell X-2 rocketplane, and was an extremely active and productive
Air Force test pilot. He lost his life in 1958 in the crash of a test aircraft at Edwards
Air Force Base, California.
Since 1958, the Society of Experimental Test Pilot$ (SETP ) has recognized each
year the test pilot whom its members con$ider to ben represent the qualities and achievements of Captain Kincheloe. Among past recipients of the "Kincheloe Award for out•
standing professional accomplishment in th e conduct of flight testing " have been the
Mercury and Apollo a$tronaut teams; and pilots on the XV-3, X-15, XB-70, F-111 , and
several commercial aircraft program$.
Winner last year was Chuck Sewell of Grumman for his work in F-14 spin prevention
testing; winner in 1962 was then McDonnell pilot Don McCracken for his F-4 high mach
and pre-compressor cooling investigations. Irv Burrows, McDonnell Chief Test Pilot, is
the latest recipient of the Kincheloe Award, for his outstand ing accomplishments in the
F- 15 flight test program over the past two years.
Pilot on the first flight of the Eagle on 27 July 1972, and with more than 250 hours
in the airplane since, Irv in$ists on sharing this SETP recognition with his fellow
McDonnell test pilots. We endorse both the society 's selection of Mr. Burrows and Irv's
acknowledgement of the pilots listed on page 13, for another mark of the good test pilot
is the way in which he shares the thing$ learned in a test program . Since beginning in
1960 on the F-4 and continuing into the F-15 today, Irv and the other company test
pilots have $Upplied the PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST and its military readership with
more than 100 article$ recording their flight testing experiences and opinion$. No small
part of the success of both the Phantom and Eagle programs is due to this corporatewide emphasis on learning and then sharing.
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ACCELERATION TIME
TO 250 KTS (SECONDS !

11 .5

11.0

10. 7

ALTITUDE
!FT)

PILOT

DATE

TIME
ISECI

PREVIOUS
RECORD
lSECI

MAJ R .
SMITH

1 FEB 75

207 .80

243.86
IM I G-251

MAJ O.W.
PETERSON

26 JAN 75

161.02

192.60
IMIG-251

65,617
120,000 Ml

MAJ R .
SMITH

19JAN 75

122.94

169.80
IM IG -25)

49.212
(15,000MI

MAJ D.W .
PETERSON

16 JAN 75

77.04

114.50
{F-4)

39,370
112,000 Ml

MAJ W.R.
MACFARLANE

16JAN 75

59.38

77.14
IF-41

29 ,528
19,000 M)

MAJ W.R .
MACFARLANE

16 JAN 75

48.86

61 .68
I F-41

19,685
(6,000 M)

MAJ W .R .
MACFARLANE

16 JAN 75

39.33

48.79
IF,4)

9 ,843
13,000 M)

MAJ R .
SMITH

16 JAN 75

27.57

34.52
IF-41

McD01111ell Chief Experimental Test Pifo1 Pete Garrison (left). who did much of 1h e preliminary flight test work feadi11g to the Streak Eagle
record flights, is shown with the Air Force Pilots who set those records. Co11 ti1111ing from tf1e left, they are Majors Wiffard Macfarlane.
Roger Smith. 011d Dai•id Peterson .

Eight world-class time-to-climb records in just sill flights. Five of the records set in a single day. Three of the records set in a
single flight. Previous records beaten by as much as 28 percent.
The above statistics make Project Streak Eagle look pretty simple but don't be fooled; it isn't something you do just by
putting a pilot into an airplane and saying "Go!" When Major Roger Smith streaked to 98,425 feet (30,000 meters) in just
207.8 seconds from brake release, he brought to fulfillment over a year's planning, practice, trade studies, system analyses,
airplane modifications, and the task of bringing together all the organizations required to do the job as a team. In the actual
flight program, Grand Forks Air Force Base, North Dakota, hosted a Streak Eagle team from organizations located in nine
states. The following articles tell lhe story of the project, and how the F-15 wrote a chapter in the record books.

How did it come to be?
By RI CHARO S. CAHILL/Projec t Development Engin eer

The initial co nsiderat ion of challenging the time-to-climb record s with
the F-15 cam e in the Fall of 1973, early
in the developmental stage of the
Eagle. W ith the limited amount of
flight performance data available at
the time, it was obv iou s that the F-15
could easily break record s presently
held by ou r own Phantom . It was not
so obvious t hat it could also regain the
records claimed by the Russian MIG25 Foxbat. With this in mind, Air Force
and McDonnell management wisely
decided to wa it until the airp lane was
further along in its development, and

more of a known quantity, before em·barkiog on a program that would
place the airplane in an en,vironment
it had never experienced before. During this period , trade studies, performance analyses, and overall program planning took place

INGREDIENTS
What does it take to set time-toclimb records? First, it takes a mighty
good ai rplan e just to try it (look at the
previou s record holders - the Phantom and the Foxbat) . Then it takes a
thrust ·to-weight ratio hi gher than

anyone else's, low drag, and a flyable
flight profile that keeps the excess
thrust maximized throughout the flight .
To keep the weight as low as possible,
the following items, not needed for
the safe conduct of the program , were
removed :
• Missiles
• Radar
• M-61 Cannon
• Tail Hook
• Left Hand Generator
• Utility Hydraulic System (PC systems were plumbed into the Utility syste m

• Flap and Speedbrake Actuators
• Paint
On the other side of that coin was
the addition of special equipment
needed for the environment to be
encountered :
• Battery Packs and Controls
• Holdback Device (in place of tail
hook)
• Noseboom with "Alpha" and
" Beta" Vanes (angle of attack and
sideslip)
• Over-the-Shoulder Camera
• Sensitive "g" Meter
• Pressure Suit Provisions
• DC powered Radio and Standby
Attitude Gyro
• C-Band Tracking Beacon (for radar tracking)
• Barograph (required by international rules)
• Ballast
The additional equipment was required because the higher record profiles placed the airplane at altitudes
and speeds where the engines would
have to be shut down, thereby eliminating the use of the normal aircraft
sYstems. As a result , the Streak Eagle
ended up about ten percent lighter
than an empty production airplane.

PROFILE DEVELOPMENT
The exact profile development
depended on a thorough understanding of the thrust of the engines and the
drag of the airplane. This understanding was required in order to start optimizing the various flight profiles using
a parameter called specific excess
power, or Ps for short. Ps is developed
from thrust , drag, weight, and velocity
by use of the equation Ps T-D/ Wx V
(note how important high thrust, low
drag, and low weight are). For con•
stant velocity, Psis rate of climb, and
for constant altitudes, it is acceleration (multiplied by V/ C) .

=

Figure 1 is a plot of the Ps curves for
the Streak Eagle . The best climb rates
are achieved by climbing at the
velocity going through the peaks of
the Ps curves at least until the flight
path is vertical , then strive for maximum speed . As you can see, for the
records up to 50,000 feet {15,000
meters), climbing at or near the speed
of sound keeps you right on those
peaks
In the Streak Eagle program the

flight profiles were determined through
computer analysis of various climb
angles and rotation techniques. For
the 3,000 meter flight, and for the
flight in which the 6,000, 9,000, and
12,000 meter records were set, the
climb angle was 90 degrees. In fact,
the airplane actually accelerated
through the speed of sound in vertical
flight.

HIGH ALTITUDE PROFILES
The three higher profiles, which
took the airplane beyond its high rate

of climb c apability, employed an acceleration followed by a zoom climb
to reach the record al t itudes most
quickl y, trading off a gain in kin et ic
ene"rgy for hi gher altitude. W e had to
find not o nl y the best clim b speed, but
also the best place {s hortest time) to
accelerate to t he higher kin eti c energy
level .
·
Again, the clue is prov ided by Ps.
The initi al climb is accomplished at
th e peak s of Ps, leve lin g at t he altitude
where a high leve l of Ps persists, and
ac celerating to the speed yo u want to
►

FIGURE 2 -TIME TO CLIMB PROFILE DEVELOPMENT-ENERGY

attain. All of this seems to be fairly
stra ightforward· except airplanes do
not fly square corners, and the techniques for making turns have a considerable impact on minimum time to

a ltit ude . There were three corners to
turn on the three higher records

• The pull after takeoff and low
level acceleration .
• Going from vertical flight to hori-

zontal at the acceleration altitude.
• The pull-up into the zoom climb
to the record altitude level.
The first step toward solving this aspect of the problem was to use a computer program, varying Mach numbers,

climb angles, g's and g-rates, and altitudes to find the optimum techniques.
Referring back to the inside front
cover, you'll find a summary of the
various missions, as flown, and as near
the optimized computed profiles as is
humanly possible to fly .
The pull-up points fo r the zoom
climb on the high er records were determined by examination of the energy
required to attain the given altitudes
and the minimum acceptable speeds
"over the top." Figure 2 is a plot of
specific energy lines, with the F-15
flight profiles superimposed. The Eagle
gained energy in the zooms until the
engines were shut down and then incurred some small loss due to drag .
The 30,000 meter profile was slightly different from the 20,000 and 25,000
meter flights since there was an addi-

tional climb to place the airplane at
an altitude where it cou ld achieve the
des ired energy level without going to
excessive leve ls of dynamic pressure.
Looking again at the chart on the inside front cover, note that the three
higher profiles have an lmmelmann
maneuver after takeoff . The reason for
this was to use the winds to best advantage, both on the ground and at
altitude. It was desirable to take off
into the wind and accelerate at altitudes with the wind . The lmmelmann
provided the ideal way of making the
180 degree course correction, especially out of a 90 degree climb. As it
turned out, the lmmelmann maneuver also provided better time to altitude than did the conve ntiona l maneuver because transonic drag is
actually lower at low positive load factors than at less than 1.0 g as required

St. Lou,s
!Jan - Oct 74)

for a steep climb
MECHANIZING THE MANEUVERS
Having determined the optimum
techniqu es, we moved from the computer to the McDonnell Air Combat
Simulator, where we evaluated the
computed techniques from a flyability
and pilot workload standpoint. During
this phase of the program, emphasis
was placed on airplane stability and
control "over the top" where indicated airspeeds would be quite low.
The recovery technique arrived at
during these tests was to hold flight
path angle to a predetermined angle
of attack close to that for (L/D) max,
and hold that through the record altitude until the aircraft had started
downhill and airspeed was increasing.
The simulator proved to be a very
valuable tool in assessing the flyability
of computerized profiles . In addition,
the sim ulator allowed us to add refinements with the man-in-the loop
which we would not have seen through
the computer alone . In addition, the
experience gained by the pilots flying
the simulator greatly reduced the
amount of pract ice flying that would
have otherwise been required. On this
program, as on so many others during
the testing of the Eagle, we heard the
same comment by all the pilots, "Gee,
that's just like we saw on the simulator."
This gives you an idea of what is involved in preparing for a program to
establish world-class time-to-climb
records . I've just covered the getting
ready; Pete Garrison, McDonnell Chief
Experimental Test Pilot, has written a
companion article which covers how
the record s were actually accompli shed . Read on, and get Pete's continuation of the story.

Edwardi AFB

Grand Forks AFB

(Nov -Dec 741
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"The streaker"
By PETE GAR RISON /Chief Experimental TeH Pilot
Eagle Number 17 arrived in the
" nest" with a mission stamped "not
required. " Originally planned as a replacement in the event of an aircraft

loss in early flight testing, Lady Luck
(and some hard work) decreed that
such an event was, happily, not to occur. However, there were some im-

portant areas of interest which had not
originally been planned in Category I

(contractor) testing. Specifically, these
included tests of very high altitude stability and control and very high altitude engine characteristics.
In addition, there was an obvious

interface between these areas and the
fact that three of the world-class
time-to-climb records had departed on
the wings of a Soviet Foxbat in 1973.
After some preliminary spade work, it
appeared that all could be wrapped up
in the same package, and "Project
Stieak Eagle" was born.
A great deal of analytical work was
done to prepare the "Streaker" (as #17
became affectionately known by her
keepers) for the task at hand. My good
friend Dick Cahill put a lot of the
"s marts" together for this project, and
some of his thoughts have been expressed in the preceding article. So
I'll not dwell on the technical side, but
I would like to chat a bit about the
overall program, and then give you
some insight from the driver's seat.

team responsibi liti es were basically as
follows:
• USAF - Contracting and Project
Responsibilities , Record Pilots, Facilities, Chase Aircraft, Weather Detachment, and Airlift.
• MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY - Modify Test Aircraft, Define
Profiles, Test Fly Profiles and Special
Systems, Flight Simulation, Support
and Maintain Test Aircraft, and Coordinate Record Certification.
• RCA - Installation and Operation
of Certification Radar.
• PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT - Engine Technical Support.
• NATIONAL AERONAUTIC ASSOCIATION - On-Site Observers, Assemble and Distribute Results to FAI
( Federation Aeronautique Internationale)

MODIFICATIONS
There were no special requirements
for this kind of test program since the
aircraft and engines had never been in
this sort of environment before. Of primary interest was aircraft control with
both engines shut down, and subse-

quent airstarts. This required a large
battery package to power the hydraulic
and electrical systems. Also of interest
was the ho ldback device which
"c hained" the "St reaker" to the end of
the runway , and was separated by an
exp losive bolt. Th e exp los ive bolt signal also started the offic ial timer in
the radar/ computer van.
Since the " rul es of engagement" for
time-to-climb records dictate that the
aircraft be made as light as practical ,
any unnecessary weight was removed.
In the "Streaker," this consisted generally of armament removal {the bulk
of the weight red uction came from
simply downl oading the missiles). As
Di ck Cahill noted, we enjoyed a ten
percent weight reduction, even with
the addition of special equipment
required for the Project (a list of items
removed and installed is contained in
the precedi ng article).
The matter of " to paint or not to
paint" was reso lved in favor of the
cost, sin ce the ai rcraft would have to
be repaint ed prior to delivery. There
was al so the fact that paint weighs 40
►

TEST PLAN
The overall plan included modification and shakedown of the "Streak er" in St. Louis ; flight testing would be
accomplished at Edwards AFB, California, and the record attempts would
be performed at Grand Forks AFB,
North Dakota . The low winter temperatures, minimum air traffic density,
and good hangar facilities made
Grand Forks a natural.

PLAYERS
This program was mdeed a team effort in the true sense of the word . The

n,e sa risJac/10/1 uJ s11c·n·nJ11/ 111iHiV11 an·ompli~li111t'11/ is reflcclt'd Vil the fact·s of Tt'SI
Pi/o r Per,, <,'arrim11 (lt'{r/, Prvjcct Dc1·t'lopmc111 J:",1gim·c-r Dil·k Cahill (ce11taJ, and ~FPRO
Sr. J.011is Prujco CuorJi11a1Ur Major Ju,' Higgs at the Jina/ /light 1.h-bri.-fi11g.

to 50 pounds, and "no paint" is in the
right direction.
The removal of the Utility hydraulic
system reduced the possibility of ai r
entrapment during the long period of
near zero 'g' which was anticipated
during the high altitude record attempts. {The operation was flawless
during the program and lends much
credibility to the design of the F-15
system.)
FLYING
I began to follow the program in
early 1974 and was fortunate to remain with the program through the
first flight, system checkout, profile
verification, and record attempts. Of
the 62 total flights flown during Proj-

arated (thanks to some sharp design
engineers), the big problem was getting
the gear up prior to 300 knots. We fi nally developed a techniqu e of moving the gear handle up at the sa me time
the st ick was sta rted aft. This was don e
as soon as th e pilot saw the airspeed
come off the peg at about 80 knots.Our
over-the-shoulder camera revea led
that by the time the pilot could react
and actua ll y get the handle fully up,
the aircraft was going through approximately 120 knots at 30 to 40 knots per
second.
• Vertical flights - Since the computer verified that we needed a 90 degree flight path angle on the lower four
records, we decided to use a se nsiti ve

't
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ect Streak Eagle, about half were flown
by McDonnell for profile and system
verif ication, with the balance flown
by the three Air Force record pilots .
From the first flight, the "Streaker"
was a winner. However, there were
many areas we had to explore before
we were ready for the actual record
attempts .
• Getting Airborne - Takeoff from
the holdback with stabilized full power was rather spectacu lar to say the
least. The object was to stabi li ze at fu ll
power, burn down to the proper fue l
weight, then sa lu te the ground crewman who threw the switch to fire the
bolt .
Since there was no tendency to
swerve or pitch as the bolt was sep-

g-meter for reference. Instead of trying
to use a special gyro system to give us
a 90 degree pitch angle, we would pull
to 80 degrees pitch on the AD I, then
push the aircraft to a nomin al 0.2 g
anq hold that g until radar gave a "recover" ca ll indicating that the record
altitude had been reac hed.
The ADI , of course, does a controlled precession at 90 degrees pitch, and
that wou ld occ ur at about 25,000 feet
using thi s technique. Use of the 0.2 g
kept the fuel and eng ine oil where it
belonged and onl y resulted in about 5
degrees off vertical throughout vertical
c limbs from the grou nd to in excess of
45,000 feet. Recovery was then simply
a matter of adding back press ure to
light buffet and ho lding that available

g to the horizon .
• Zoom Climbs - The 15,000 meter
profile consisted of rotating after takeoff and holding 55 degrees until a recovery call, rolling inverted, and maintaining a comfortable g to the horizon .
The top three were another matter
since they required a level flight acceleration and rotation to 55 or 60 degrees
and subsequent erect recovery . We
found that a 2.5 g lmmelmann from
takeoff gave a reasonabl e pilot workload and good, repeatable results.
The computer would have liked a
"square" lmm elmann with high g's at
the corners and a verti ca l portion between . The high g at the top end gave
us prob lem s on repeatability. We
wanted to come level at 30,000 feet,
and there was no way for the pilot to
judge when to start a pullback si nce the
altimeter is pretty much a blur at that
time.
After obtaining the proper Mach
number on the acceleration, a rotation
at 55 to 60 degrees resulted in afterburner rumble at about 65,000 feet
which could be redu ced by backing off
maximum A/B. At about 70,000, the
A/B's would tend to blow out and we
would then ca ncel to Military. Depending upon th e Mach number, the basic
engine would start to un wi nd at abo ut
80,(X)() feet and we would go to cut-off
o n both e ngines. By that time, ho lding
the climb angle would result in the
angle of attack coming up to about 2
degrees true, and the name of the
game was simp ly to keep the angle of
attack about 2 degrees, and the sideslip at zero until the hori zon showed
up out the window. Engine wi ndmill
RPM was better than anticipated over
the top at 40 to 60 knots indi cated airspeed
We would hold about zero degrees
angle of attack until the nose was down
40 to 60 degrees o n the back si de. As
the airspeed came up toward 400knots
indicated airspeed, we would then reduce the pitch angle to hold about 400
KIAS . At approximately 50,000 feet,
boost pump press ure was available
from the battery pack, and we would
sl ide both engines to ldle. In most
cases we would have them running an d
be leve l at about 35,000 feet. On a few
occasions, one or the other would
stagnate and require another shutdown
and restart, but we always got at least

one on the first try. Recovery was th en
simpl y a return to hi gh key with about
1,000 poun ds of fuel remainin g.
• Engine-Out Landings - Although
we had co mplete confidence in the
engine restart capability, we sized our
ba ttery-driven system to all ow for an
engin e-o ut recovery if the worst should
ha ppen. In order to obtain good handlin g/ sink rate information on the engine at low altitude, we performed
actu al engin e-o ut landings at Edwards
AFB. We di scovered that a significant
differen ce ex isted between engines at
Id le and engines off. Fortunately, the
instincti ve pilot judgment tended to be
better with engines off than with
engines at Idle. Idle power tended to
force the landing long. We also verified
that the engines very rapidly spool
down to zero RPM when shut down at
low altitude and pattern airspeeds.
• Pressure Suit - It was necessary
that we utili ze full press ure suits for all
fo ur of the to p records since they resulted in al titudes above 50,000 feet
O n our buildup flights and profile practi ce, we simpl e separated the zoom
climbs so that we could take off and
chec k out the pressure suit at our
leisure. However, o n the actual record
flights the suit had to be carefull y
checked prio r to takeoff since there
was no time to accomplish it during a
record run .
Whil e conducting the buildup flights
we once again proved the value of "no
flights above 50,000 without a suit."
The game plan indicated that even
with e ngine shutdown at 70,000, the
coc kpit leak rate which we had in the
''S treaker" should allow us to get over
100,000 feet and back to 37,000 before
th e cockpit went above 37,000(the suit
holds at 37,000 feet) . Armed with thi s
in fo rmation , I pressed our zoom climb
profile up toward SO degrees from
Mac h 2+ rotati o n at 35,000 feet . (Once
hi gh clim b an gles have been establi shed at hi gh Mac h numbers, the pilot is
just along for th e ride . There is no way
to stop the eleva tor witho ut getting
well in excess of 70,000 feet .)
I we nt ove r the top with a full y
pressu ri zed suit! Needl ess to say, I was
a bit co ncerned , particularl y sin ce no
probl em could be found in the pressuri za tio n sys tem after landing This
wa s rea ll y th e onl y chroni c probl em
we had to face. It required more fli ght s

and other tests before we resol ved the
probl em as o ne of ca nopy flexure
whi ch allowed pressure leaks under
certain high speed, high altitude conditions. Since the problem ex isted in
other F-1S's, the solution will be inco rporated in production.
IN CONCLUSION

The successful completion of this
program is a tribute to the teamwork
between the aviation industry and the
United States Air Force. We learned a
great deal about the Eagle, and I'm sure
some of the benefits will be coming
your way.
You may remember what Irv
Burrows wrote about Tf -2 in his
conclusion to the "fast Pack" story something like the airplane going right
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back to work and there being no prima
donnas among Eagles. Well, the
Streaker is a "worker'' too; right now
it's in demodification here in St. Louis 1
and quite possibly will find its way
into one of the tactical squadrons.
There were no irreversible modifications made to the Streaker; in fact, the
engines have been returned to the test
program for use in other f-1 5 aircraft.
Despite the changes and modifications in the Streaker, we feel that this
17th F-15 to roll off the McDonnell
production lines was essentially representative of the airplanes you'll be
fl ying day.to-day. While you may
never have the opportunity to approach the extreme altitudes or use
the exact profiles we developed at
Grand Forks, the potential is inherent
in every Eagle.
■
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FLIGHT TESTING...
Company and customer pre--production flight testing activities on the F-15
have been pretty thoroughly documented over the past couple years in
the DIGEST. We kept you up-to-date

all through the Category I program at
Edwards, summarized Cat II status,
and hope to soon tell you a little about
the JTF concurrent tests at Luke. And,
of course, we've been writing about
f--4 flight activities for years. But there
is another important and interesting
side to the flight testing story that we
have never touched upon before and
which may be much less familiar to
you squadron pilots - the check and
acceptance flights performed en production airplanes.
One of the major responsibilities of
McDonnell Aircraft Company's Flight
Operations Department is te thoroughly wring out every airplane manufactured here in St. Louis, before it is
approved for release to the customer.
Chief Production Test Pilot E. D.
Francis currently utilizes the services
of ten other test pilots and five
systems operators in these evaluations
of Eagles and Phantems. Here is a
brief loo~ at what they do . . .

Ever wonder what your airplane has
been through before you as a ferry
pilot or as a squadron pilot first climb
into it ? If so, and now that we are
delivering production copies of both
the Phantom and the Eagle, maybe I

can shed some light for the curious.
There's a famous auto manufacturer
who advertises a thousand inspections
before he lets a car off the assembly
line. I don 't have the slightest idea
how many separate inspections an F-4
or an F-15 gets before it's okayed for
flyaway, but I suspect it's several
thousand more than that little bug
receives. Anyway, here in Flight Test
we're primarily concerned with how
well all those other inspections have
"put the product together," and I
guess you might call us the "final
inspectors" in a sense!
For us, the first, and probably
biggest task is getting the great
quantities of required documentat ion ,
local letters of agreement with the

Tower and Center FAA personnel,
clearances, etc., wherein weight of
paperwork equals weight of airplane.
Since this part of the program is about
as interesting to you as it is to us, I'll
slip right on by it and into an Eagle
first and second flight.
We generall y go to high altitude for
a supersonic run, with any additional
engine, flight control, avionics, autopilot, ai rspeed/AOA, etc., type checks
we may have fuel for before returning
for an ILS full-stop landing.With the
F-15 supersonic run completed, we
generall\1 hang two external wing
tanks for subsequent avionics testing,
generall y done 15,000 feet and below
(the F-4 stays clean for additional
flights) . When the safety of flight and

major subsystem writeups are corrected, we turn the airplane over to
the local USAF Flight Office. AFPRO

pilots perform bas ically the same
checks until they decide the vehicle is
ready for delivery. That's when you
"buy" the airplane and enter the
picture for what we hope is a long and
pleasant association with another new
McDonnell product. Now let me go
back for a few details on some of the
things we look for (my discussion will
flip back and forth between Eagle and
Phantom and l hope it doesn 't get too
confused)PRESTART

I try to check as much as poss ibl e
before start in g eng in es, obviously to

By DEE FRANCIS/a,1,f Production Tm Pflot

PHANTOM & EAGLE
inspector see that flow through the
ejector valves matches the switch
setting. Flow into the cockpit is no
clue here as the cockpit receives air
ahead of the ejector valves. Next I'll
cycle the EEC switches and have
nozzle cycle verified. The gage can
show nozzle movement without the
nozzle moving due to the location of
the pickup for the indicator.
Then follows all the normal turn-on
of avionics and functional checks of
temperature control, spedbrakes, slipway, HUD, lights, etc. After the INS
alignment is complete, I go INS and
taxi out.

ENCINE RUNS
I make stabilized Military power
runs and min AB lights in our ramp
runup area. If these checks are good ,
it's out the gate for the runway and a
look at normal and anti-skid braking,
emergency brakes, and steering while
taxiing . F-4 checks are just to Military
and are made on the run way.
TAKEOFF AND CLIMB
I use Military or AB as desired and
climb to the altitude agreed upon with

save fuel. Ah.er both engines are
started, I'll begin INS alignment {first
flight is usually made with no external

A/C power for start in order to check
emergency and normal generator
switching). By using the mirrors in
either airplane, I can watch the
control surfaces for correct movement
and finish the control check s faster
than the flight ramp inspector {our
civilian vers ion of the crew chief/
plane captain) can call out the
movement.

On the F-15, after the engines are
going, I like to check takeoff trim and

PTC first with CAS Off; make the four
corners check for correct ARI rudder
inputs; and check that ARI can be cut
out by anti-skid, pitch, and roll ratio

switches. Aileron washout when roll
ratio is cycled is next and then CAS On
checks are made. Manual rudder
input, yaw CAS On, gives 30 degrees
of rudder , while turning yaw CAS Off
reduces it to 15 degrees. Next I'll
deflect the aileron with slight aft stick
and watch for slight increase in rudder
deflection from ARI as flaps are
lowered.
(Of course, all of these checks are
not on the checklist and would not be
required in daily squadron use , but for
our type of flying and for first flights ,
they give a good look at the
components of the flight control
system.)
I'll next cycle the bleed switch to
the individual engine and have the

the FAA. (F-4 takeoffs are all in AB.)
Since gear and flap operation, pressurization , fuel transfer , instruments, and
com-oav gear are so basic to every
flight, I won 't go specifically into
them .
Phantom first flights are slightl y
different from the F-15 in that
generally two radar 90 degree intercepts are performed as well as
auto-acquisition , boresight, gunsight
checks, and setup of TISEO before
leaving the target for an individual
supersonic run. Eagle radar checks on
first flight are generally against any
available airliners , but sometimes one
beam pass is made with F-4's.

SUPERSONIC RUN
With the Eagle , I light the burners
and just hang on! The F-15's acceleration to 1.6 still dazzles me. Unlike the
F-4, you are supersonic by the time
both AB's stabilize. Engine and inlet
operation are the main items I watch
to approximately Mach 2.0, but the
rudder limiter is checked while
accelerating. The rpm lockup at

Military after AB is cancell ed must be
verifi ed as well during the deceleration .
(At high mach , we sometimes see
the bypass doors o"pen ing, which
seems to slow the rate of accelerati on
to top speed. After several high mach
run s, it becomes apparent that the
F100 engine is very sensitive to
temperature, seemingly more so than
with straight turbojet engines. In
our F-4K's and M's for the United
Kingdom, with Rolls Royce Spey
engines similar to the F100, the same
point was observed above about Mach
1.7 when compared to the other F-4's
we were flying at the same time. Then,
on a warm day, the only speed you
gained near Vmax was due to the
weight reduction of the fuel being
burned.)
With the F-4, which now has the
drag from the slat actuators, strike
cameras, and TISEO stub, we usually
ask FAA for a push-over in order to
reach 710 knots, its maximum CAS
above 30,000 feet, especially since we
now check the slat airspeed switch at
approximately 600lnots (extend them
manually about 570 and it feels like a
speedbrake). Earlier F-4's generally
required no push-over. With both
airplanes, after becoming subsonic
again, engine and afterburner checks
{and in the F-4, slat audio checks} are
made, usually during a windup
descent.
SYSTEMS CHECKS

Once below PCA, plus & minus G
autopilot cutout checks, airstarts,
cabin pressu re dump and reset, and
gunsight checks are simi lar on both
aircraft. With the F-15, we have four
preset programs in the ACS panel, and
numerous INS IP's and offset targets
stored for the local St. Louis area.
With the WRCS F-4, we use several of
the same IP's and offset targets. These
ha ve been selected in several different
locations around St. Louis for the days
that weather has one area soc ked in .
Of course, with the Eagle, you ca n
designate any conven ient target with
the INS and select Auto, CDIP, or
Direct mode and check the HUD
steering, all the while trying to avoid
the farmhouses, mink farms, and

turkey ranches. But with both aircraft,
these are only functional checks. You
guys get the real fun of actually
shooting and dropping things for
score .
Airspeed vs AOA, gear and flaps
down, and the airspeed sw itches are
next, and that's usually about all we
have fuel for. Our airport is now a
TCA, with resulting IFR type handling.
The o ld days of hitting initial
approach with 2,000 pounds remaining are gone forever.
LANDING

As mentioned earl ier, most of us
make an ILS in the F-15, looking at the
various steering sign als on the HUD,
ADI, and HSI, and using more INS
steering information. Since the nose
can be held up on the Eagle, we
usually land that way and check the
anti-skid when the nose is on the
ground.
With the F-4, on first flight I will jump
on full anti-sk id right after the chute is
out. Seems as if it requires hard stops
like this for a flight or two before the
brakes "burn in" or "set." The relief
does va ry from airplane to airplane,
but when I can stop in 2500 to 3000
feet, I can't fault the anti-skid too
much, especially at the speeds we
land with slats. There are those days
where I leave an airplane on the
taxi-way with a red face on me and
two blown mains on it, but luckily
those days don't come up too often.
SUBSEQUENT FLIGHTS

Supersonic work completed, as mentioned above, the full radar checkout
commences on the F-15. With the
dete"ct ion and lock-on ranges the radar
is capable of, we start our around 100
miles apart for head-on look-up/ lookdown LRS and VS checks, as well as
AAI. We also make tail-on look-down
passes, as well as supersearch and
boresight lock-ons. After the air-to-air
is completed, the various air-toground checks are made. Since the
Dash 34 covers the modes in detail, I
won't go into them here.
F-4 subsequent flights generally clear
up unfini shed items from first flight
and check the previous writeup items .
This may mean more radar or even
another mach run , but not always. A

really clean Phantom may be on its
third flight when you ferry it away.
WHEN YOU GET THE AIRPLANE

Although I've left out a lot of the
details we look at on production test
flights, you can figure that every
number, pressure, or AOA reading
mentioned in the Flight Manuals was
checked to company/customer satisfaction. Then how come, I can already
hear some of you ferry pilots saying,
things can go wrong and cause aborts
on flyaway or problems along the
way?
I guess I can only answer that that's
the nature of the complex beast.
Avionics for example, can work
perfectly on one flight and be
completely inoperative the next time
you turn it on. And that's why every
airplane comes packed with a "ferry
Flight Discrepancy Card" for you to
shoot back to us if you're not pleased
with the product. Several years ago,
Commander Joe Walter sent back the
card below . after an F-4J ferry to
Miramar. We like that kind of report,
but if you land looking like this- <f),
give us those reports too. When
everything is working as advertised,
we think the F-4 and the F-15 are both
great airplanes and we want you to be
just as pleased as we are.
■
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''Not a Pound
for Air-to-Ciround!''
By DON STUCK / A d 1,a11ced Design Project Engineer

Way back in the design stages of the Eagle, the
e xpression "not a pound for air-to-ground" was born.
There's an interesting story [which I am about to tell you]
behind that catchy phrase, and behind the airplane that is
maturing today [which you are seeing for yourselves].
The name of the game for the F-15 engineering design
team was to produce a fighter aircraft totally optimized for
air superiority with absolutely no compromise of that
primary aim. Among the more obvious required attributes
were maximum power and maneuvering capability with
minimum weight and complexity. Because of an
unyielding resistance to adding weight or complexity 1 you
have what we think is the finest air--superiority machine
that has ever come down the pike - better than anything
you'll be seeing for a long time to come, in your sky or
someone else's. But let's talk here about how the F-15 also
developed into an impressive multi- mission vehicle.

Each time th e m ulti-m ission "attackers" stormed the
Pro ject Design castle wit h features to enhance air-togro und or other capabi lities, the air superiority " defenders"
met and repul sed them with a resounding " not a pound for
air-to-ground !" So how did the air-to-air superiority Eagle
end up with a seco ndary but fu ll y viable air-to-ground
capabilit y?
Simpl y sa id - when the A/G troops found they couldn 't
beat 'em, they join ed 'em! They plotted a strategy which
would flank th e entire line-of-resistance to A/ G features.
Their key was to " help" design A/A equipment so that it
could be used for A/G with no compromise in weight or
prim ary mission and to assu re that any features needed for
A/G also enhanced air superiority.
More simply sa id than done. While the theory was
simpl e, the prac ti ce involved an extraordinary amount of
t ime, coordin at ion, and gnashing of teeth . It is beyond the
purpose of m y sto ry here to .detail any of the day-by-day

DO-IT-YOURSELF WEAPON S PLATFORM. WI!' 're showing a clean F- 15 hi!'rl!' so as not to limit your imagination with reJpect to
variety and orrangemenl of items 10 hang undl!'r this airplanl!'. No matter what you may ha\•e in mind, bl!' it A IA, A G, intl!'rttpl,
r« onnaissanu or survl!'illanu, there's a place for it on thl!' Eagle. Se veral configuration possibilities are rangttl in formation across the
pagl!', and the photo on pagl!' 70 sho ws a typical weapons load.

effort expended • suffice to say that the result was worth
every ounce of it in that the Eagle offers an air-to-ground
capab ility matching o r exceeding performance of fully
dedicated attack aircraft, with no compromise of its air
superiority role.

ADAPTABLIL TY
Developed as an uncoryipromised air superiority fighter,
the F-15 contains the structural ruggedness, fli ght
characteristics, survivab ility features, and equipment
essential for the attack mission without modification.
Using knowledge gained from the F-4 in combat, with
µarticular emphasis on survivability in sophi sticated
defense environments, the F-15 has been designed to
penetrate enemy defenses and return home safely.
The ex ist ing F-15 provides a capability to deliver
unguided weapons with the accuracy required to assure
destruction of targets with minimum bombs and sorties.
Hardpoints designed for external tanks are also used to
carry bombs without removing any air-to-air weapons.
Over 15,000 pounds of air-to-ground ordnance can be
carried on 18 qualified store stations in addition to four
Sparrow and four Sidewinder air-to-air missiles, two ECM
pods, and the internally-mo unted 20 mm cannon .
Advanced avionic systems necessary for missile and gun
computat ions and displays are also used on attack missions
to compute bomb release data and simplify the pilot's job
so that he can deliver weapons with extreme accuracy. The
F-15 further possesses the potential to utilize the latest in
the family of guided air-to-ground weapons, still without
losing any air-to-air capability.

MISSION CAPABILITY
Flight character isti cs that make the Eagle an outstand ing
ai r superiority aircraft lend themselves readily to the
attack arena. The aircraft's performance margin, low wing
loading, and highly responsive flight control system enable
it to avoid enemy defenses while maneuvering to put the
bombs on target. Its armament carrying capacity,
comb in ed with a rapid turnaround capability, assures
maximum tonnage on the target with the minimum
number of missions and aircraft. The stab le delivery
platform provided by the airplane and its proven avionics
suite assures bombing accuracy superior to that
demonstrated by current dedicated air-to-ground aircraft.
Greater operational mission coverage is possible with
the fast-reaction Eagle, which can be airborne literally
within minutes of initial notification. Upon return from a
mission, the airplane is equally agi le with the capabi lity of
being turned around with fuel, ammunition, ·oxygen,
ground inspection, and a full ordnance load of up to 18
MK-82 bombs in less than 30 minutes (it's been done in 18).
The F-15's long reach assures the capabi lity of delivering
meaningful ordnance on distant targets or remaining on
station for extended periods of close air support. With a
normal close air support load, it is capable of providing up
to 2.5 times the loiter capabi lity of the CAS standard of
Southeast Asia, the F-4.
Because of the long range capability of the basic F-15
and its natural fuel growth modifications, much of the
potential target coverage is attainable from basing deep
w ithin friendly territory, thus demonstrating the possibility
of reduced basing and support in addition to increased
operational versatility. As an example of fuel/range
effic iency, the F·15 with six MK-82 bombs and four AIM-9
missiles has a radius of 655 nm . If fuel pallets
(high-volume, low-drag conforma l shapes fitted against the

ADVANCED
RECONNAISSANCE

fu,el.ige 1u~f undC'r tht• wing) Jtt• adcfr•d . with tlw ,.inw
wC'apon load tht' r,1d1u,; int rC'cl"f'" to 105() nrn I or rlo"P air
'l. lipport at 100 nm . tht• .11rpl,1nf' 1, c.ip.ihl<• of lo1t1 •r1ng w1th
12 Mk. -81 '" for <1pprcr~1mJIPly 1 4 hour,; With fm•I 1>.1lld s.
the loiter time 1s doublt•d ThC' Countt•r -A1r m,,."un al.,o
rllustrales t -15 r.inge pott:.>nt1al w11h large pdylo,tds of
general purpose or gu1d!'d bomb'I. , 1t .., , apable of <,mying
lwo MK-84 LGB bombs to b44 nm, and to 102b nm wllh fuel
pallets - comparing favorably to the .Jb8 nm capability of
the F-4

WEAPON DELIVERY
The purpose of an attack aircraft 1s to put tht> bombs on
the target In most aircraft , maximum accuracy ,s oblained
by tracking the target in a wings-level attitude that
provides a constant flight path Although wings level
tracking 1s not parti c ularly dangerous 1n a low thrf'at area ,
most targets worth h1tt1ng from the air are also worth
defendrng from the ground This necesSllates a con stantly

..,

_________________
WEAPON DELIVERY ACCURACY
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changing fltght path to avoid taking a hit In most airnaft
on combat missions, the pilot must decide how much of
his accuracy he wants to trade off for surv1vabil1ty
not
so in th e F-15 The Eagle 's computed bombrng modes have
been designed to let the pilot perform evasive maneuvers
of his choice (except a 180 for home) up untd the instant
before bomb release , without compromrsmg hrs accuracy
The results of the Contractor and A,r ~orce flight test
program,; proved the high degree of accuracy of the F-15
weapon delivery system Category II tests conducted by
the Atr force resulted m an overall average accuracy
equivalent to an average miss distance of 75 ff'et with a
bomb relea sed at 10,()()) feet range in a 45° dive Testing
also included accurate bomb drops from 15,()()() to 19,000
feet rangP , a feat not even feasible in man y attark airrraft
The re sult s oi thi s te\11ng showed that thf' f.aglf' can dehvf"r
bomb s undf"r these cond1t1on s w11hin an average error of
lf'ss than 100 feet
The ~ -15 s wpapon delivery sy\lem µrov1des five
d1fft"rf'nl mode,; ot bomb delivery
• Automatic (Auto) Mode provides comput(•d ball1'i.t1cs
that do no t l1m1t the pilot to spec.fie dl•l1vt-rv paramt>ters
The pdot 1s only rPqurred to des1i,:nate thf> target , hold the
wf'apon release butlon depre!ISt"d . and null the aL1muth
stef>nng error before• re-a, hing the weapons relPa<,e
point WPapons can be rt•lt•a <,t•d tr o m d1vP , lt•v<>I or tO'i.'i.
cond1t1ons WPapon s rt>lc·asC' ts lfHtiated automatically
whf'n the range to the dC'\Hed wl"apon impil< t po int P(luals

tht· u)mpult ·d \.\ t•,1po n d o wn r,tnt.;t' tr dvt• I
• ( ont1miou , h l)"pl .1v1•d lmp,H I l'rn nt (( D IP ) Modt• ,., d
1 omput,·d . m,1tH1.1llv 1n1t1 ,1!1 ·d rt· lt •,1,1• rnod t• I ht· p ilot tly,;
tht' rt'IH Ii· ,l1m1nt.: d o t (\.\h1c h c 1,n t rnum 1-. ly m d 1t ,11,,-. tht•
gr o und 1mp,u t p1Jml ol tht• wt•,1pon) o vt·r tht· tdrgt•t .ind
mt1nu,1Jl y 1n1t1.11t·, rt·lt•J <,f• w ith tht· wt·,tpo n rt•lf'.ise hutton
• Cu1d1•d Wl',1pon Mo d<' - Wh1 ·n1·w r f It>< tr o-Op11ca l {I 0)
or lnfr,m·d (IK) gu,df' d wt·apo m ar C' "<' lt•ctt•d o n the
Arm,1mrnt Control 1><m PL a m a nu al H·l t>ase mod£• 1<;
dt t1 vatNl to aid th,· pdot in ,1< qumng !hf' targN and
iH h11•v1ng lo< k-on prior to rel('d\ f' Th e Head -U p D1'1.p lay
rt'li< It•,._ ,lav1•d to the wt.·apo n \ t•t•kf'r hf'a d so th a t lhf' pdol
nt'f•d o nly put thP re t1< le aiming d o t o n the targf't. lin eage
thP \PC'kPr head . •ind re lea .,e thf' bomb O n Elect ro-Opt ical
bomb dPl1vt•ri<>s. the wt•apo n ~t•ekrr he ad video 1s
d1'i.pl,wf'd to thl' pilot Th e la \C'r gu ide d wpa po n 1s d f'hve red
1n the <,am e mannN .t s co nvf'nt1 o na l bo mb s us ing the Auto ,
CDIP. or Drre<.t m o d e
• Dtrf'<t ,111d Manu a l Modf' s a r<• b a< ku p mod('s to p rovide
a "c annrd " dt>l1 w ry Th r 01r P< t m o d t.' rC'qu tr es th at the
HUO clt·prr s<;f'd r<'1 1cle b<' pl Mnl over the target while
mf>r f1ng pr f' df't e rrn1ned air speed , a lt itu d e, dnd di ve angle
cond1t1 o m lncluch·d o n th e fC'f 1c lf> 1s a sla nt ra n ge bar that
w,11 1nctt'd"f:' homb,ng acc- ur al.y over ter rai n of unknown
rlt>v,l11 o n RPI Pa,<• ,., manu a ll y in1 !1ated w11 h interval ,
quantity , and ,1·qu f' n cP co m ma ndPd fro m the Armament
Co ntr o l St>t fh e Manual m o de i~ a n t''(tc- ns1o n of the Direct
mode , a 'i. \Umtng an ino per at ive ACS whNe the pilot mu<,!
drprp<, ,; th e WPdpo n rt'l ea~e b utton for e ach rplease

SURVIVABILITY
With tht• ad v1•nt o f multi p le threat defe nse systems
fMing at talk a ir e raft , th e I - t 5·s performance ch aractPn st1cs are parti c ularl y no tewo rth y Attack a irc raft are
requ1ted to <c1rry th e ir bomb,; through rings of
<,urfa ce- to-a1r rrns,il e,, an t1-,11r ua ft f1r e, a nd e nemy ai rcraft
m orde r to rea<. h the tar get a nd retu rn ho m e Pdo1s.
e xperien c ed with thi s hos tile e nviro nm e nt , ha ve described
ingress and egrr ss manPu vf'r s a s "at r-to-groun d d ogfig h ts ,.
Barragf's from m1s s,l ps and AAA batteri es requi re co nstant
hard turm to a vo rd d f's tru c11 o n
Through o ut !he developme nt o t the f -15, good
surv1 v.ibdrty vulner,1bd1t y design pr ac t ices were u sed with
sp ec ial attC'nt1 o n gi ve n to rr dund an cy, sepa ration .
con cealmrnl , and protecti o n O f p arti c ul a r im po rtan ce 1s
redundan c y. which pa ys o ff in o th e r areas such as miss ion
succ-P"S and safet y Th e sli ghtl y hi gher m ain tenance
rPquirpnwnts and co sts of redun d ant systems are more
than off,.rt by th(• ad vantage s !hey p rov id e An e,ample ot
this can bC' seen 1n studies o f nrar l~, ('qu 1va lent sing le and
lwrn Pnt-;tnt• 11ghters where sur v1v .i b il1 1y o f t he !\\In engine
dt>,.1gn 1s B '',, ga•ater than fo r the sin gle e ngin e df'<,1gn The
oprrc1t1onal co s! .,av1ngs a ~son a ted w rth th rs 1n<rpa,;('d
surv1 vahil1ty more than compe n<;a te fo r th e hi gher co~ts 0 1
the ba.,1 c dt•~ 1gn
I h(• 1•ff1< u•nt ._ ,,1n g o f !ht• t -1'; ,.,. as predl(_ated on the
<,mallt•..t posqblC' ;; hapt• <o nirn rn <,u ra te ,, 1th oprrat1on,1I
t•fft•<11, (•n1•<,, and ,ur, 1vabd1t v ln tf' rn ,.11 m o un t in g o t d t ulh,
1n1t•gratNI t ,Ht1 c. al elntr o n1 < ,,art.ue ._y,t€'m {Tl\\ )) "a"
co n,.ult•rrd o i prime rm po rt a nee to p ro , 1de \\ arrnng
ch,1r ,1< li•r1,t1 r , not a,a1l ,1 blt• II > ~m.tll t> r 1n, ta ll a1 1on, or pod
m o unlt•d unit<, Thr 1-11 Tl.\\ ) t•nhanc E><; ~ur,1 \ab1 l1!', b,
prov1d1ng bo th thn•al warnin~ and au tomati c counterm<',l\urt•<, a~ainst Sf'lt> c. tt>d threat s
The rntNnally m o untf'd t -1'; ('qu1pment 1s c a pdb le o f

,wtom.1rn ,ill y tuning the JC S frt>quenLV and c.o n centrat1ng
1<1mm1nt,; powr-r on th P f'xau outpu t o f th e threa t , th ereby
h1c>v1ng m,v,:1mum Jamming effect 1vf'ness Thr s c har ac ter1... 11c, cit~n1Nl le.,s soph1str< cll('d small er un1f<,, all ows many
t1m1·" more power dcn s,t y than sm alln unit s to be brought
to h(•ar agam<;t an 1nd1v1dual target Hi gh surv1vabd1ty 1s, to
.1 l.ng<> µart , due to the int ernal co unt erm eas ur e (1ammrng)
N1u1pnwnt C,lpdbil1t y to in crease the threa t mi ss il e mi ss
d1.,.l crnce b(•yond 1t c; warht>ad lethal radru s
,1<

VERSATILITY
!he mhNent capab d1 t1es of the ver satile F-15, plus it s
ach ieved growth po tential, mak e 1t a lead ing
<,md1d,11t• for many m1s,;1ons 1n add1t 1o n to air superiority
,rnd ,1ttJck Ut d111ng c>,per ien ce from the growth and
longt•v,ty of the> very su<.c.essf ul ~-4 aircraft , the F-1S was
d(•.,.1gned to grow w ith adva n c.em en ts m sys tem tec hn o logy
,rnd ~tatc> of the art as they developed Su c h growth
potr•nt 1al 1'.\ den ied a fully u td tzed ai rfram e of sma ll er si ze
1• c1 ... il y

Grow th pos,;; 1bd111 es fo r the F-15 ca n even fu rther
inut:>ase its m1s ... 1o n effect 1venf'SS o r expa nd it s capa bd1t1es
to new m1 ss1ons r 1fty percent unused internal vo lume,

I

96% unused t'l eL tri ca l c.a pa c1ty, and 20% unu sed coo ling
<apac 1ty 1s available for over 4,000 pounds of added

1ntc>rnal fu el or add1t1ona1 av1on1cs The ce ntral computer, wh1 c. h co ntrol s and coo rdinates the avionic systems,
co ntain s over 100% growth capacity for add1t1onal
c apa brl1t y
Add1t1onal air -to-grou nd ordnance, suc h as Maverick
and EOCB/ MCCl:3 bo mbs, may be ea rned with minor
mod1f1cat1ons to th e weapon delivery system . Air-toground o rdnan ce ca pacity ha s been pro 1ected to 2S,(X)()
pounds o f o rdnan ce weight ca rri ed from 29 store stations .
Changes to the F- 1S's weapon delivery system are
accom pli shed eas ily beca u se all avionics are digital
Add 1t1o n s to the weapon invento ry requi re only a simple
reprogramming of the computer to accept new armament
in stead of a maior c hange m aircraft hardware

Nobody uses the catch phrase "not a pound for
air•to-ground" these days. Every pound is for air•lo•ground;
for air-to-air; for intercept; for sea surveillance; for
reconnaissance; and for the future . .. and it's all tied up in
a neat blue package called the "Eagle."

FIGHTER PILOTS VIEW F-i5
~•pri,,ledfrom Bi1/n,r1AB "Skyblazer," iuue o/27 April 1977)

Brigadier General Fred Kyler - "Eagle One" of the 30th TFW. addresses visitors to Bitburg's reception' for first squadron of F-15s in
USAFE. The general had just deplaned from Eagle 76-008 after 6 1/2 hour nonstop flight from Langley AFB in vanguard of 2J aircraft mass
flight. In an earlier inlerview, Gen. Kyler and other wing crewmen had commented on F-15 capabilities.

"It's the easiest flyina aircraft I've
ever flown. You fly It down to the
ground and round it out - it'll float a
little bit then land. Without any doubt
it's the easiest plane I've ever flown."
Those words spoken by Brig. Gen.
Frederick C. Kyler, Win1 Commander,
are just a few of the many outstanding
statements directed toward Bitburg's
newest addition - the F-15.
Maj. Charles Price, another f-15
pilot, says, "they oversimplify it when
they claim that you can fly with your
feet on the floor; but you don't really
have to be concerned with rudder in
the plane. To &et a faster roll rate you
might want to put more rudder in, but
it's not required. The airplane takes
care of the flight control integration
itself."
"It's the most maneuverable aircraft
I've ever flown and that we have today
- including the other team's to the best
of my knowledge," commented Gen.

Kyler. 'When I say the other team, I'm
talkina about the other side of the Iron
Curtain," Kyler further explained.
Bitbufl's last fighter was the f-4
Phantom, another McDonnell Douglas
airplane designed to handle some
air-tc>air combat mis.sions. With a
capability of delivering nuclear wea,>ons as well as conventional weapons,
the f-4 has found its air-to-air role
overshadowed by the inception of the
sleek "Eagle."
The f-4 is still a fine airplane. "None
of us would mind going to war in it,"
noted the general "but it's kind of nice
to have the f-15 with its tremendous
capabilities compared to anything
else in the world."
There are a number of reasons why
the Eagle is the best air-to-air fighter
aircraft in the world today.
SSgt Dave Danner, OMS crew chief,
feels the primary reason is maintenance.

"On the f-15 you can accomplish a
lot more in a lot less time because of
the various systems and the way they
put the airplane together. The crew
chiefs job isn't half as difficult as with
the Phantom.
''The preflight isn't as involved
either. When you're inspecting one of
the hydraulics systems for instance
everything is in a foot and a half area.
That makes it a lot easier since there
are not nearly as many panels to open
as on the Phantom."'
General Kyler can't say enough
good things about his plane.
"It's an honest aircraft," he beams,
"its handling capabilities are such
that it is a pleasure to fly. Being an old
guy like I am, I can speak with authority as far as being able to compare
planes and tell you what impresses
me."
■
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J~.J. ~POINT AND
Frequently, .1.n .1.rticle in the DIGEST draws considerable comment from our
military roclen. Maybe became it was .1. goof, gaffe, or gotchai. But just as often
becaiute the subject really "hit home" for somebody. Sometimes we aet thne
laitter comments by phone; sometimes by a short note ... aind once in .1. 1re1.t

while by • well-written, thoughtful, •nd thought-provoking letter.
Here is such a letter, aind the response it elicited from two MCAIR people who
should lcnow • from enginHf Ll.rry Ross ( an ea-Air Force fighter pilot and the

•uthor of the •rlicle which drew USAF lieutenant Colonel W•lt Bjomeby's
originail comment); i1nd from one-time compainy test pilot Pete Gurilf , (who u
ii militairy/contractor .1.vi.1.tor ha already flown the ume "routes" now beina
traveled by the colonel).
Colonel

Bjorneby is quite right

about the poor flying chara:cteristics
of training simulators in the past and

unfortunately, this is p,obably still
true of some of the current aeneration

of trainers (my Air f0tce experience
ends with the F-10& so I have only

hearsay knowledge of

5C)f'M

ol the

more recent "blue boas"). This un-

happy situation is partly the result of
the analog computer 1e<:hnology that
formed the basis for most of the early
trainers; partly due to the lack of
accurate aerodynamic models ol the
vehicles to be simulated; and IJ,llftly
because of lack of suitalole .._
tional environment" acceptance test
criteria .

The fir>! problem has largely been
overcome by the coming of age of
digital computers and solid state
electronics (although new gremlins
such as "transport lags" and "iteration
rates" must now be dealt with). The
capability to develop rill8<0U5 models
of aerodynamic and flight control
systems is also now available but
sometimes suffers in the "tr-lat.ion"
of data from airframe desilner to
trainer designer. This is J)Ntly because
the prime contn1ctor is us~ly r~
quired to provide models well before
flight testing is complete; and therefore, they are based on wind tunnel
testing and may contai n a subst•nti.al
amount of engineering extrapolations
and estimates .

Thus, as the co lonel points out so
correctly, pilots ha-ve had to learn to
fly the training simuliitors and the
same techniqu~ ha-ve not atw&ys
been transferable to the aircraft. Pilots
must learn to fly our simul~ors, too;
however, this training is primarily
required tor the aircrew to learn to use
the visual cueing of the simulator in
(Continued on Pat~ 74)

!-Ir. S,1d c P..:, t, •r s
~:.J I to r, l' r "d u < t Supp o rt rJl~•"H
Ml llO nn,· 1 1 A ! r< r .1f t Co .
P. O. Bo x 5 16
S t . Lo u ls, '10.
63166
Dear Mr.

Peten,:

r ece ived r uur (first ) is s u(' ,, f 197 7 .1nd, a s usual I ~rabbed a
co py and s at d o l.lTI t o r e ad it fr o m c ov,·r t o co ver t o bo nl' up on thl' F-t.
a nd s tudy t h L· F-1 5 .
The arti c l•· o n Flii,:ht Simul 1Hion started me thinking
wh en !-Ir. L.1 r r v Ro..;s s tat,·d th.,t, "!n ,1 vc•rv r<•al sense, we no lonj;(er tr y
l o build th e s imu l at o r t o ·fl v l!ke the ,1lr c raft - wi: build the ai r c ra ft
to fly like t hi: s imulator."

I.',· J u s t

I IUD s ur e yo u .,r,· ,Lw., r,• that f o r rru1n\' r •·.:irs pilots have be..-n saying of
s lmulat o n ,; - "if the h !rd fl,·w Ilk(' th.it I'd quit In J min1Jte"; or.
"Why c an't the y buil d ,.1mulat o r s that fly like airplanes ? " The c>ld 'sims'
we re, mo stl v an.1l "K devi c es. ,1nd ro n s t•<1ul'nt\y had t<> P"t up with machinl'
\ Jg appr o prlatt· , ·n n ugh f o r II hii,: ,1Jrplan,· but quit ,· unlike .1 fli.thte r i n
d,· n:un ic r,•..;p,, n ..; e tlml' ,
In additi o n , mo st m;ithe m.1 tl <: al mod,• ls dl' rl vL•d
th e disp la ,· , ·d , · rr ,, r f r o m the E."1~- o f thl' .,ppll<•d Input a s we!\ ,1s the
.un ou nt.
Thi!> 1,·d t n .1nd r,·inf o r , .. d an .1rt!fl c i."I\ wav o f fl~·lni,: (tlw
~
·r ,1t,· , s]o,,.- ,·,, rr.- ,· t ! t111 o f p e r , ,•iv,·,\ •' rr o rs in o r ,kr t o romp,·1u..1t,·
fo r t h ,· f.1u lt s u f the 1n.1th,•m.-1t!,.1J mo del me<hanl7 e rl In thC' simulat o r )
t h at t u r n ed ,,ut t <" he a K" ' 'd t•· c hniqm• fo r lnstr1Jment fl\• !ni;: hut n<1t -ll
;il l s 11lt;1hl,· fo r fn rm.-ition f\vln ~ .
The nc w,•r . dii,:!tlz,·d ,d m1.1J.1tors
WL· r l' an !mpr o v c ml.'nl h ut still n o t th<· s .1mc t, , thL· pil o t . The <: rews
., till must l,·.1rn b r,th "real .1\r c raft" ., nd "sim" t(•chnlquL· S In o r der to
,1,· hl c v,• o ptlmum rL• s ults.
At t<' r thinking ab o ut this f o r s omc f,,.., minut,•s l r,·.1l lzL•rl that o f al I
t !l,· fiF:,ht,·r air c raft hullt in r,· c ,·nt hl'-t o ry onlv tw u h:1ve ,·ver b,·<' 11
r,·v,•r,·d bv tlll•ir p ! l o ts .as b.-lnf,! "pi lot ' s :li r <:raft" - thc Spit fi n · and
th•· Hi6A-F s cri<·s.
I neve r i,:ot t o fl~• .1 Spit fi n· bu t l »ur,· did fly
the S.1hr,• , and I ag r ee with Win~ C,Hnm,1nd,· r .Johnnie John,, o n in hi!> book
o n JJr ('nmb at ,•n{itl.-d, "Full ( !r,1,·" - tlw S.1hr.- was d,·lightful t u fl,·
.111d i{s dvn ,1mi .,; r,·sp o ns,• ma t died thL• pl lot superbly .
I hJvc slnn· fl o\JT\
tlw T-1) {of co ur..;..), th.- F-102 ,F- IOt.A , and F-4D ,md F. (non-U:S) .1nd
r<'mcmh,·r th.,t c:ich ,,f tl1em , more ur less , had to b,· herd,·d ab01Jt t!1<'
skv.
The 8 6 wJS Ilk,• :i ,i,:uud ,.· o ,_, ponv; It did what v,iu w.mt<·d !t l<' d o ,
Just s o , :ind n o mon ... the rest all ove r- or under-shot and required
,·o n st.mt .,;u rr,·<,;· t ion.
The n ·ason ,

I b,·I !.-vc ,

is he,· .1use th,• dynami c respons,· of the 86 . du.-

~~eat IJ,:~l'~ o ~::~r~;-•~~o~h~f .1:;;::i:n;:7 ::t ~:d r ~;;:: l

:~~1-:0:c~:

s h,.m~:.~li'~~ed

thL· need for an Inpu t tht.> alr c- r .,ft had just r<" Spond,•d to the p re vious
<.: Ol!fll and and had stabili zed in th.lt po!>l tl on.
In the <:lose-In ,ilr
c omb,u game, when ynu r re fl..,xes ,in d vour alr c r;ift r,· sponsc, mu st b~•at

COUNTERPOINT
Branch Chi~f -Des1gn

At first, beuuse of the length of his letter, we were going to print only
excerpts, but couldn't decide what to leave out! So this is the whole bit. Everything Colonel Bjomeby says, while sharp and perhaps a bit discomforting to some
of us in the business, is relevant and rational, and may well represent the feelings
of a lot of you jet drivers regarding this complicated combination of flight simulators and (or versus} the "real world." We know the replies by Larry and Pete
represent the feelings of McDonnell Aircraft Company. Therefore, we hope this
informal discussion by three people obviously interested and knowledgeable in
the whole situation will equally interest you. Their observations on the problems
and possibilities surrounding the concept offer you a new look at some of the art
and science behind flight simulation today.

that of your opponent, the perception-reflex reaction arc: is crucial
to a successful outcome. One's mind becomes a "monitor", not a
conscious actor in the flight; training, reflex, and instinct guide
you r motions; and any lag or over-shoot because your ai rcraft does not
interface with you becomes a negative influence.
The Century series are beasts in this area because of the long moment
arms; and I believe that in a c:lose-in fight an F-40 would have an
advantage over a hard-wing F-4E because of the difference in longitudinal
inertial moment; the D is noticeably more responsive in pitc:h. Likewise
the F-104 was one of the quickest aircraft in and out of a roll that I
have ever flown - so long as you stayed ou t of coupling, that is.
As a prac:tic:al application of all the above, may I suggest that in your
new advanced maneuvering aircraft you consider match ing the aircraft
to the pilots. It will (through design requirements) have lessened
aerodynamic: and inertial moment arms. The concentration of lifting
area about the center of the c:raft; plus the c:onc:entration o f fuel,
engines, equipment, and so forth; plus the control -configured design
requiring a fly-by-wire control system all combine to make it most
feasible to incorporate a system response matching that of our average
fighter pilot. The pilot's inputs will go into the same computer that
will keep the bird going in the desired direction - why not make sure
that the machine responds the way the man anticipated that it will? By
doing this, pilots will be able to get the most out of the bird; there
will be no ''lost motion'' or unnecessary corrective inputs; both new
guy and old head will derive benefit as each will reach his ability peak
more quickly; and last, but certainly not least, the aircraft will
become as legendary among fighter pilots as the Spitfire and the Sabre.

This couldn't. be done before, as long as design limitations fo r ced long
skinny airplanes .on us, or airplane s with weights hanging on each end,
plus the added problems from kluging up a conventional control system
to where one could keep the beast under control at the ends of the
flight envelope. But control-figured vehicles with digital compu ter
adaptive autopilots using fly-by-wire inputs can adopt about any dynamic
time constant desired - please pick one that matches the pilot!
This entire idea, concept, dream (if you will) of an old but s till bold
fighter pilot is offered free for the purpose of getting the best possible
fighters for the USA.

~

Walter Bjomeby, Lt Col USAF
Homestead AFB, Florida

Engineers call it " man-machine
interface"; the younger tigers speak
with much wisdom on the black arts
of control augmentation, feedback
loops, and angles-of-attack; but the
"o ld head" (on the shady side of forty)
more and more tends to bend his arm ,
expertly rattle his glass for the waiter
and, with a faraway look in his eye,
slip back into the " days of the Sabre. "
When the DIGEST editor sent me a
copy of Colonel Bjorneby's letter, I
knew I had found a fellow traveler. It's
been nearl y two years since I " hung it
up" and moved from the world of
flying to the world of engineering.
However, those years from T-6s to

F-15s (including F-86As, Es, and Fs)
will hopefully never cease to be a
yardstick as we strive to give you
pilots the best possible fighters in the
world from here at " Fighterland USA."
The colonel has struck a familiar
note with his plea to tai lor aircraft
dynamic response to the instincts and
reactions of the driver; and his perception of the problem indicates a lot of
thought on his part. I would like to
take a moment to share my view of
what has taken place in jet fighter
design across my years in the business.
To begin with , early jet fighters
were essentially derivatives of World
War ti subsonic aircraft technologies .
J n short , fl yin g qualities were d1etated
entirely by the aerodynamics of the
system. The stability, contro l forces,
pitch rates, roll rate s, etc . were the
direct result of the overall design, and ,
in many cases , were simp ly accepted
as a fallout of design compromise .
This approach could (and did) produce a series of aircraft types , one of
which, as the result of a lot of design
intuition and not a little lud., stood
out as containing all the 'good ' things

the sa me way they would use the real
world scene, and full proficiency is
acqu ired rapidly. In other words, the
pilot is to fly the simulator with
exact ly the same co ntro l inputs in the
simu lator as he would use in the air in
the sa me circumstances. Thi s may be
a subtle but significant difference
from the simulator flying techniques
Co lo nel Bjorneby refers to.
It's also true that most trai ners are
strict ly " N ight - IFR" wh ich is good for
instrument training, so me emergency
procedures, and AOC-type intercepts
but provides no help for tact ical
train in g in air-to-air combat and air-t0surf ace weapon delivery. It 's no
wonder fighter jocks aren't all that
eager to log simulator time, and
question the va lidity of simu lation for
any purpose! Still and all I must st ick
with that statement I made in the
original DIGEST articl e, to the effect
that today's simulators can and do
lead and direct detail design of many
aspects of the airplane. And I'd like to
extend a perso nal invitation to you
(and other " doubting Walters"} to
drop in on us when you are in St. Loui s
and observe first-hand how far simulators have come at MCAIR. If they
still won 't come up to your expectations , we need yo ur help even more,
because we've got an awfu l lot of
money socked into these facilities,
and even more importantly, we are
making many decisions o n handling
qualities and weapon system design
for tomorrow's aircraft with these
simulators today.
Today's simulato r technology provides the capab ility to make new
trainers sign ifi ca ntl y superior to those
of the past. Not only ca n we build
airplanes that " fl y just like the simulator " (MCA lR pilot Irv Burrow's co mment after hi s first fli ght of the F-15 ),
we can build sim ulators that fly like
the airplanes they simulate! We can
furnish the pilot with accurate air
veh i"t le performance and a cred ibl e
weapon employment environm en t for examp l e, raid penetration
sce narios for radar intercept training;
mu ltiple aircraft visual air combat;
and visua l sce nes for co nve ntional
and ''sm art" air-to-su rface weapon
delivery situations.
In addit ion, the trainers ca n automate the n ewest in structional
techniques suc h as " in stant replay" of
an entire flight or se lected mi ssion
segments for critique, with th e trainee
10 the cockpit watchmg his mistakes
or successes. Digital off lrne analysis
programs ca n compare one trainee's

---

performance to summaries of an~
other's in the same scena rios and
automatically " adapt " t he next sorti e
to match the trainee 's progress.
Perhaps t he most se ri ous problem
that stands in the way of rea li zing the
tota l trai nin g potential offered by
simulator technology is a lack of
current capabi lity to identify and
convert operationa l tra inin g requirements into realistic trainer hardware
spet:: ifications. We in indu st ry are
aware of some of the current military
efforts in so lv ing thi s difficult problem ;
but progress has been slow due to the
complex nature of the problem itself
and impact on design and procurement costs
That's where input s from people
like yo u can help us both . Tell us what
parts of the tactical mission need
training emphasis most ; and what
cues are most important for these
mi ss ion s. What are the instructional
techniques that IP's currently find
most effective in teaching tactics?
What information does the IP need in
front of him for most effective in struction? Tell your training c hain-ofcommand personnel what you need
(and don 't need) too, so that thi s

information can be provided to the
simulator program offices and reflected in current spec ificatio ns.
As Pete Garrison has pointed out,
Wa lt - we believe we have accomplished building airplanes that match
the desires of the fighter pilot. And
part of the simulation technology
which helped design the F-15 has been
applied to the design of fli ght trai ning
simulators to overcome some of the
deficiencies of past trainers and become an effective part of th e training
program . In other wo rd s, we really
think we've built both the simulators
and the airplanes that you guys have
got to have. Come on up and make us
prove it!

Sabre ... (Cont'd)
fighter pilot s worship - the F-86
Sabre.
Then , as aircraft performance increased, " Mach One " reared its head
The aerodynamics of conventi onal
control surfaces could no longer be
" fed back " to the pilot s beca use of the
large shifts in press ure centers that
created wildly variable contro l forces

,

,

and pitching moments. As a result,
''irreversible" hydraulic control systems were born. Remember the bar

talk generated by the big difference
between the F-86A with simple
" boosted" ailerons and conventional
horizontal tail and the F-86E/ F with
the " irreversible" systems?
We then plunged headlong into the
" century series" airplanes . They got
longer, heavier, faster; and the aerodynamics became more and more
complicated as engineering frantically

searched for clever designs that would
allow pilots just to safely control these

beasts, much less retain all those
" good'' handling qualities. Such things

as pitch and yaw dampers began to
appear as the short-period motion
modes refused to behave in the
manner of the slower, less dense
machines. A proliferation of springs,
bungees, and bellows began to replace all control surface feedback to
the pilot. Mechanical advantage
shifters, ratio changers, and aileron/
rudder interconnects became the
vogue . Inherent aerodynamic flying
qualities became the victim of the
quest for more and more speed at
higher and higher altitudes.

I have a feeling that this is about the
place in aviation history that Colonel
Bjorneby finds himse lf. With the
introduction of fighters like th e F-15 , I
really believe that there is a new
chapter being written in our search for
maneuverabilit y as well as speed/
altitude perform ance . Docile but
respon sive flying qualities are a must
in the close-in combat areas we must
once again address. I think we have
indeed accomplished what Walt has
so perceptively pointed out , i.e.,
created an aircraft that does match
the desires of the pilot to the capabilities of the machine.
Utilization of high authority fly-bywire and/ or control augmentation
systems (CAS) with the attendant
control laws has allowed us to harness
the very powerful flight control surface requirements that are necessary
to give the pilot the kind of aircraft
response he demands throughout the
flight envelope. Development of these
control laws requires that a highfidelity model of the air vehicle
aerodynamic characteristic s be
married to an equally high-fidelity
manned digital simulation in order to
determine the flight control mechan-

rza ti on req uired to producf> the propN
ai rcraft matron commanch--d by the
pilot Th at's where Larry Ross and hi,
fe ll ow electron-bende rs entN the
picture Co lonel BJorneby expresses
concern about two primary problems
m hi s letter - today's simulator and
tomorrow's airplane. I've Just told you
a littl e about where we think we stand
from t he airpl ane side, and Larry Is
responding from the sim ulator point
of v iew , but let me cite one personal
exampl e of what " fli ght simulation"
can do if well done.
I fl ew th e M CA IR portions of the
USAF Tim e-to-Clim b ("Streak Eagle")
record program - some 30 or so flights
for profile and sys tem veri f ication. I
also " flew" the MACS (Manned Ai r
Combat Simulator) portion of the
pr og ram , w he rei n we evaluated
planned techniqu es from a time,
fl yability, and pil ot workload standpo int. Sin ce the express purpose of the
" Streaker" was to do w hat no F-15 had
ever done before, we were obviously
goin g to have to push state of the art
capabili t ies in every aspect of the
pro ject, fli ght simul ation included.
How did we fare?
First off , mere ly scheduling simulato r requirements i nto the program
itself is an indicat ion of the confiden ce we have in those big boxes.
Th ere were many th ings to accomplish
before Ma jors Macfarlane, Petersen ,
and Smi th exp loded out of Grand
Fork s Air Force Base a coup le years
ago. Everything in tha t compressed
program had to pay its own way; and
we certainl y got o ur money's worth
out of "M ACS. " Aircraft handling
qualities goi ng "over the top" at
100,000 feet and 40 knots of indicated
airspeed were as predicted by the
simulator. Building up to that high
profile w ith out th e benef it of the
simulator would have taken a great
deal more tim e and money. The
experien ce we gained flyin g the simulator greatl y reduced the amo un t of
practi ce fl ying that woul d have otherwise been required .
Walt, I don 't know if you·ve had the
opportunity to fly th e Eagle, but I'll
make a guess that it's sti ll in your
future . I draw that conclusion from
your letter and from m y own reactions
when I first had the privi lege of flying
it. For me, it really was a retu rn to the
" cow pony" days we both remember
with pleasure.With the f-15 on the
street and the F-18 wai t in g m the
wings, I feel that we've taJ.. en a good
shot at address in g your concerns
Thanks for the letter and the opportunity to phdosoph1 ze with you- let us
know how yo u liJ...e th e Eagle - ·The
Sabre of the Seventies

Over the past six years,
lot's of good words have been writte n
on the Eagle by the "Old Pro's."
But how about the newer guysl Here are .

ome Persona
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By LARRY WALKER
Experim ental Test Pilot

At the tim e of my a rri va l at MCAIR,
I had had a good amount of expe rie nce with flying qualities a nd performance testing of numerous ai rpl a nes,
including modern fighters, but t felt
that I was one or two generati ons
behind in knowledge of av ionic systems. The F-4 had been a fairly
difficult airplane for me to learn, and
the F-15, with its advanced systems,
would probably take a year or more, I
feared. However, to my de light, handson experience coupled with references
to systems descriptions, has made the
Eagle a dream to fly and learn. In fact,
afte r six training and familiarization
flights, I commenced production
flight testing of those F-15s that had
already flown first ai rw o rthines s
flights. Then after 27 hours in the airplane, I commenced first flight airworthiness testing as wel l.

The avionics and weapon systems
are incredible. Easily controlled
throug h master mode se lections, the
sw itchology is si mple, easily learned,
and in most cases, accomplished
throug h sw itc hes on the stick and
th rottles. The F-15 radar has superb
performan ce - whethe r looking up or
look in g down, the capability remains
esse ntially the same. The sy nthetic
radar di splay has done much to
elim inate the hours of practice required to attain the ri ght radar gains for
the salt and pepper effect needed with
earlier ge neration weapon systems.
The Eagle rada r display shows the
pilot exact ly the altitudes he is searching; shows target information during
lock-o n - aspect, G, speed, and altitude; and also has a transponder
interrogation feat ure . A head-up display wit h weapon system information

Four years ago, one of the ''oldest pro·s·· in
the business · Major General Gordon Blood,
then commander of Tactical Fighter
Weapons Center at Nellis AFB wrote a letter
to Mr. George Graff, president of McDonnell
Aircraft Company. He was commenting on
his first.flight in the F-15 · '' ... I feel I could
have easily flown the first ride solo. J believe
the young fighter jock will eagerly learn the
systems and safely fly und maneuver the
aircraft with control augmentation as long as
he has some fighter time behind him for

and a TD box superimposed over the
targe t ties it all together with the real
world - sure makes visual acquisition
of that bogey easy!
The F-15 can be nearly all things to
nearly all people - sports car, luxury ,
or top fuel dragster ; it is happy slow,
fast, high , or low. Want to do a stick
snatch to the aft stop at 200 KCAS, or
straight and level at 100 KCAS , or
maybe a tailslide? How about an
entire loop below 200 KCAS or a
vertical accelerating climb? Maybe a
level acceleration from 300 to 500
KCAS in 8.5 seconds at an acceleration
rate of 1.6 G, or dash to Mach 2.4 at
the speed of heat? On the other hand ,
strap on three external tanks and
cruise subsonically for nearly five
hours , or at M 1.6 if you're in a hurry .
I could go on, but I'd rather fly than
talk, and another Eagle is ready to go!

basic maneu~•ering. . '' He went on to some
other complimentary opinions on rhe Eagle,
but it was his reference to the ''young.fighter
jock'' that is of interest here. If you fit that
classification, how eagerly do you figure you
can "learn the (F-15) systems?" For an
opinion from within our own Flight Test
organi:.ation, we turned to the two newest
MCAJR test pilots. /fyou are a lieutenant or
captain going directly into Eagles, they'd like
to hear how your expen'ences compare with
theirs• wn'te to them r:lo the DIGEST.

Having just checked out of the
military (USMC} and into the civilian
world (MCAI R), I have been doing a
lot of listening and learning about
McDonnell products. As the newest
test pilot for the company {5 months),
I recently had the privilege of checking out in the Air Force's newest
fighter - the F-15. Because there are a
lot of new guys like me in the USAF,
there may be some interest in this
"new guy's" opinion on this machine.
Unequivocably, the F-15 Eagle is the
easiest and safest aircraft I have ever
learned to fly.
To me, the design and engineering
that have gone into this aircraft are
amazing. Although I've only begun to
scratch the surface of everything in it,
it is readily apparent that the primary
pilot emphasis and attention is on the
weapon system. The F-15 was design-

By JACK JACKSON
Engineering Test Pilot

ed so that the majority of the pilot's
time can be devoted to the weapon
system and not to worrying about
actually flying the airplane. The ease
and comfort with which the Eagle
handles makes it a dream to learn to
fly ... and to be flown well I might
add, essentially from the first flight
on. I certainly agree with the feeling
expressed by some foreign Eagle pilots
who, after a couple hundred flight
hours, looked back on their initial
experiences with the airplane - they
felt they were just as effective at flying
to the edges of the envelope after two
hours as after 200.
My actual checkout in the aircraft
was rather anticlimatic. Like most
young aviators starting into a new
bird, anticipation and anxiety were
pretty high. After the first flight, I

must admit to something of a let-

down - all the things I had expected to
be difficult simply were not. Max performance takeoffs, stalls, acrobatics,
and landings were extremely easy. I
found it to be a very honest airplane
with respect to control inputs and its
inability to get into trouble because of
departure resistance {it's the only high
performance aircraft I know of without AOA limits). Its quick response to
thrust inputs makes such things as
aerial refueling routine . Cockpit
simplicity contributes to a low pilot
workload - with such features as an
automatic fuel system; HUD with
velocity vector for IFR flying; shallow
trim gradient; no limitatio ns o n
throttle movement; and no maneuvering slats or high-lift devices to operate.
While I may be the newest guy here
at MCAI R, I already feel very comfortable in the Eagle. I think you will too!

(1978)

Viking Departure •••
Two issues ago, our front cover

showed a dramatic photo that several
people have asked to learn more
about - they were wondering just
exactly what was going on in the
picture that we're reproducing here
again . The shot captures a " Viking
Departure" - an accelerated takeoff

and climbout that has recent ly
become standard operating procedure
for MCAIR test pilots and the F-15
Eagle. However, while it looks " air-

show" (and according to the pilots is
lots of fun to do). this procedure is

really all business and makes sense for
several reasons .

This photograph was taken by company test pilot Denny Behm from the

back seat of an F-15B, while frontseater Pat Henry, MCAIR ' s chief

experimental test pilot, executes the
Viking Departure maneuver from
Lambert-St. Louis International Airport runway 12R. Are you wondering
how Denny managed to snap this
super picture, during a five mile-permmute climbout? When asked how he
managed to frame part of the airport
terminal between the twin tails of the
Eagle , Denny replied humorously ,
" framing the picture was easy - once
I learned to sit backwards in the seat! "
The truth of the matter is that the
photo was not planned - it just sort
of happened that way . Actually, only
the camera was " backward" - Denny
himself was facing forward and
strapped in the seat normally . While
holding the camera {Hasselblad 2¼ x
2¼ with a 38MM lens) in an awkward
position above the seat's head rest, he
snapped a quick ser ies of photos. Only
after the film was developed did
Denny realize that he had successfu ll y
photographed the airport, and not the
canopy rail or the back of hi s helmet .
It doesn't rea ll y matter what lucky
mechanics were in vo l ved in the
process - the end result was obvious ly just great
A ma x-effo rt , straightup , climbout
maneuver from field elevat ion to 8500
feet in approximately 20 seco nds from
brake release, and withm five nautical
mtles from t he departure end of the
runway isn't usuall y exec uted at a
commercia l ai rport . Does this mean
that the FAA has relaxed the flight

rules which have helped LambertSt. Louis Airport maintain a top safety
record? Not in the slightest; a Viking
Departure requires continual coordination and highly professional skills
by both the pilots and the FAA air
traffic controllers. {We might add that
it also requires a high-performan ce jet
aircraft capable of operating within
the tight performance limitations
established for the maneuver!)
A Viking Departure is controlled
very closely by the FAA from the
control tower "cab". A pilot must
request this departure prior to leaving
the MCAIR flight ramp, and only when
Visual Flight Rules prevail. After
receiving the requested clearance, the
pilot may proceed only as directed by
the FAA air traffic controller. As a
result, a Viking Departure adds new
diry,ension to aviation safety and operating efficiency for both St. Louis FAA
air traffic control and MCAIR.
Some of the benefits derived from
this type of climbout procedure
include accelerated air traffic movements, reductions in FAA air traffic
controllers workload, noise abatement, pilot's radio workload minimized by remaining on tower frequency throughout climbout, and minimal
exposure of high performance jet
fighter aircraft to other airport traffic.
An accelerated takeoff and climbout
are also extremely important to
MCA! R operations because of fuel
savings, which gives the pilot more
time to perform his flight test mission
How does the code-name ''Viking"
tie-in with this maneuver? As the story
goes, one of the controllers in the
tower had just finished reading an
article about the Viking I spacecraft
blastoff on its mission to Mars, and
seeing the first F-15 expedited climbout, he remarked , "that looks like a
Viking I liftoff!" Since the procedure
had not then been given an official
tower identification, and the \\ Ord
" Viking " was short and eas', to
pronounce , it immediately caught on
with both pilots and controllers
So, when you see a •V iking Departure" you will knO\\ that the pilot
even though he is enjo', ing e\ er,
second of 1t, is making a ma,--ettort
dim bout beneficial to e\er,one

USAF 10280 "EAGLE ONE"...

Fint.fli.lluofF· lS ocn,,red on 2 1 July 1912 ,11 Edward6 AFB, CG/ijornia. No longer flyable. this alrploH U now tltefeahlrr attraction of a t,vvelutg
USAF all/bit °" Ameriain ,dr power. (Acu,a/ USAF S/N is 71•280, but t1iffftl.jt is uliibited with original tail numffr for lrUtorical ~rocy.)

Various fates befall military fighter
airplanes when they have "ll!rved their
11-.• Most are quietly retired to pn,"""'ation depots to await possible
eme,pncy reall in the future. Some,
If too ll!Weffly battered, an, unceremonlouoly cut up into Mlall pieces and
fed to the recycling machine. Others
may be internal catastrophes but still
look p,od enough on the outside to
become ball! "sou-.ln" of an earlier
era. And a few - a very few • while
permanently pounded, continue on

cllstinpilhecl fulMime "recruitins"
duty. F-4C Phantom 64-0683 was the
lint MCAIR model to tettt as a publk
symbol of USAF air power; hen, is the
lnteretting story of how our F-15 Eagle
10280 became the ll!Cond ...
When USAF 10280 • "EAGLE ONE"
led off the MCAIR final assembly
in St. Louis back in 1972, it was
prototype of what was to become

the world's best air superiority
fighter. Between 1972 and 1975, it
proved the design and demonstrated
the capabilities of all the F-15s to
follow. While its flight career was relatively short - 432 flight hours in 534
test flights . · USAF 10280 played an
important role in development of the

weapon wstem. In addition to being
the first flight article, it opened and
expanded the F-15 flight envelope;
evaluated flutter, stability, and control
performance; calibrated the pilot
systems. However when the time came
to consider reconfiguring F-15 No. 1
for combat or training functions, its
pr~roduction configuration ruled
against it - many of its parts were not
standardized, and field maintenance
of such a peculiar bird would be too
difficult. Despite its history-making
past, 10280's future looked bleak, until "AFOC" entered the picture.
The Air Force Orientation Group

(AFOG) at Wright-Patter1on AFB, Ohio,
was awarded custody of the airplane,
with the directive to turn it into a nonflying public display vehicle. It would
henceforth serve only "on the ground;'
but was destined to become probably
the best-known and most-seen Eagle
of them all. Perhaps a hundred pilots
actually settled themselves into the
cockpit of 10280 for flight, but millions
of people around the United States
have climbed a short flight of steps to
peer into that same cockpit for a
close-up look at a real fighter jet. Today, the F-15 is the backbone of the
Tactical Air Command's fighter force;
and EAGLE ONE provides the
American public a first-hand view of
that force. However, it was not an easy
task, making this high-performance
aircraft safe and suitable for pul,IK
exhibit.
The first obstacle was how to pare this F-15 for display. The AFOC

FROM SKYWAY TO HIGHWAY I
crew spent a lmost ten month s modifying the air craft for its public
" premier," including gutting the interior of engines, electroni cs gear, testing

sensors, and other reusable pieces of
equipment to reduce weight and save
money.
Next, work needed to be done to
make F-15 No. 1 appear generally simi-

lar to current combat version s. AFOG 's
airp lane now sports one of each style

afterburner used on F-15s. In addition,
because EAGLE ONE was not used in
the weapon s testing program , there

signs, and the cleaning the entire
aircraft.
During t he tour season (generally
the sum mer months), the AFOG crew
repeats the setup steps at every stop .
Each time EAGLi;: ONE stands display,
AFOG's handpi cked exhib i t group
proves that they can routinely do the
impossible• taking their F-15 wherever
interested people want to learn more
about aviation, airpower, and the US
Air Force. Does AFOG feel that all this
effort is worthwhile? Definitely, and
so does the rest of the Air Force.

was no 20mm gatling gun installed so
a gun fairing had to be added. The

'-

viewi ng public not on ly sees these

additions but also patches and " no nstandard" pieces of equipment that
testify to the aircraft's research and
development career .
Together w ith display preparation,
the problem of moving the aircraft
from place to place had to be considered. Two 50-foot flatbed trailers
were specia ll y designed and built for
the F-15 exhibit. One trailer carries
the wings and t he 4,000 pound crane
used to attach and remove the wings,
stabilizers, and radome o n the fuselage. The second trailer carries the
fuselage itself.

Once the 20,000 pound exhibit
arrives at its destination, it takes about
18 hours to ready the aircraft for
visitors. Crewmen assemble one side
of the plane and then move to the
other side. Rear and front fairing
panels are attached first to the fuse•
lage. The cra ne is used to get one wing
at a time off the trailer and placed on
the ground. The crane cable is removed, the w in g is turned to the
proper position, and the cable reattached. The w ing is then lifted and
fitted to the p lane.
Jacks placed under the wings lift the
fuselage off th e trailer. The trailer is
then moved forward and the main
landing gear is lowered and secured
into position. After the weight of the
aircraft is on the main gear, a jack is
moved to the front to raise the nose of
the plane off the trailer. The trailer is
then moved completely out from
under the plane and the nose gear is
lowered and locked. Afterwards, the
crane is aga in needed - thi s time to
affix the radome to the aircraft nose.
The final steps in readying the exhibit
include attac hin g panels, assembling
the v iewing platform, placing display

\
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Th e AFOG di spl ay crew te ll s visitors
about the F·15's history and its im•
portant part in the A ir Force's national
d efense mi ss ion. Some of the di splay
crew are am ong those w ho co nverted
10280 from supersoni c test bed to
traveling exhibi t and the immac ulate
di splay aircraft refl ec ts their pride and
hard work .
Approximate ly seven million people
a year learn abo ut t he A ir Force and
aviation throu gh A FOG ex hibi ts. According to Colonel Arthur f . Creighton,
Jr., group commander, "No other A ir

--Force public affairs tool allows the
service to go one-on-one with as many

people as AFOG 's exhibits."
"EAGLE ONE" - the first F-15 - has,
in its second career, proven to be one
of AFOC's most popular and effective
displays. Thus America's number one

Nine years and thousands upon thousands of botl, air t111d .,.,.,,.tJ miles separate these two
photographs of the sume airplane. p,:cture above was td:M of F-15 No. I after conclusion of
ceremonies surrounding rollout of this first Eagle at St. Louis factory on 26 Jwse 1972. Scene
below took place in New York City in mid-summer of 1981, where "EAGLE ONE"' was on
display in Manhattan's Battery Park.

(and proudest) Eagle is still making a
name for itself and will be enjoying a
pleasant semi-retirement for many
years to come. Keep an eye on the

highway; you may soon see the "Over
the Road Eagle" coming your way.
One of the individuals most interest-

ed in the second career of F-15 No. 1 is
''Eagle Driver No. 1" - Irv Burrows. The

picture which opens this article was
taken during the first flight of this first
Eagle, and Mr. Burrows is the pilot ~n
the cockpit. Today, he is Director of
Support Programs here at MCAIR, but
back then he was our Chief Test Pilot,
and he remembers vividly the 27th of

July, 1972.
"That first flight was the cu lmin ation of a lot of preparation by a lot of
people. My own involvement started
several years before and included
many hours in design meetings, p lanning conferences, simulator sess io ns,
and flights in other aircraft. Alth ough
such extensive preparation removed a
lot of the "mystery" of that first event,
it certainly didn't diminish t he pride
and satisfaction I felt as soon as we
were up and away, and I knew we had
a great airp lane! That was a moment
to savor - a time for a test p ilot to

think to him self that .
it's all about"!
" The Eagle o n the trailer i s like an
o ld friend to me; in fact, its original
name plate is attached to a plaque
hangi ng on my office wall! It was a
good test airplane and the recipient of
a lot of tender lovi ng care (plus a lot
of design modifi cation s). USAF 10260
took us to a lot of brand new condi-

tion s as the F-15 flight envelope was
extended. I think it's just great that
this airplane which has seen over 600
knots on the deck, close to 2.5 Mach
at altitude, and paved the way for our
operational F-15 fleet can now be
viewed and touched by the general
public. I'm looking forward to see ing
" EAGLE ONE" again somewhere soon,

myself' !

■

newly manufactured fighter
aircraft receive stringent checks during .•.

Military
Acceptance Flight Testing
By CAPT Al N DAN LOHMEYER , USAF /Production Acceptance Pilot•
Flight Operations Division, N A VPR O/St. Louis (McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
Several years ago, the DIGEST
published an article by Dee Francis,
MCAIR Chief Production Test Pilot,
describing the procedures followed by
company aircrews in checking out new•
ly manufactured fighter airplanes.
When our company pilots okay an airplane, it is then turned over to the
government for "a·cceptance tests."
Government acceptance test flying is
performed by a group of military pilots
assigned to the St. Louis plant, as a part
of the NAVPRO -

Navy Plant Repre-

sentative's Office. As a sequel of sorts
to Dee's discussion from the company
point of view, this article, written by
one of the NAVPRO pilots, looks at the
military's responsibilities in gelling a
new Eagle, Hornet, or Harrier on its
way to you. Captain Lohmeyer
describes some of the things the
government aircrews are looking for
when they check out 11 newly-minted
MCAIR fiahter.

A 1971 groduoteo/US Air Forc:e Academy, Coptum
l ohmt)'tr hos jlowr, F-4D-£ Phor,toms ut RAF
l okenheo1h, £r,gfond and C/ork AB, the Phiflp.
pines. No w o Produc1ion A creptunce Pilot w11h
NA VPR O/St. Louis, he hos flown the F-/j s,n~
1979, and will begin or, £ WI (Educo/ior, With Jr,.
d ustry) ass1gr,men1 with McDonnell Dougfo:r Cor•
porotion in September.

US government contract management personnel have been working in
St. Lou is with McDonnell products
since the early 1940's. The US Nav)
was basically in charge of activities for
the f irst three decades, but in 1971 the
US Air Force Contract Management
Division {AFCMD) of Air Force Systems
Command was charged with all contract and subcontract, qualit,
assu rance, pricing, production. and
program management administration
dealing with government contracts at
t he St Louis facility In military jargon.
t he function was kno\, n as the
" AFPRO, for Air Force Plant Represen tat ive's Office On - March 198::!
the Naval Air Systems Command formally accepted responsib1lit\ tor all
plant cognizance. including flight test
of al l production atrcratt '-:m, the
j argon identifies us as 'N -\\'PRO tor
obvious reasons These change".> in contract management respons1billt\ tali..e

place as a function of the balan ce of
contracts McDonnell Doug las Co rporation ha s w ith th e A ir Force and the
Navy. For over ten yea rs, the USAF F-15
tipped the sca le toward A FPRO responsibility; today the balance li es with
NAVPRO and the F/A-18 Hornet, AV-8
H arrier II, and Harpoon anti-s hip
miss ile
Cu rrentl y, the Flight Operations Di vision of NAVPRO uses three Air Force
pilots and one Marine and five Naval
avrators. Together, we fl y all production accepta nce (FCF) and c ha se/target
support flights in F-15, F/A-18, and AV-8
ai rc ra ft. We basically insure that the
ai rc raft coming from the MCAIR
assembly I ines not on ly conform to
contractor specifications but are also
in a form usab le to the f ighter pilot " in
the field." This may mean changi ng o r
clarifyi ng performance specifications
to insu re that the best possib le product
arrives at Lang ley, Bitburg, Lemoore,
Cherry Point, o r whereve r. For examp le,
there were significant cha nges incorporated in the orig ina l F-1 5 PS P tapes
before we wou ld accept them for
de live ry.
In addition to produc tion acceptance flying, pilots assigned to NAVPRO
perform various other function s. The
Air Force pilots perform most normal
additiona l du ties associated wi th a fl ying un it, suc h as safety, training,
sc hedu ling, and standardization and
eva lu atio n. Other duties involved in
governmen t co ntract admin istration
take up the rest of our t im e. Four of the
cu rren t Nava l aviators are Ae ronautical Engineering Duty Officers
(A EOO) and perform prima ry dut ies involving program management of the
Eagle, Horn et, and Harrier prog rams.
AEOO's are both managers (much like
the USAF rated supp lement) and flyers.
It is a function unique to the Navy and
has the interesting benefit of having
the program manager actually flying
the particu lar weapons system he
manages. That keeps him familia r with
cu rrent production ai rcraft and gives
him a " hands-on " knowledge of recent
p roblem s.

F-15 ACCEPTANCE PROGRAM
Now let's turn to the F-1 5 as an exa m ple of the nuts and bo lts process of getting you an ai rplan e to fly. In the nine
yea rs that MCAIR has been producing
Eagles for USAF (a nd a f ew other Air
Forces), more than 700 A/B/C/0 models
ha ve gone over the fence to you, and
eve ry one of them ha s recei ved the acce ptan ce test program described
herein . If ta kes nine full months of production from the time the first
bu lkhead is laid until an F-15 is
delivered. That does not include long

lead times required for such items as
titanium forgings, which have been as
long as 24 to 36 months. The assembly
line is fascinating and should be seen
by eve ry military pil ot, although I won't
go into specifics on that portion of the
process. (Inc identally, there is an articl e in the Jun e 1982 iss ue of TAC ATTACK magaz ine reporting an interview
wit h my boss, Major George Knirsch,
which goes into the interesting details
of " How They do it at the Fa ctory ." My
own story opens as a brand new Eag le
roll s out o f final asse mbly from MCAIR
Building 45 , and is relea sed for its first
fl;ghtJ
Every F-15 made is flown by McDonnell Do uglas pilots and t hen by military
Produ c tion Accepta nce pilots. A ll
f li ghts are f low n in the clean configuration {no tanks, rail s, or pylons), and
each aircraft gets about four f lights, on
the average, prior to its delivery. For
you Navy and Marine drivers, I might
add that the profil e I desc ribe a lso approx im ates the one flown during F/A-18
acceptance flights, and with t he exception of the radar wo rk approximates the
profile that will be flown in AV-8B accepta nce.
The fi rst flight is used primarily to
speed run the airplane and perform any
other c heck s that fuel remaini ng permits. The speed run , pe rform ed by
MCA IR pi lots on every F-15 {a nd by
military pilots on every fifth F-15),
takes the ai rplane to 710 KEAS. This
checks not on ly for 1.4 Mach EEC
lock. but also for any panels that may
buzz , a rudde r limiter that may not
work, or a bypass door tha t may not
sc hedule as it should. The second flight
re-c hecks any previo usly sq uawked

item s and completes remaining checks
that fuel considerations didn't allow on
the first flight.
The aircraft is then turned over to
the pilots in Military Flight Operations,
and all the checks are performed again
to assure exact compliance to specifi cat ion s and verify any fixes from the
la st MCAIR flight. Basica lly, we perform an expanded FCF flight test. There
are a few oddball things that are done
which I will discuss, but primarily the
flight profile comes right out of the
Dash Six . Eve ry first flight is performed
with a stored alignment on the INS. Preand post-flight data are recorded and
any dra stic variances usually require
replacem ent of the Inertial Mea suring
Unit and a ref light. As to the flight portions, the real differences are in two
systems - Jet Fuel Starter (JFS) and
Radar.

JFS CHECKS
We install the jumper wire in the JFS
to enable our starting it, while airborne,
with both engines running. It must start
in two out of two, or three o ut of four
tries. Therefore, to perform acceptably
it mu st sta rt in both of the first two attempts. Failure to light on either of
those two requires that it start successfully on the third and fourth attempts to pass the test. Failure to meet
these c riteria requires a JFS change and
a reflight. We usually make one start in
the 15,000 to 20,000 foot altitude
block. and one start between 20,000
and 25,000 (a n approved test envelope
for St. Louis flights). Starts are usually
attempted at around 220 KEAS.
We also shut down an engine and
start it with the JFS. Actual procedures

vary with individual pilot technique,
but generally we all follow the same sequence. After the JFS is sta rted, the
right engi ne is shut down. I personally
let the engine w ind down to 0% N 2 for a
couple of reasons. First, afte r insu ring
that the left hand genera tor will ca rry
the load and that the JFS ha s sta rted, l
have a controlled situation in which 1
can check for proper operation of the
switc hing valves under airload s. Second, the 0% N 2 situation provides the
most severe power extract ion situation
1 ..... ~ the JFS since it must not only turn
the engin e but also counter the effec t
of airloads on the fan .

RADAR CHECKS
The other major portion of the profile involves checking the radar. That
portion takes from twenty to forty
minutes, and we always task a
dedicated target agai nst eve ry first
flight of the Eagle . That target may be
one of the c hase/ target aircraft assigned here at McDonnell Douglas or
another production aircraft if one happens to be flving about the same time
The sketch on page 23 illustrates the
orientation of the profile.
The target and fighter are separated
by 100 miles to start the pass . The lookup pass is used simp ly to check detection ranges and operation of the AAI
for alt modes and codes . We usually

c heck radar detection in channels 1, 3,
and 5 during the look-up portion, then
have the target descend to the lower
a ltitude for the look-d own pha se. The
look-up portion is usually compl eted
with target and f ighte r still about 60
miles apa rt. During the look-down
phase we c heck the remaining channels, and usually check velocity search
in two of - those c hannels. When the
target gets to 40 miles, we check RAMA and RAM displays and tracking, and
revert to normal single target track by
30 miles . At 30 miles we begin looking
for HI PRF track to switch to MEDIUM
by about 22-23 miles .
After PRF switc h (which gives an indication of the signal-to-noise sensed
by t he radar), we have the target turn
and test the tail-on look-down detection at 20-25 miles . With that complete
the target turns head-on aga in , and at R
max7 a simulated AIM-7 launch is accomplished. The target then does a
climbing "Split-S " maneuver to insure
that the radar can track a moderate
escape maneuver and to bring the
target to the fighter's altitude . We then
c heck for proper operation of all of the
auto lock-on modes (VS, BS. SS) with
the ta rget in a 2-3G turn, both into and
away from the fighter . Additionall y, all
HUD stee rin g cues for MRM, SRM ,
Gu ns, and V I are checked to minimum
range. Any anoma lies, especially weak

detectmn o r strange programming/in
di cati ons, are squ awked dnd re flown
Additio nall y, any m<1J0r I omponent
c hange subsequenl to a successful
radar run requires another radar fl ight
On eac h flight we have a preprogram med Armament Control Set
{ACS) and several IP sand targets programm ed into the centra l computer
All of this all ows us to check al l of the
air-to-gro und weapons systems and
HUD cues (s ho rt of actually dropping
somethi ng off of the aircraft). We
c hPck CDIP, AUTO. DIRECT and make
si m ulated "b lind-bombing " runs on a
show IP and ta rget usi ng the Doppler
Beam Sharpening {DBS) mode of the
radar . As an aside, the ground mapping
fe at ures of the F-15 radar ha ve
und ergone considerab le improvements
during my tou r here, and more appear
to be on the way
Tha t's it. As you can see. we check
eve rythin g to insu re the best possible
produ ct. Th at's bas ica lly our job and
the job o f all the people in NAVPRO,
St . Louis - to insure that the fighter
and attac k aircraft that reach the user
are of t he hig hest quality and lowest
cost poss ibl e. If th is discussion has
arou sed som e curiosity or a question,
do n' t hes ita t e to call us at Autovon
693-6444 /6231 If Flight Ops can't
answer t he question, we'll put you in
tou c h wit h t he pe rson who can.
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Museum at Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. (inside front) Pilot 's
eye photo of F· IS Head·UpDisp/ay
at instant of "attack solution. "
( outside back) Army helicopter
and F-4 during airlif t from St.
Louis to AF Museum at Day ton.
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Granted, McDonnell-Douglas builds
great airplanes, but men win wars.

With its great thrust and low-wing
loading, state-of-the-art avionics and
munitions, excellent visibility and near

flawless handling qualities, the F-15
Eagle is indeed an imposing figure in the

air-to-air arena. Its superior qualities
could combine to provide the "edge"
needed for victory over lesser aircraft to
even the mediocre fighter pilot.

Such casual abuse of this fighter's potential would smack of criminal negli-

gence and must not be tolerated. As has
been said before: "The crate is not
nearly as important as the man with
his hand on the pole."
Lt. Colonel Philip W. Ha,uJlt,y
Direcror. Stan £"al. USAF£
Ram stein AB. Germany

The above quotations are extracted
(and reprinted with permission) from a
letter printed in a recent issue of the
FIGHTER WEAPONS REVIEW,
published by the USAF Fighter

Weapons School, 57th Tactical Training
Wing, at Nellis AFB, Nevada. (The

colonel's letter was discussing various
aspects of F-15 tactical operations in a
classified document not available to us.)
Very well put ... we appreciate the
words ... and agree with the implications. It has always been our aim Phantom I, Banshee, Demon, Voodoo,
Phantom II, Eagle, Harrier, and Hornet to build the best possible "crates." But
every one of them has come equipped
with a pole.
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